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ExParte

.

:- -.

Application Ior Writ of Habeas Corpus
From
Bowie
County

Anibal Canales
(Name of Applicant)

5th

Judicial District Court

SUPPLEMENTAL

TRIAL COURT WRIT NO. 99F0506-005-B
CLERK'S SUMMARY SHEET
APPLICANT'S NAME: ___.t::~A..unwih.LillaLLJ..~...c.ii:Jawn....
al...,e~s- - - - - - - - - - - - - (As reflected in judgment)
This document contains some
paaes ~h;<!t ~rA "f ;.loor quality
at the t1me of imaging.

OFFENSE: Capital Murder
(As reflected in judgment)

CAUSE NO.: ~99~F-c:5~09-6- a 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (As reflected in judgment)
PLEA:

GUILT~ I NOLO CONTENDERE

(CIRCLE ONE)

SENTENCE:~D~e=a=th~----------------------------------------

(Terms of years reflected in final judgment)
TRIAL DATE: 11-1-2000
~-~--~--~--------------------(Date upon which
sentence was imposed)
JUDGE'S NAME: .,..Ja....c;~~k-....~C
...aiUrt...._e~~;;.~r"--------------------------
(Judge presiding at trial)
APPEAL NO.:
(If applicable)

-'-73"-.1.,__
98:....;;8_ _ _ _ __

CITATION TO OPINION:- S.W.2d(lf applicable)

RECEIVED 1NI
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS

HEARING HELD:_~YES
X
NO
(Pertaining to the application for writ of habeas corpus)

All~ 1 7

?007

t,oYI~® !?~mmon. Clerk

FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS FILED:--X--- YES-- NO
(Pertaining to the application for writ of habeas corpus)
RECOMMENDATION: --GRANT
X
DENY
NONE
(Trial court's recommendation regarding application for writ of habeas corpus)
JUDGE'SNAME:_R~al~p~h_B~u=r=g=es=s_________________________

(Judge presiding over habeas corpus proceeding)
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

THE STATE OF TEXAS )
COUNTY OF BOWIE

)

I, BILLY FOX, Clerk of the 5th District Court ofBowie County, Texas, do
hereby certify that the above and foregoing are true and correct copies of the originals as
on file in my office.
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF SAID COURT at Office in
New Boston, Texas, this 151h day of August, 2007.
BILLY FOX, DISTRICT CLERK
BOWIE COUNTY, TEXAS

BY:~ marJ4p

.

Dean Maddox, Deputy

I.•'
~

'
•

•
•

.
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IN THE
THE 5TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OF llO\VlE COUNTY, TEXAS

.

:~pz

AHIJ:zo

DISTR!C(Q(~jpx
------DEPUTY

§
§
§
§

EX PARTE

ANIBAL CANALES, JR.

No. 99F0506-005-B

EXHIBIT VOLUME I

THIS IS A CAPITAL CASE

Meredith Martin Rountree
L1w Offices of Owen & Rountree, L.L.P.
Post Cffice Box 40428
Austin, Texas 78704
TEL (512) 804-2661
FAX (512) 804-2685

Pro Bono Counsel

Morris H. Moon
Texas Defender ServicE
412 Main Street, Suite 1150
Houston, Texas 77002
TEL (713) 222-7788
FAX (713) 222-0260

•
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DECL.,\U.ATION OF .JEFF llARRELSON

1, Jeff llatrdson, pursunnt to the provisions of 28 U.S.C. §I 746, c.lcclare n~ f'ollow~:

I. 1

:1111

over IS years

J'l~rsomil knowk~dgc,

2.

or age. /\II statements rn::1dc hcn~in arc based upon my
and I am competent to testify hereto.

In addition to P1.1u1 Hoover, J represented Anibal Canales, Jr. in his capital mun.kr

Lri;tl and em appr::<d to the Texas Court of Criminul Appeals. I was appointed to
S\l~h representation by then 51h District Court Judgt:: Jack Carter.
:

J. During my l'CJlfc!Scntalion or l'v1r. Canales, I had been practicing Jaw for 4 years
and T hud nol r~pri!SL'ntcd anyone in a death penalty case. My practice consisted
of a g.Lnemllm.v practice, including criminal nnd various types of civillnw. I now
concentrate almost exclusively on criminal cases anJ I am Board Certified in
Crimimtl r.a ..v hy th~ Texas Board of Legal Specinliz~1tion, wl1ich [ obtained in
2003. Hcfon.~ 2002, I hac.l not attended continlling legal education courses
rc~an.ling representation in a death penalty cas~. During my r(;prcsentation of Mr.
Cnn~ll:.·s, my death penalty education consisted of self-study review of death
pcJwlty 1nam1als, treatises. and caselaw.
4. During 199'7 nnd 1998, I W<~S under contrt~ct to work a::t a part-time public
d.:·.fcmlcr in Circuil/Chanccry/Juvcnilc Judge Jim Hudson's court in Miller
County, Arknnsas. Under this c.ontract, I only represented juveniles in 1997 and
rqm~s~.~ni~iljuv~nilcs and adults charged with criminal offenses in 1998.
year~. I never participated in a jury trial as pllblic defender,
although S(~veral cases settled the day of jury selt:.clion and many cases were tried
to th(: bench. Juveniles an: not entitled to a ju1y trial in Arkansas. Prior to Mr.
Cnnak:;' trial, Th~d tried two civil cases and three criminal enscs to a jury. Of the
crirnin:\l cases, one was an arson and burglary case in Sevier County, Arkansas
Circuil Court. That defendant was convicted and sentenced to the Arkanf.i~\s
I ) ..~p~lrlmcnl of' Corrections. Another involved a charge of possession of
nnrijuana with intent to distribute (50 lbs.) in Mi1Ier County, Arkansas Circuit
Coun. That defenclant was acquitted. The third was an arson case in B<1wic
County, Texas District Court. That defendant was· convicted and sentenced to the
Tex:h Dcpnrtun~nt of Criminal Justice - 1nstitutional Division. In none of those
c:"tscs v.:::~:: J required to retain ~xpcrts, nor did I have occnsion to develop claims
ir-.vl1lving m~'Jll:1l hc;Jith issues

5. Dllring those two

(J.

l'v!y mlc in Mr. CanaiL:s' case was to assist Paul Jloovcr, and our skills \verc
cornpl.;;mr~ntnry.
I was brought into the case to as~;ist with organizing the
in!i.tnll:ltion, l)(:rforming legal research, and assist in the trial of the case. Mr.
I ,,)over ha:::: \',1!;t criminnllaw cxpcril!ncc and his strength is in the courtroom. We
:;hnr~d n:spon:.;ihifily for preparing for both phast'S of triJI. In Mr. Canales' case,
to my ktl\l\·dtdgc, Mr. Hoover Jwd fll) consultation with cxp~:rts, nor did our

383a

i11ve~:ti!'.~1lion

7.

itwolvc the usc of experts.

Sir~.cc lr~prr:,cntcll
r:-~~"~:;.

In lwn

Mr. Canales, I·have been )<!ad counsd in Jive capital mudfcr

or those cases, the State waived the dc<~th pcn~lty and a thhcl was

nl.!vcr indict~~d. The State sought. the dt:ath penalty in the other two. State of
'l'exos v. Cl1ris Hubbard, which also involved an alleged murder in the same
Telford Unit or TDCJ-10 \\'here Mr. Canales' cnse occurred, resulted in a
rnr,nslaught.:r verdict nnd life sentence. A life vcnlict \Vas returned after a guilty
finding as to capital murder in State t?{Texa.~· v. ,\'Jephon Walter.
:

8.

Th~

trial eoua's denial of our motion for n continuance created sig;nificant
probkms [or us in preparing for Mr. Canales' trial. For nil the reiJsons we told the
tri:ll cnurl in our motion for continuance, we had not been nble to properly prepare
for r...-rr. Canales' triai and we argued that we wt.~re Jl()t going to be prepared for the
sdK\lukd trial dale. Once the court denied our motion, Mr. Hoover and I both
h:l:'>ically stopped working on our other ca..:;es and focused exclusively on Mr.
Can~1lcs' c~sc.

9. Me !!Gover and I did not consult with or hire a mitigation specialist. I now
uni.krstnnd that mitigntion specialists arc the standard of practice according to the
Am~rican Bar Association's Guidelines in Deilth Penalty cases, as well as being
m:'lntlatcd by the Supreme Court <)f the United States' opinion in Wiggins v.
Smith J now rl!alizc nnd undcr~tand how essential mitigation specialists nre to
inw:;Ligaling, developing, and presenting mitigating evide.nce that may per~uadc a
j LJry lo vnt\.! for 1ifc.
10. Nt:itlwr Mr. Hoover nor I w~rc qualified by trnining and e.xp~riencc to evaluate
individuals 1~1r the presence of mental or psychological disorders or impairments.
I l.

Allhou~~.h

we ~liscussed his background and life experience with Mr. Canales, we
did not dcvdop any aspect of Mr. Canales' life befc>re this crime in order to
rr~s~nl testimony of same nt his trial. We did not collect any records or any
hi:,toricnl rbta on his life. We did nnt interview any family members or other
pc·'-)Pk who ~·IK'.\'.' him growing up.

12. We hirl'd rm investigator and his rolt: was basically confinc<.l to serving subpoenas
and pi10l.,gr;lphing and lilming the areas of the prison llnit that w~re relevant to
th;: L·as:::. ·ro the best of my knowledge, our investigator did 11ot perform any
inlk:pcndcnt investigation or interviews ofwitnesscs, and he never performed any
kind ofmitig;1tio11 investigaliOil.
13. Onr

111itig~ttiou

evidence for Mr. Canales

show~d

his talent

~san

artist, as well as

h'1s t~·.:n:.:rally pl."a,:el'ul n~tture in prison, including the fact rhat he often mediated·
di:-;"F"'"~ . .:•n~.~n!s [1111ong other inm(ltcs. Obviously, the frtct that Mr. Canaks had
b,·cn f'OiWktcd of a murder in prison l:rl'alcd a difJicuh siruation for the <left;!n-;~;.~
1-..: L!:ndit,~·. 1hl' fulurt: Jangcr and mitigation special i~sues at punishm(!nt.

384a

1'1-. l 11ow :\Eo have ~ gn!~ttcr understanding of the requirements of scientific
rcli.1hility in ~omc areas. We did not challenge the reliability of the handwriting
;mdysis th:.1l , ..,.a~; prcscntc:d hy the State in Mr. Canales' trial.
1S. Ctl win witn~ssc:s could possibly have been impeached more cotnpr..::hcnsivcly
th:Hl W;! did [\l trial. Our decision nol to impeach these witnesses fUJthcr was not
nsxt:ss:trily H1c product of a stratt!gic decision. Jnstead, the impeachment reflected the
:1ct1te time prcs~ure::. we wt:re under because the trial court refused to grant our
-conli lll.!;1sl(:C.
:

1(,, Duri11g 1v1r. Catt~lcs' trial, the prosecutors presented the !C>rcpcrson of the granc1
jury which itldictccl Mr. Canales. I lmderstood the forepcrson's testimony to pertain
tn Ll1L~ alk~•.td lis~ allegation
an ann or object unknown to the grand jury when
c~msing tl·~~: Lkath of anolht!r :.ts alleged in th~ indictment.

or

I DECt . ARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER 'filE LAWS Of THE
tJNlTED STATES THAT 'Ill F. FOREGOING IS TRUE AND]_ORRECT .

-.~:~~--~~(~

.fj_,:)j__

Date and Place

.

4!! . 1 ~-

~~n

•
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~

DI':CLARAfiON OF T.\T:\1.\N RYDER

L Tatman Ryd~r. pursuant to th~ provisions nf 2X U.S.C. ~ 1746. declare as fnllnvvs:

I. ( am over 18 years of age. All statements made ·herein are based upon my
personal knowledge, and I am competent to testify hereto.
/
,.,

[ am a law student at the U ni versi ty ofT exas.

3. I accompanied Meredith Martin Rountree and Morris Moon to an interview with
Paul Hoover, one of the attorneys appointed to represent Anibal Canales, Jr. at his
capital murder trial.
4. In the course of this interview, Mr. Hoover stated that about 65% of his caseload
consists of criminal cases. This was also true when he represented Mr. Canales.
5. Mr. Hoover stated that he had never tried a death penalty case before he
represented Mr. Canales. The closest he came to representing someone facing the
death penalty was a defendant named Morgan who was charged with capital
murder in Bowie County. Morgan pled guilty to burglary of a habitation, and
never went to trial.
6. In Mr. Canales' case, Mr. Hoover and Mr. Harrelson conducted all the interviews.
They did not work with a mitigation specialist or any other experts. They did not
conduct any interviews or investigation of Mr. Canales' family.

I DECLARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF
THE UNITED STATES THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

\\ /l:S) D~
Date and Place

J-~\\'v\_ ~LMAfA-U-

'/.)

Dtfr'

Tatman Ryder
f!_e_

•
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PAUL D.

Hoo~/'ER &1.4ssociATEs
A ITOR ..VEYS AT LA. W
2)0 I SL1f.HERHILL ROAD
TE.'C.·IRK.WA, TX 7550 I

P.4.UL D. HOO'V"ER
GREGORY A. HOOVER

August 1, 2000

TEL. (903) 794-2501
F.-LY. (903} 792-2434

Honorable Jack Carter
5th Judicial District Judge
Bi:.State Justice Building
Texarkana, TX 75501

Re:

The State of Texas vs. Anibal Canales
Caztse No. 99F0506-005

Dear Judge Carter:
Despite my request, Nlr. Canales has not been moved back to the Telford Unit. It is
critical that :Mr-. :Harrelson and I have him here so that our communication an be constant
and our representation effective. Please advise as to whether we should fue a writ or
whether perhaps your interaction would be all that is required.
I await to hear from you soon.
Yours very truly,
PAUL D. HOOVER & ASSOCIATES

Paul D. Hoover
PDH:dp
cc:

lVIr. Jeff Harrelson, Esq.
Mr. Anibal Canales

•
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JACK CARTER
DISTRICT JUDGE. 5TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TEXAS
BOWIE AND CASS COUNTIES
81-ST ATE JUSTICE BUILDING

100 NORTH STATE LINE
TEXARKANA. TEXAS 75501

!9031 798-3004

August 2, 2000

Mr. Wayne Scott
Executive Director
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
P. 0. Box 99
Huntsville, Texas 77342-0099
Re:

State ofTexas vs. Anibal Canales; Cause No. 99-F-0506-005
In the District Court ofBowie County, Texas

Dear Sir:
The above detendant is presently indicted in Bowie County, Texas for the offense of capital
murder. His trial is scheduled in October of this year. This case originates from the Barry Telford
Unit located in New Boston, Bowie County, Texas. This defendant is indicted with killing another
inmate in the penitentiary.
This case has been set in my court and at the time of that setting this defendant was
incarcerated at the Barry Telford Unit in New Boston. Since that time, it is my understanding that
this defendant has been transferred to another unit. It is imperative that this defendant remain or be
transferred to New Boston, Barry Telford Unit The attorneys representing this defendant must have
full access to him to prepare properly for trial.
Please see that this inmate is transferred to the New Boston unit so that we can proceed with
the trial of this case. Thank you for your assistance.

JC:wb
cc:
Mr. Mark Mullin
SPECIAL PROSECUTION UNIT
340 Hwy. 75 N., Suite A
Huntsville, Texas 77320
Mr. Jeff Harrelson
DOWD, HARRELSON, MOORE & GILES
P. 0. Box 2631
Texarkana, Texas 71854
Mr. W. David Carter
MERCY, CARTER & ELLIOTT
1730 Galleria Oaks Drive
Texarkana, Texas 75503

:

Mr. Paul Hoover
Attorney at Law
250 I Summerhill Road
Texarkana, Texas 75501
Mr. Richard N. Dodson
Attorney at Law
P. 0. Box 3257
Texarkana, Texas 75504

•
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PAUL D. HOOVER & ASSOc
ATTORNEYS AT UW
1501 SUMMERHILL ROA.D
TEX.<tRK.-iNA., TX 75501

PAUL D. HOOVER
GREGORY A. HOOVER
DEBBIE PIRKEY- LEGAL

1
T

ASSIST."~T

January 15, 2002
~ ReNin ~ICIIVI Sl'<Gw<"qiO ~.
<l en. & M~_.,-

I\1s. Dorothy Albright

0

State Counsel for Offenders

M Po,ll'l'aotl or O~te

~

e

Administrative Services

~

P.O. Box 4005
Huntsville, Texas 77342-4005
Re:

TOTAL Po11age & Foes

IJ)

D..

/-15

s
-1) ~

State of Texas vs. Anibal Canales
Bowie County District Cause No. : 99-F-506-5

Dear Ms. Albright:

Enclosed please find the original Order for Attorney's Fees and Expenses, with
conflict of interest statement therein, Application for Payment of Claim Against
the State of Texas and Attorney Fees Expense Claim. This is the fina[ and only
claim for this appointment. Please place this claim in line for payment at your
earliest convenience.

Thank you for your assistance in this regard. Should you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to give me a call.
Yours very truly,

·I

PAUL ~.~ .HOO
'.

PDH:dp

Enclosures
CRRR • # P 412 082 498

~

X' I & AS~SOCIATES

~/

:

393a

- C2

Form 3A06·6.i)1
&'2~01J

'tRav.

APPLICATION FOA PAYMENT OF ClAIM AOAJNST THE STATE 0,_. TEXAS

tNSIRUCllONS ON REVERSE

0

0

Vold W1rnnt

Unp1ld Bill

~Other Attorney's Fees for i~present
1ng Antbal canales
TDCJ 4 69S3H

(Please !ypa or prlnc)
<:IIIINnt't )11'"111.1111 Ml"'t of lndl'tldlltl 01 llllfi'IMt)

Paul
Lt~II;IIQ

Hoover, Attorney at Law

!),

44cl•tn jP,O,

Bo•, Srrw«, Cl'ly, Sla'- I :lp C~t •

2501 SuiT'.merhi ll Road,
el~IIN,r& ~eclat

Texarkana, Texas 75501

St;ul!f't ~umbM 01 81111""' $t1H tr FEI I

- EIN

'430-98-8()118
Clal~t~enl't

'~'I

Teltpllont tol~kt

75 2602022
Anlo~r.t

z~·

( 9 0 3) 794-2501

.

Spee.Jnc Reucn tor .Citltn

of ClAim

,,z, ,_
-~~

For Volcl WO!r~tti{•J: 1.1~ ep•c:Jn; ldtnl!nGIUC111 of QOC1d1, IDNIGU, '''und Of Ol!'!t"tll'"l fat will~ It Ull Wlti'Jrti{J) Wife OrfiJlft.l!ly IUued

S~o~pgortlr;

Doc:umer.tatlon (Pitu• Lltl)

1.

Oraer Appointing Attorney

2.

Order w/Statement Attached

--

.

l~· ''.
:·:ics~~(c~ti[~:;.i'~;~l
. .··~ ·~ ,·.. . ... '

3.

~t:t:CJ:Ile¥

:Eee

~x:pecse

Clcdm

l

••

I cartll"f thai thtt Information I have furnished on this form Ia true and c;orrec:. I certify that the amount of
thl• claim Is atlll outstanding and b due and payable.
Comp~eta

~ E' c.

.

.

Application and Mai!

a:.k\.'(t·<:. ~

.• \ l>.'{,

(~

(.)'o

~,o.('

to~

(,)I\

"~"'.'"

For quesHo.1s, conlacl Dolores Fojra.sek at 1-800-531-5441
eJC;ttn:iion l-4724 or (512) 483-472~
e11a;J: dolores. fojta,ell@cpa ..state.tc.u:~

Dale:
SIS" Hore:
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NO. 99-F-506·5

THE STATE OF TEXAS

§
§
§
§
§

vs.
ANJBAL CANALES

----

~:y

IN THE DISTRICTc~Q(!,~T. · . :;·;· -' .. '' . (.. : . ·.... _
· · · · ·· ..:.co rx
OF

,.. __

-··=-•tJry

BOWIE COUNTY, TEX-\S

I

Q!U)ER FOR ATIOR.YEY'S FEES AND EXPENSES

On February 7, 2000, it was made known to the Coun that rhe Defendant, Anibal Canales,
was charged with the offense of Capital Murder, in which the State of Texas would seek the death
penalty, and that Defendant was unable to employ an attorney to represent him. lt appearing that a
conflict ofinrerest exists with the State Counsel for Offenders Office necessitating the appointment
of!ocal counsel, it was ORDERED by the Court that Paul Hoover, practicing attorney ofthis Court,
be appoinced to represent the Defendant in the above cause.
On rhis day was considered by the Court the Motion lo Authorize Attorney Fees, and the
Coun being of the opinion such fees are reasonable and thus that the motion is well taken,

·JT JS, THEREFORE, ACCORDINGLY ORDERED that Paul 1-loover, attorney appointed
in this cause, be paid by Bowie County S 250.00 for services rendered.
IT JS FURTHER ORDERED that the State Comptroller of Public Accounts pay the
remainder of all sums earned by Paul Hoover, $ 25, I 62.50, shown on the statement herein below
recited and incorporated within this order.

Tim~

Acti\'il'y

DIIIC:

with J~rf Hurr~lson re: ilppointmc:nt

2·11..00

Phon~ conf.

2·14·00

R&R lc:uer from A

2·:!8-00

R&R J~uc:r !'rum Juagc Cunc:r rc: appointment and
fee :u:hc:dul~

3-2-00

R&R c:opy uf Order of Appointment :.mli
from Di:.'lncl Clc:rk

J-IJ-00

R&.R Jeu~r from A.

3-~8·00

Rule

F~e

8.1lancc

.2

10000

20.00

20.00

I

100.00

10.00

30.00

3

100.00

30.00

60.00

7

100 00

70.00

IJO 00

C:.~nalc~

,

ltlO.OO

JO.OO

ISO.OO

R&R h:Ltl:r ti·om J Thom11:1 r~: hc:arinl) scuing ut'

2

100 00

20.00

170.00

125.00

J1 .50

ll'O 00

270.00

20150
•77 50

Canale:~

lndi~o:tmc:nt

"·20-00
.J-~0-00

Tn11'c:l ro Nell' 8Mron, Tc:\':~~. mcr~tlln~ 11'i<ll .lui.Jgc:

colf't~l', "" C0\11'\:\.:I. m.:~o:l with ~:lien I. R&R Am~.:nucu
lndi~:uncnl, Arr111~.:nt

J

rc ·

;: 70C
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S·l·OO

R..tR lcllc:r, Mution, iltld Bn~i from Prosecutor rt
JOin& uioll of co·dcfcnd.\1\t:i an death penalty cu:~.
review cit~d ca.;e~ &. c~c law on th1~ issue
(oll"wi.n~

20

100.00

200 00

677

so
-f-

2

100 00

2000

69750

s

100.00

jQOO

747 50

1.0

\00.00

10000

8~7.50

6·1~·00

Drllft letter to A. Cltloll!:l

.2

\00.00

20.00

S67.50

6·21·00

R&R 1ener &. proposed jury charge from prosecutor,
research re: jury charge

2.0

10000

200 DO

1,067.50

1·21-QO

R&.R fa':< from D. C1uter re: Speer's Motion for
Severance&. Speer's Response to State's Motion for
Joint Tnal, phone conference with D Carter

.8

100.00

80.00

1,147.50

7-l\-00

R&R letter from D. Cmrtcr to Judge Carter re Order
setting evidentiary ht!41ing re: severance

2

100.00

20.00

1,\67.50

8·\·00

Drilft lcmc:r to Judge Caner rc:: Canales noc ill Telford

.I

100.00

10.00

1,177.50

8·2·00

R&.R lcnc:r from Judge Carter to TOCJ re: Canalr:.s

I

100.00

1000

1,187.50

5-8-QO

R& R State·$ lecter, Motion and Brief
phone conference

S-10-00

R.&R letter and rC'Cetved CJ.:Ie tile !rom R. Brcther::~
(OOC)

5·10·00

R.tR fa."< from R Brothers re:
following phone conference

di~covcry

molten

I
I

move to TcU'ord
8·17·00

R.&R letter from D. Cllr1er 10 M. Mullin re: mce&ins
of8-l3·00

.2

100.00

2000

1,207.50

8-18-00

R&R lener ro Judie Carter from TDCJ re: C&IJiules
m01;e to TclforJ

.I

100.00

10.00

1.217.50

8·23·00

R.&R muteriats from meeting with J. Harrelson. M.
Mullin. A.P. Mcmillat, D. Car~er 81. R Ood$on

lO

\00.00

300.00

U\7.50.

9-10-00

R.&R letter !rom C~ole:s 1'\": b11ck ot TeUord

.I

100.00

10.00

1.52750

9-l S·OO

R&R wiU\ess li3l from prosecutor, m;:nch wilile~sc:~
will\ di:>covcry

2.0

100.00

200.00

1.727.50

9-19-00

Tr11\·o;l to To;lfurd wilh J. Ham;l3on, mco;t with
Canalc::1

J.O

100.00

300.00

2.027.30

'J-!0-00

Otlicc cont'cr.:nc<: with J Hom:! son

l.O

10000

200.00

:!.,!21.SO

'.l-20·00

Re,·ic:w pri~on iOni re~c:orch

lO

10000

JOO.OO

2.).!7.50

9-22-00

R&:RJUfY h~t & wnt rrom Ot:'trict Clr:rl.;

1.0

10000

10000

2,6!7 jU

~-28-00

R&.R .1dditiunul di:;co\·cry, Slate:' s Notice: to
lntrocJlJI:c E\'idcnce, & jury quc:~lioMaire from
prosecutor, Conf\!rtnce with J H:mclson

I

10000

140.00

2.767..)1)

I
:

J

•
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.
10-S-00

R&R Mouon &: Order for tnvest1g:llor E.\p~ruc:~.
Tf'l\CIIIl New Boston, Tel<a:l for pre·tnal hc:uring,

1 0 IC
17 oc

1:!500
100.00

370 00

2,892.50
UtiUO
--=-

40

100.00

400.00

J,co2.;;o

8.0

'100.00

800.00

4,462.50

12500

R&R addendum re: Stuu:' $Notice:, corucn:ru:c Wlt.h
J Ha.rrelson

tu-o-oo.

DriU\ leiter to Telford, Tr11vel to Td1ord, meet with
C.vul(.j

10-7

&8·

Confcr~ce

W1th 1. HntT!Ison re: video:!, witne~SI!:i

00
10-9-00

Tr.l\'elto T<!tford. conference with Can11le$

so

10000

500 00

4,962.50

10-10-00

Rc:\'jew Di.;co\'ery, Phone coni. J. HlllTelson
rdilming with Dennis Wacers

J.O

100.00

300 00

5,262.50

10·11·00

R&R J Harrelson letter toM. Mullin, phone
conler<!nc:: with J. HGtTe!;;on, Review documentary
evidence and videos, prcpillc c~nminotions of

9.0

100 00

90000

6,162.SO

9.0

100.00

90000

7,062.50

9.0

100.00

900.00

7,962.50

I

I

\Vill\es~es

10·12·00

~c\'icw documentary

evidence IUld vidc:o:1, prepue

CXlln\tnllUOn:C of Will\e.:ses

10·13.00

R.c\'icw document3t)' evidc:ncc and videos, prep11re
es~ation.:s of witnesses, R&R 11dditional
di:~covery

10·14-00

Review do~:umc:ntlll)' evidence and videos, prepare
elCaminations of witnesses

9.0

100.00

900.00

8,862.50

10·15·00

R.&:R Order of Discovery, R&R. addition~! prc·lri:ll

9.0

100.00

900.00

9,762..50

8.0 JC
5.00C

113.00
100 00

1,000.00
500.00

!0,762 )0
11,262.50

s.o rc

12.5.00
100.00

1,000.00
500.00

12.262.50
12.762.50

8 0 IC

I:!S.OO
100.00

1,000 00
)0000

13,762.50
t.a.!6:! sn

motion~,

Review documentary c\'idcnc.: ~tnd 'o'id.:o:~,
prepare examinDtiOM o( Witness~:;

10-16-00

10-17-00

R&R kth:r to TOCJ, R&~ Ordc:r Denying
Continuilncc, Tr:~\'el to No:w Bo~ton, T~:u, gc:n~rul
voir dire, R&RJury qucstiOMIIire~ (Clr 10-17-00
Tr11\·ctro N.:w Bo.sron, Tc::\u, gcncnsl voir di~. R&R
jury questionn:~irc:a r'or 10-18·00, R& R odd1tionfll

sooc

d~CO\'CTy

10·18-00

Truv~lto Nc\~· Bo~ton. Tcx.:~s,

indi,•ii.Jual \'Oir dire:,

R&:R. jut·y qucstioMaire$ tor 10-19-00. Orul\
:~JdltionJI

·so oc

subpocn11 .:~ppliclltion~.·~&R Mlltion for

Di~co\·cry

10-19-00
10-~0-00

ltl-ZJ ·00

..

Tra\·cl to Ncw Bu:~ron. Tc:>;11:1, individu01l n1ir dire:,
rc\ iew 1~· que;;tioMIIil':$ lor I0 · 20-00

8.0 IC

115.00

S.OOC

100.00

1,000.00
500.00

Trllrcltll Nc:w Bo~ton, Tc~a~. ioui\'idual \·oir dire.
R&R jur:\' qut~tiOMoll(~~ fiJr 10·2J ·00

8.01C
:iOOC

115 00
100 00

soo.oo

17,26:! 50

Tra\d 10 New Boston, l'c:~a:;, int.Jividual \'Uir 1hre.
R&:R jury qucslionnuircs lor 10·:!~·00. tra\·cl w
Tcltorcs ror IMlllt&:/1\'ilncu intCI'\'icw~. R&R lcltcr '"

s.o oc

so rc

1!5 00
100.00

1,000.00
50000

IU6:! .so
IIU6:! 50

TOC.I

1.000.00

1:5,262.50
I ;,762.SO
16,76~.50

:
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I 0-~4-CO

Tra\'CI t.o New
1/i;JI begins

eo~IOn. Tc:~.t.i,

IOdlVIIJU-11 voir din:,

R0 IC

l ~'i 00

iO OC

100 00

jQQ

1,00000
00

20.26250

1~5

00

I,OOOCO

21.262,j0

cc

19,76UO

10·25-CO

Tr•velto New 8o$ton, Tel'l11:i, [fitll

8.0

I0-26-00

Tr:~velto New Boston,
rubpocn• 11pphcation

3.0 IC
1.0 oc

1.25.00
10000

1,00000

22,262j0

ICO 00

U,J62.SO

125.00

1,000 00

2l,362. so

10000

550.00

23,911.50

8.0 IC

12) 00

I,OOO.OC

24.912.:50

4.0

125.00

500.00

25,412.50

Tc::o~11:i,

[fial, R&R addiuona1

I0-27-00

Tntvcl to Nc:w Boston. Te:tll:i. tml. verdtct

8.0 IC

10-30-00

R.iR ~ddition~al subpocnJ .tpplicatians, Tr~vcl to
Telford, meet with Canal~:s 11nd witnes.sc~

5.5

10-JI-00

Trtlvclto New Boston, Tcn:s. uial

11·1-00

Travel to New Boston,
verdict

(puni~hmcnt)

TcU:~,tnal, (puni~hment),

oc

TOTAl.:

25,412.50

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Signed this

/3

day of___.&c..____.;::.......;..•- - - - J · 2001.

~
5'~

District Court Judge

_.
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HARRELSON, MOORE & GILES
AITOJ\NE.YS AT LAW
1206 HAT! LI!':E AViNI.)E
JOHN 0. MOOU I \tl6·1980l
~tNr. IV..U.ZI.SON

10 lOX UJ I

1"'EXAll.XA."' h. A1UCA."'Si\.5 7 SS04 2 6J l

MAASHAl.L R. MOOU
G».e<:0 IU' L CO ILB.S
JUJU'!' .t. HAU,Jll.SOI'I

ALL A'TTOaN'BYS LICtNSiD IN
ANCAI'JW .viD TEX.U

January 14, 2002
:

Ms. Dorothy Albright
State Counsel for Offenders
Administrative Services
P.0. Box 4005
Huntsville, Texas 77342-4005

Re:

State of Texas vs. Anibal Canales
Bowie Comrty District Court No.: 99-F-506-S

Dear Ms. Albright:
Enclosed please find the original Order for Attorney's Fees and Expenses, with
conflict of interest statement therein, Application for Payment of Claim Ag3inst the State
of Texas, and Attorney Fees Expense Claim. This is the final and only claim for this
appoimmen\. Please place this claim in line for payment nt your earliest convenience.
Thank you for your assistance in this regard. Should you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to give me a call.

Sincerely,

Jeff Harrelson
JH:dr

Enclosures

•

F;~rm ~A06·6 'J7
~!JOT)

IRev

~ ~~
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APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT OF CI.AIM AG)JNST THE STATE OF TE)(AS

IIISTRUCDQNS ON

0

0

Void Wurant

(!]

Unpald8111

REVER~ n~

Olher Attorney fees for

A-N1CAL

(Please rype or ptlnl)

T'PlJ

~

rep~in~

Clh1Jrle S
""" J'3 'I

c:atrnanl'tlilttr!•IL•••' 'HII'Ie Clf ,,d... ldual Or Buai-)

Jeff Har't'elson__,_ Att.ornev at Law

"a• I;II; A~d,.,l (P.O. Bo•, Sl~ City, S~ I Zip Coelt • '0111)
p.o: Box"263l, Texarkana, AR 71854
C:l~lm.a11rt l~clal Sn11~"1 lc~tm!Mtor

a...'""' S•l" or FElt

452-77-0414
Clll/t\t,l"l

T•leJI!IOIII

N~nber

A.lftOIItol

ol Clal!OI

t.;J71 ~~.so

(870) 774-5191

-

Spec:lnc: RonCI'I leu Cl~lm

For VOid Wllrr"alltll): l.lst apoclr,c

1~onuneaUo11

Sw;~;~a•11ri O:~:umtrtiUo" (Pit~U

1.
2.

of 5ood5, ,.,..,lc:os,

rwt~>nd

I

or oL'It.•llol'l\t lorwlllc:l't lh• ~'~"t;1) _,. or!;!na!ry Issued

I
1..111)

Order Appointing Attorney

l.

Order with Statement Attached

'·

1;.,.:..:.,;~c~~,.iticA1ioH)
. . ............-. ...,~··:J
.....

f-rl

~EY

fif..l>erv~t CU,M.

!
!

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

~

I

I ~artlty thai the infgrmation I havo 1urnlshod an this form Is true and correct I certf!'y that the amount of
thi& claim I& &till outstanding and~ due and payable.
I

I

Corr.p:a:a ll.p:~•·rcarl:;~r a"d

\1ai!

to

,.,, Duro thy ,\lbright
M··
Sc<:.tc Counsel !or Offenders
1\dministrativc Services
.P.O.

Bo:<

4005

lluntsv.ill~,

Texas

77342-4005

Dati:

Sign Here:

l

e.. :~ns:C:-: s-:724

•·

·-

:J: (512) 463-H2~

I

¢~
.Ss.g,.
a':'J:--e'

~

I

l

Jf~'-~!V

(P·II'll raf:'le)

::.r ~~es:·o-.!.. cc:.:-ta:l oo;:res ;:oc,:Qsek at

I

-ILf, ';)co"')

I

·•

I

.

I
I

,.a~o-:~· -~..:..:·.

~N!?r
( rrte)

'

I
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§
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ANIBAL CANALES

§

BOWIE COUNTY, TEXAS

DEPUTy

QRDEQ FORA TTO~EY'S FtJ,:S AND EXPENSES

_ On February 29, 2000, it was made known to the Court that the Defendant, Anibal Canales,
was charged with the offense of Capital Murder, in which the State of Texas would seek the ·
death penalty, and that Defendanr was unable to employ an attorney to represent him. The Court bad
previously appointed Paul Hoover on February 7, 2000, but the Court is of tbe opinion tha.t
Defendant should have a second-chair a.ttomey, and it appearing that a conflict of interest exists with
the State Counsel for Offenders Office necessitating the appointment of local counsel, it was
ORDERED by the Court that Jeff Harrelson, practicing attorney of this Court, be appointed to
represent the Defendant in the above cause.
On this day was ton~idered by the Court the Motion to Authorize Attorney Fees, and the
Court being of the opinion such fees are reasonable and thus that the motion is well taken,
IT IS, THEREFORE, ACCORDINGLY ORDERED ·that Jeff Harrelson, ·attorney
appointed in this cause, be paid by Bowie County S 250.00 for services rendered.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the State Comptroller of Public Accounts pay the
remainder of all sums earned by Jeff Harrelson, $ 27,662.50. shown on the statement herein below
recited and incorporated within this order.

Ac:ti\ity

Dale

T1me

R.:!.l~

Fe~

BILbnc.:

!-11-00

Phon.: conference 1\ nh P~ul Hco\·cr rc:· appointmem

.2

\00.00

!0.00

2000

2· l-'·00

R&:R t~ucr trom A.

.I

\00 00

10.00

30 00

~-;~.QI)

R&R. lencr frum .luJ~c

3

!Ou.OO

JO 00

601_10

~

I \lO.OO

70 00

I j0 00

~

100 00' 10.00

I 50 00

,

100 00

~0.00

170 00

3-~-00

3·13-00
3-~S-00

lee schcdu1~

C:~nol~~

1o P Hoo\·er

c~11cr rc:

appoin1mcnt ~nJ

R&:.R cop~· uf OrLlcr l)f .A.ppllintm,nl .mJ
from Di:stri1:1 Clc:rk
R&R letter ti'IJm A. C;atu!..:s toP.

lnJi~otm.:•"

Huu\·~r

.RJ.:R lcucr ti'om .1. Thc-m11~ rc: h.:11rin€ ~~uin~; o(
J-10-00

rx

•
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4-20-00

Tro\·c\ \o New Bo~ton. Te:u.s, meeting with Judge:
Caner. all coLII\sel, me-et with client, R&R Am-ended
Indictment AmliiP'ffi.ent

C_.
IC

J
2.7

oc

125.00
100.00

37.30
270.00

207 50
.!7750

S-2..00

R&R lttta, Motion, lind Brie( from Pro~wtor rc:
joint lrials of co-defend IIlilS in dUll\ penalty CILSC:S,
review cited casn ct ca.sc: l11w on this i.s.suc

2.0

100.00

20000

617.50

5·8-00

FL"(cd StAte's Jetter, Motion and Brief coP. Hoover
followina phone contcrc:nce

2

100.00

20 00

69'1.50

S-10..00

R&R. letter and received cns.c file from R.. Brothc:rs
(OOC)

.s

100.00

50.00

747.50

S:IO·OO

R.t.R fiL'l £rom R.. Brolhcn re: discovery motion
follow\na phone confCTcnco

1.0

.10000

100.00

847.50

6-14-00

R&R.letter &orn P. Hoover 1.0 A. Can111es

.2

100.00

20.00

867

6-21-00

R&:R.Ietter &. prop.osed jury charge from prosecutor,
research re: jury charge

2.0

100.00

20000

1,06'1.50

7-27-00

R&R filx from D Carter rc: Speer's Motion for
Severance&. Speer's Response \Q SlAtt's Motion for
Joint Trilll, phone conference with D. Car1er

.8

10000

80.00

1,147.50

7-31·00

R&R Jetter from D. Carter to Judge Corter re: Order
setting cvidentilll')' h~uring r~: sc\·crance

.2

100.00

20.00

1,167.50

.I

100.00

1000

1.177.30

.I

10000

10.00

1,187 50

,

10000

20.00

1.~u 1

I

10000

1000

1.117..)0

J.O

100.00

300.00

l.S 17.30

.I

10000

10.00

IS17.SO

1.0

10000

:!00.00

1,":!7

so

'J 0

100 00

lOU 00

l.O~i

SO

1.0

100.00

200.00

:!.~~7.50

30

10000

300 00

.:!.5.:!7.50

1.0

100.00

IOO.CO

1.6:7 50

:

~R

Judg~

Jeltc:r 6-om P. Hoover to
C11n:1ln not 11 Telford

::1-!-00

R&R 1c:tt~r frurn Judge C11nc:r to TDCJ re: Canales
mm c: toT c:lford

:i-17-00

R..t.R lc:ttc:r frum D. Carto.:r to M. Mullin re:
of8·23-00

~-1 ~-00

RJ.:R Jc(!c:r to Jud~c:
mll\'C: 10 Tell'unl

S-:!3-00

Me.:tmg with M. Mullin, A.P .. Mc:rrillal, 0 Caner &
R Ootl5on alD. c~ner':s offtcc:. RC"Cicvcd \'ideo~ Gnd
•dditional di:M:o\·ery m:~tc:rials

9-10-00

R.tR hmL:r frum

~-15-00

C~nrr

Carter re:

'

8-1-00

mc:erin~

from TDCJ rc:: Canuk:e

C:~nal~ n::

back at

T~:ltord

RJ:R wirne~s h;t from pro~ecutor, morch '' itnc:s:>r::s

so

:>o

,,·jilt dt~CO\ cry

Telford willt P. Huo\·c:r. meet ''llh Canales

~-19-00

Tra\d

9-.:!0-00

Olfi..:e conference With P. HocH·cr

~-:!0-00

h.>

Conference wtth S Ronvnc:l rc:: prison
tC:\ ic:w pri:IOn son~ n:~carch

~Jr'l~

rc~c:llrt:h,

•}-11-00

R& R Jury

li:~t

& writ from District Cieri;

·.
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.
9·!8-QO

Phone c:on!ttcnce W\lh M. Mullin. R&:R additional
dJ,covcry, StAte'' Notice to lnLroducc Evidence. &
jury que~r.ioMai.re from prosecutor, Conlerenc• with
P. Hoover

14

100.00

14000

2.767 )0

10-S.OO

DraA Motion & Order ror lnv~tisator E~epcnses,
Travel to New 9o:~ton. Te:w for pre-trial h~aring,
RA:R addendum n:: S14te's Notice, c:on!~c with
P. Hoover

l.O IC
3.7 oc

12.5.00
100.00

125 00
370.00

2.8<n.SO
3.262.50

4.0

100.00

400.00

3.662 50

10~-00

01"11\ tener to Telford.

Tra~lto

Telford, meet with

I='

Canales

10-7 4k 8-

Conference: with P. Hoover re: videos, willlesses

80

100.00

800.00

4,462.50

10-9-00

Tr~vel LO

S.O

10000

50000

4,962.50

\0-10-00

TriiVclto Tcliord, filming wilh Dennis Waters

30

100.00

300.00

5,262.50

10-11-00

Ora.l\ letter toM. Mullin, phone conference with
prosecutor, Review documentary evidence and
\idcos, prcp;rc e~~inotions of witnesses

9.0

100.00

900.00

6,162.50

Review dDcumcnury evidence and videos, prepore

9.0

10000

900.00

7,062.50

9.0

100.00

900.00

7,962.30

9.0

100.00

900.00

8,862.5(\

9.0

100.00

900.00

9.76~.$1)

oo·

10-12-00

Telford, c:or-Jerence w\th Cl.l\lll~

eXAmination:~ of witnesses

10- JJ.OO

Rc,iew documentArY evidence and video:!, prcpllt'c
e:'QIT\inations of wirne:sscJ, R&R additionul
di~\·cry

10·1-'·ClO

Rc\·iew docum::nloll)' evidence o.nd \'ideos, prcpurc
c!'\~mination,; ofw\U\c~e:1

I 0-15-00

Dr:~Jl

Order or Oi:tCO\'Cf1', Or ;at\

~dJiuonal

pr.e-trial

mLHiuns. Rc,icw documc:nt:1ry c\'idtncc ;&nd \'ideo,:,
J'f~.'J)IIfC CX:Imination$

10-16-00

10-17-00

10-1 !!-00

10·19·00
l0-:0-00

or wimcSSI::'

Dr~l\ l.:ucr h) TDCJ, Dr~!, Ord..:r Ocn)iog
Continuan,c, Travel to New BD.'Iton. TCSII.~, scncral
voir dire, R&: R jury qucstionn~&irc::~ for I0-17 ·00

sooc

1,000.00

10,:'6~ ..50

\00.00

500.00

I \,162.50

Tr~\'cl to New Boston, Te~:a~. ~ener.:~l \'Oir dire. R&R
.iu~ qucstionnaire:s for I 0·18-00, R& R addition:1l
di:4Cil\'C~'

s.ooc

8.0 IC

I ::!:500
100.00

1,000.00
500.00

12.761.50

to Ncl\' Bo~ton. TcXJ$, inL!i\·iiJuol 1 oir d1rc.
RJ:R ,iut:~ quc~lloMair~ r'or 10·19-00, Or;~ I\
aJ.Jitiunal subpOl!n.:a Jpplicatiun~. Drut\ Motion fur
Di:;c,wcry·

8.0 IC
5 DOC

I ~5.00

1,00000

IJ,76::.:i•)

I UO 00

50000

J.U6~

Tru,~:ltu New Bu:'lun, Tcsa~.
rc,·icw jury quc:cuoMaire~ lor

SO IC

Tr:~,·..:J

indhiduo:~l

,·oir dir.:,

10·~0-00

Tr~1 ~:I tuNc"' Bll:>ton, T.:-.:J:c, indiqduJI ,·oir IJirc,
R!:R iur;• qu(';;tiuM~ire;; r'ur 10·::!3·00

S.O IC

I~S

00

11.16~.:50

sn

50

oc

11500
100.00

sc

I ,OGO.OO

15.16:

500.00

15,76::! 50

S.O IC.

I::> UO

1.000 00

16. i6~ Stl

5.00C

100 00

500.00

17.::!61 ;)(\
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10·23·00

Tr11Vel to New Bo:ston, Tc~~~;~. individuul voir dire.
R&Rjury quclitiOMoun for 10·24-00,tnvel to
Teiiord ior inm:~telwllncs.s 11\tcrviCW'S, DrvJ\ lc:nc:r to
TDCJ
T~xa:s,

80 IC

12) 00
100 00

1.000 00
500.00

18,262.50
18,762.$0

8.0 IC

1,000.00

s.ooc

trial bcgim

s.ooc

125.00
\00.00

500.00

19,762 ..50--'
20,162.50

I 0·25..00

TnveJ 10 NI!'W Boston, Texa:s, trial

8.0 JC

125.00

1,000.00

21,262.50

10-26.00

Tnvc:lto New Boston, Tc:.:~~;~, trial, Draft additionAl
subpoena application

8.0 IC
1.0 oc

125.00
100.00

1,000 00
100.00

22,262.50
22,362.50

10-27..00

TnvciiO New Bos10n, Tcxa.:s, trial. verdi<:\

S.OIC

125.00

1,000.00

23,362.50

Drll.ft additional $Ubpoc:na applic11tions, Travel co
Teiiord. meet with Canol~s and witnes!cs

s.soc

100.00

sso.oo

23,912.50

:

10-31.00

Travel to New Boston, Texa.s, trial (pun.ishmcnt)

8.01C

125.00

1,000.00

24,912 50

ll-1·00

Tra.vel to New Baston, Texns, cri11l, (punislunel\t),
\"crdict

4.0lt

125.00

500.00

2:i,4\2.10

2.300.00

27,912.50

10·24-00

-·
10-30-00

Tnvclco Ni!W Boston,

individu11l voir djrc,

Reimbursement oi (n\'e:;lig:~tor e:~:pcn:scs

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Signed this

/

~"'---=~~·'---· 200 I.

3day of _ _ _

~Q

4akcarte

5'" District Court Judge

I
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P.O. ~aw. 4GQ~
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TO: _ _......,:_~~--'~--··...;,··-·...:...__ --..:...-----

DATE: ___________··-·~~--------
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•
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•
•

form to file a claim agalnst.State a( Texu ror the following rea,ons: ~
408a
Warrant that Ia void due ~
iration date.
·
Unpaid bill that cannot be ~ld by receiving state agency duo to erpiratlo i;..,.,(appropriation.
other clalm ju$lifled b)' StatD contl'ltd or Stato law.

Eltgtblllty:
Claims that are over four years old, as determined from the day after payment was due on the original
claim, are generally not eligible for paymen1 by tha Ccmptroller'a Offtce tnrough the provisions of the
Miscellaneous Claims Ad. For void warrants, the expiration date Ia four yeara from the date tho warrant
was originally lasued. For unpaid blll6, the e~Cplratlon date Is four yeal'l trom the day aft~r payment was due_.,.
on the crfglnallni/Oice or dollvory cf goads or aarvi~;es. .lf lacl<lng an lrwolce, four year& from the day al\cr
the last day of the contract blnrns period.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE APPUCAnON FOR PAYMENT OF CLAIM AOAfNST THE STATE OF TEXAS

J)'PE OF CLAIM

Check th! box l,dit;etine \he type of claim

)'DU

are filing.

CLAIMANT NAME
Enter th8 ·nama or tl'\e person or business In whose behalf this claim Is belns submTtted.

\

W.lUNG.AQPRESS

Enter the m~lling addre5s where correspondence concerning this claim should be senl
Plene tnctudect your ztp • four codt.
C!,AlMANT'S SQCIA,l SECUBIIY NUMBEB. BUS\NESS SALES TAX, OR EEl

:1

If claimant Ia an IndiVIdual, ef'lter acx:ial security number. If claimant Js a business, enter sales tax or
FEI

number.

AMOUNT OF Ct,AIM
If tl'le claim fs for a void warrant, enter the amount of warrant. If 1he c:laim is for an unpaid bill, enter the

amount clue. "the "atm 16 for any other type or ttabntty, enter .amount due.
SeECIElC REA$QM EOB fttlNG CLAlM

Fully descrJbe d'la reason tor ftllng the claim. It must include the fol!owlng Information:
• Void Warrant:

Description of ths goods, servtees, ref·Jnd, or ott1er Item ror whlctl the ons·~nal
warrant was Issued. AttaCh original warrant or warr~nt Information.
Flle shautd contain specific: ldentlfte11tlon of goods, services, refund or
other hem a for w~lch the warrant wn originally b~ued.

• Unpaid Bill:

Deacrfptlon of goods or aervlces or other Item which Is unpaid. You rr.ust also
attach an ln~olce or other acceptable documentation of lhe unpaid amount which lists
the origll'\al date the goods or services were deOvered or performed

• Other:

You must fully descn'be the 111a:son for tho claim. Include all appropriate documentation.

SUPPORTING QOCVMWTAI!ON

Application MUST contain supporting documentation suc;h as void warrants, itemized bills, lnvol::es,
contracts, etc. which will fully substantiate the claim. If not Included, a statement must be provided which
explains why these items are not available.
CERDEJCAT!QN
The claimant or authorized agel'1t (~presenlatlve of buslnet~5) signature Is re(luired here

Must have orlglnal 8lgnature on the form.
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time I cboose. I voluntarily give this Statement.
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No. 99F506-5
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§
§
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THE STATE OF TEXAS,

Plaintiff
.I

!

vs.
ANIBAL CANALES,
Defendant

· IN THE 5TH DISTRICT COURT

OF

BOWIE COUNTY, TEXAS

AFFIDAVIT OF .JASON EARWOOD
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF BOWIE

§
§
§

Before me, the undersigned authority on this day personally appeared inmate Jason
Earwood, #734220 affiant, who being first duly sworn, deposed as follows:
"My name is Jason Earwood. I am over eighteen (18) years of age, of sound mind,
and capable of making this affidavit. I am fully competent to make this affidavit. I have
personal knowledge of the facts stated herein, and they are all true and correct.
I am currently an inmate in the Coffield Unit in Tennessee Colony, Texas and was an
inmate in the Coffield Unit at the time of the following events.
·>,.. ;.1•

.. -

j
]
]
·. J

.l
_j

.:=.~:-~.---

On or about the 23rd of October, 2000, I, Jason Earwood, TDCJ#734220, was on the
chain bus en route to the Telford Unit to testify on behalf of Anibal Canales. When I was
on the chain bus, inmate Driver stated, "I don't care if they fry that mother fucking Jew boy;
better than a white man. I know who was involved and as along as they blame a Jew, I ain't
got no problems with lying on somebody. I don't see how anybody would think that c9ward
ass Jew could do anything like that, but as long as he takes the fall, it's okay." This
statement was made before the trial.
On the way back to the Coffield tmit, my cuiTent unit of assignment, inmate Canida
was sitting in the front of the bus, talking to somebody that he was handcuffed to and saying,
"I got transferred to Pow ledge unit for saying what tlle prosecution wanted me to say. I got
to go to a trusty unit and all I had to do was lie on that Jew."
There was another inmat~ who was in the holding pen down in the basement of the
courthouse, inmate James Baker. Inmate Baker said; "I don't know why they keep calling

\J02882

ce

427a

me back to this fuckingcourt110use. I already said what they wanted me to say. Why don't
they just kill the dude and get it over with? He ain't nothing but a piece of shit they are
going to fry, who why all this bullshit? They need somebody to blame it on, so why not
. ?"
h lm.
The above stated quotes are parts of conversations that I, Jason Earwood, TCDJ
#734220, overheard while on the TDCJ-ID chain bus and in the basement of the courthouse.
All the statements contained herein are true and correct. I make this statement under the
penalty of perjury.
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT.

I

.,

~ar.d of the Affiant at ~ennessee Colony, Texas on this~ay of

_

WITNESS the
0clD~ , 2001.

l
l

·

n Earwood #734220
1eld Unit
Route 1, Box 150
Tennessee Colony, Texas 75884

STATE OF TEXAS

§
§
COUNTY OF MrleL~l{ §

This instrument was acknowledged before me on this

~ay of Q:ID\,....h_. ,

2001, by Jason Earwood, and the said Jason Earwood, subscribed his name thereto in my
. presence and swore before me that the contents thereof wre truce and correct, to certify
which WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE .
.J
j

j
(affix seal)
My Commission Expires: DG- J-,G,-0

I
l

3

j

I

.J

Slate of Texas v. Anibal Canales
Affidavit of Jason Earwood
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACTS SECTION

SUBJECT: ARYAN CIRCLE
FILE NUMBER: lOOA-H0-44640 SUB 4

.__
Filf.Jw_

·.

Precedence:
~:

~'
BUREAU OF INVESnGJuiQN
430a

Date:

ROUTINE

03/01/1996

HOUSTON

Frail:

HOUSTON

CT-1

(3398)

Contact:

Approved By·:

BERNAZZANI

Drafted By:

File lfn•her(s):
Tit1e:

lOOA-H0-44640

(Pending)'·

TEXAS ARYAN BROTHERHOOI),
CHURCH OF THE ARYAN
HERITAGE, INC.(TAB);
ET AL;
D/T
00: HOUSTON

Synopsis:

Sub-Files.

Details: As part of investigation involving captioned matter it
is requested that following Sub-Files be opened and assigned to
this writer.

lOOA-H0-44640

MAIN

SUB 302

FD-302 1 S, INSERTS

SUB 1

TEXAS ARYAN BROTHERHOOD

·SUB 2

ARYAN REICH

SUB 3

TEXAS MAFIA

.... ··:.~.

ARYAN CIRCLE

•

SUB 5

FRATERNAL ORDER OF THE ARYAN BROTHERHOOD

SUB 6

WHITE KNIGHTS

1

-- ...
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xxxxxx
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESfiGA TION
FOlPA

DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

_j_ Page(s) withheld entirely
explain this deletion.
0

at

this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where indicated,
·'

Deletions were made pursuant to the exemptions indicated below with no segregable material available for
release to you.
.,
_-......:

Section 552

Section 552a

(b)(l)

0 (b)(7)(A)

0

0 (b)(2)

0 (b)(7)(B)

0 (j)(2)

0 (b)(3)
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) ( (b)(1)(D)
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0 (b)(6)
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(k)(7)
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0

Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to the subject of your request or the subject of your
request is listed in the title only.

D

Documents originated with another Government agency(ies). These documents were referred to that agency(ies)
for r~iew and direct response to you.
Pages contain information furnished by another Government agency(ies). You will be advised by the FBI as
to the releasability of this information following our consultation with the other agency(ies).
Page(s) withheld inasmuch as a final release determination has not been made. You will be advised as to the
disposition at a later date.
Pages were not considered for release as they are dupliCative of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___...;._ __
Page(s) withheld for the folloWing reason(s):

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X Deleted Page(s)
X
X No Duplication Fee X
X
for this page
X
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lOOA-H0-44640 SUB 4
DMS/ds (1)

On N
information to

.

ided the following
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Source advised that within the Texas Department of
corrections prison system is an organized White Supremacist group
called the ARYAN CIRCLE (TDC). This group is a· splinter group of
the TEXAS ARYAN BROTHERHOOD. According to the Source this group·
is more involved within the TDC system as a white hatred group,
that provides protection for the white inmates within TDC. Their.
rules allow members to come and go without retribution from the .. _.
group.
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on September 26, 1996
Midland county
Sherriff's Office, Midland, .
of the Marayn
Circle Handbook~. This book was obtained during a search of the
jail facility at the Midland County JaiL
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_b__ Page(s) withheld entirely

at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where indicated,

explain this deletion.

0

Deletions·· were made pursuant to the exemptions indicated below with no segregable material available for
release to you.
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THE C.lBCTJ:LAR
p.o. Box 979 Carnegie,oK.73015

GREETINGS:
I am in hopes that this letter w~ll serve to pique your intrest
in allowing us to. adverti'se your group,publication or company.
1n THE CIRCULAR.

·· ····

THE CIRCULAR is the offical publication of the Aryan Circle. It
is a bi-monthly publication dedicated to spreading the message
of.the white race.

Each issue of

~HE

CIRCULAR is filled with articles,poems,news
bi~s,art ~ork,classifieds and pen-pal listings.
Classified ads are $5.00 donation for one year (please keep the
length and size reasonable). Full page ads or ads with art work,
etc .•• are slightly higher. However. we will advertise your group,
publication or company free in exchange for you advertising ours.

.• ·,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
$2.00 donation per single issue
$10.00 donation per one year subscription.
$8.00 donation for prisoners per one year subscription.
[prisoners may send half in stamps}
I look forward to h~aring from you in the near future!

/ . ·~
-··.

I

..
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.,~·:.
Arvan Circle

.
P.O. Box 979-Camegie OK 73013

The Aiyan Citcle was Founded in 1985
as an independent org.mization inside the Texas
prison system. .
I
The organiz:ltion was put together by a
• ··group of men whO were fed up with other
organizations within the system who claimed to
be for the~ race but were in reality nothing
more than radical prison gangs.
In the beginning. the mganitation
c:entcred on the preservation of the race within a. .
hostile prison environment Today, it bas
expanded tD much more than that~ we have
8fuwa& uur attit".Jdes Q"..d gcah ha;;e s:cwr- 01:
objectives are essentially the same: The
preservation of the white race. However, we now
s~..k: to accomplish this _both in prison and in the
wodd throughout
. 1ibl cror has taught us much and
·Wili no doubt teach us much more in the future.
With our four branc:hcs. we now feel we
have a place, or an opportunity. for every White
man and woman who wishes to participate.
However. membership into the organization is a
privilege and failure by a member to participate
constructively will result in that pem>n's
dismissal from the otganization.
The Aryan Circle is an elite
organization. It is built on a prospective
.
confidensial basis. At no time wiil thexe be a
membership rally held. In tbis way each member
knows that the next member in line was a hand
picked prospect. this will wodc to show each
member 1bat he can be assured ofsolidarity
t1roughout this organiz3tion.

ana

We Believe:
1. in the bettt:nnent and preservation of our race.

l. in separatism.
3. that no foreigner should rule over us.
4. that an who are against or oppress our IXC are
our swam enemies.
s. in the rights ofthe White race.
6. in the right to tcacll our children of our
cultures and hertiage.
7. only in the support of our race.

8. that it is important to guide the upbringing of
our children, as they are the ht:irs to the future.

'· that all Aryans have the right. and should b~

.

llJDS.

..

·JO. in honor and pddc:'Or our Bcauti1W.race and
hertiage.
'
u. in abstaining trom an mind a~tmng chemicals
12. in abstaining from anything that is overtly
hannful to our bodies and environment.
13. that all crimes against our nee {as a race) is·.
punishable by death.
·14. that an men should walk to eat- no ftcc .
rides. .
15. in strong funily values.
16. in l.oyllty, Dedication. Solidarity and
Biotbed!ood among ourselves and our children;
17. in wod:ing band mhand to help each other.
Ifyou would like to ccmtact us for more
Btttature arpessonal coaespondence with one or
our mcmbea, please fcc:l he to do so.
.' Danatiousofmoneyorpostaseis _
always gready apprcc:iatr:d, and mcd cntixdy
towards publishing and mailing Jitcrabue.
~The strugg~c for a~~

..

,

.•·\..

Ora Rene
P.O.Box979
Camegie. Ok 73015

·. •.·.

The Circular

cm:war

The
is the NCWS2lne oftbe
Alyan Cin:Je. We~ your submissions of
news_ articles. poems. art. pen-pal ads. classified

Ids. c:ammc:ms or questillD"

Pen-pal ads are fi"el: the &st time for all
suhsaibcu., up to 25 wonk. (Addtess and name
arc not co-mted in the 2S i9.xdsl) All other penpal ads are Sl.OO dgn•tinns fiir 25 wo:ds.
Classified Ids are noo donal:ion fgr 1
year.~~ th: length mdmrc:wmahle
Please inquire Cor fiJJl page ads.
:
Subscription Rate
$2.00 donation per issue

$10.00 donation 1 yr:Jil subscription
$8.00 donation pzDon.s 1 year subsaiption _.....
Any ocher donations to The Circular will be used
for the printing and mailing of the Nr:wszine.
lblf may be paid lD postace Stamps by
prboaen
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•

·.Lets toke a look at what
and who we ore ... and who we
ore not. We ore the
descenda·nts of white europeans,
be that Germanic, Slavic, or,
in some cases, Mediterranean.
we come from people that hod
the will and strength to endure
adversity in whatever form it
presented itself.
This and the
courage to fight for what they
believed in ore the foundation
for the western culture.
that
culture has produced men and
women who lead the world into
·every technological advancement
this world has seen.
It is
·
clear that we stand out and shine as a race. This race and
its true culture must be
preserved.
Racial purity, freedom,
and a strong work ethic ore
like a sturdy shell on top of
that foundotioo. As we look
bock on the history of ma~ we
con see that there is a pattern
to all those great
advancements. The people who
ore the innovators all were
white. They generally hod the
freedom to be inventive without
ZOG breathing down their neck,
and they were willing to work
hard and stick to their dream.
This is the basis of your
culture white man! Love it and
defend it.
When we turn on a

television, radio, or read a
newspaper we ore told that
cultural diversity is what has
mode America great. THAT. IS A
LIE! There ore people· that-. ·
· wont to control every aspect of
this world. But. they :1ave one
problem, the white man. It is
clear that for many years these
people hove been trying to
destroy us culturally and
genetically.
This is the
reason the media promotes
interracial marriage and racial
integration - even to the point
of ••forced integration."
We must look bock to those
ancestors of ours and see what
they did. They stood up for
what they believed in.
Educating all of our
people and selecting leaders
with the will and the strength
to lead this struggle to
preserve who and wr'Jt we are IS
imperative.
•
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Help us in our struggle to
print and moil this and other
literature.
Make donations.,··
payable to P.L. Payne in core
of the above address.
Donations of postage also
appreciated.
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The words, ""Family Values" have
nearly become synonyms with the words
.. Funny Joke. ••
Americans today ....o readily accept the
notion of unwed mothers who continU3lly
become pregnant and bring ufalhert~··
infants into the world. It has become a status
symbol within some co~unities to produce
these fatherless. and often unwanted children
with the intentions of receiving better and
more welfare benefits to support what is
usually a mother's drug habit.
The responsibility docs not lie solely
with the mother. Responsibility is a two-way
street, so is birth control. Where are the
fath:rs ofthcsc ""fatherless" children? AU too
often that question can be answered on dte
nearest dope sti:cet comer. dope house or ·
prison cell.
Morc and more of our white brothers
arc being arrested and sent to prison with
drug addictions. The outcome is: broken
homes, a weaker white population. less
protection for our wt.:te women. destruction
to our lY.Mfies. often cicath in one way or the
other ... and our lost sense of ..Family
Values.·•
Our crca!Or gave us nothing more
important than our ability to reproduce. Sex
is fUn and our white women arc the most
beautiful on the planet. Our creator allowed
us to enjoy these things with lhc idea in mind
that we would protect them. love them and
share responsibilities for our children and
households. Anyone who belies he has no
responsibilities has not looked.
A drug addict has no sense of values.
He walks, talks, thinks and acts solely for one
goal ... the next fix.· It's insatiable.
Meanwhile. our white sisters arc left

carrying the load of a ""household" we .' .
helped create. Often she is then forced into..
low-income housing and welfare lines where·
··
becomes surrounded. and overwhelmed •
by the bl:ack community who share
fociliti;:s ... and Out :hildr=o., the cr.!y h~p:
for the future of our race ••• never grow with a
sense of moral separateness.
When our women in tum seck male
companionship with those around her. and
our children grow to become intcrracialy
married, who will speak loudest in disgust?
The answer is YOU!! A guilty dog always
barks loudest.
.
You might ask yourself if you even
have a udrug problem." The answer is
simple: If you use drugs you have a problem
- period. You should seck help, be it
a
supportive spouse, your family chaplin, a 12step program. drug rehab. or any other fonn
that will work for you. admit your problem
and take responsibility for it.·
The choice is clear; Your Race, Your
Family. Your freedom ... or. yoU.. &write
drug. ·
•
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Help us in our struggle to print and
mail this and other literature. Make
donations payable to. P.L. Payne in care of
the above address.
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I, Elizabeth Canales Villarreal, pursuant to the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declare as follows:
1.

I am Anibal (Andy) Canales' older sister.

2.

My mother and father got married in Waukegan, Illinois. That's where my older brother
Andy was born, on December 1, 1964. I was born less than two years later, February2....;rJ
1966. My parents got divorced when I was very young. I don't remember my mother and
my father together. By the time I was about five, my mother was remarried to a man
named Carlos Espinoza. We lived in the Chicago and Wisconsin area, and moved around
frequently. My mother and Carlos had one child together, my younger sister Gabby, who
was born December 11, 1972.

3.

My father was not around much at all. He didn't help with child support, so my mother's
way of getting back to him was to ship us off to stay with him every summer. We saw
him during the summers some, but really my father would get us and just drop us off at
his mother'~ ~~is:; my paternal grandmother, who lived in Laredo, Texas. She lived in
the Colonia~ts in Laredo, and money was tight.

4.

During the school year, my brother Andy and I lived with my mother. My father was
supposed to have week-end visitation, but he never showed. His brother, my paternal
uncle Jose, was the one who used to come and pick us up and take us for the week-end. I
have very fond memories of that time. He would take us to the zoo, take us to the
movies, take us downtown or sometimes out to eat. Both Andy and I loved spending
week-ends with him.

5.

The rest of the week, Andy and I lived with my mother, and from the time I was about
five, with my step-father, Carlos Espinoza. Both Andy and I hated living with him. He
was a beater. He used to beat up my mom, and beat up Andy, and he was rough on me.

6.

We spent most of our early childhood in Chicago. We spent some time in Racine. I
almost named my daughter Racine because I have such good memories of my time there.
It was the one place where we lived in a stable neighborhood, in a clean house, with clean
houses around-no fleas or lice or noisy Puerto Ricans partying in the next apartment.
The places we stayed in Chicago were awful, we lived in gang central.

7.

My step-father, Carlos Espinoza, lived with us for several years when we lived in
Chicago.' I don't remember ever meeting him until he and my mom were married. I
~
didn't even know my mom waspregnant with Gabby until she brought her home from the
hospital. I dreaded being around Carlos. He was a beater. He beat on my mom, and he
beat on Andy bad. He would use a switch or a belt. And there was always a lot of
pushing and shoving. He would pull Andy's ears, drag him around by his ears, I
remember that Andy had ear infections-but I never really thought at the time that it was
from that. We both did, chronic ear infections from being dragged around hy our ears.

8.

I remember one time my mom stayed out late after work. When she got home, I was
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already asleep, and so was Andy. I woke up because I heard some rustling, and I woke
Andy up. We went out to see what was going on, and Carlos was sitting on my mom,
who was on her back, and he was hitting her as hard as he could around her face and
head. He was really beating her bad. Andy ran to the back to get something, and I ran
over and started pulling on his hair, and trying to get him off my mom. He backhanded
me, and I fell down. The next thing I remember, I woke up and my mom was lying next
to me in bed, along with Andy. We were all three in one single bed, and she had an ice
pack over her head.
9.

Carlos used to beat Andy badly too. Andy didn't stand a chance with Carlos. Beatings
-· were a regular thing at our house. He would drag Andy around by his ears. Carlos would
beat Andy with a ~Jt. J!e ~uld beat Andy until he had welts all over his back and butt
and arms and le s~ ~always having to kneel in a comer for punishment. Andy had
to strip sometimes to be beaten. Andy and I were always afraid that we would do
something wrong around him. I remember seeing Andy lying naked, curled up in a ball,
and Carlos hitting him as hard as he could with the buckle end of the belt. Carlos would
beat Andy until he had welts and bruises all over his body.

10.

My dad was strict and hard on us, but Carlos was way worse. Carlos was a beater, and
Carlos was a molester. The first time I can remember being molested by Carlos, we lived
in a little apartment in Chicago or Wisconsin, and I was really young. The neighborhood
was horrible, there were rats everywhere, and kid were getting sick, and there was a lice
epidemic. I think that's where the molestation started. There were Puerto Ricans living
downstairs, and the lice were terrible, we had to stay down there sometimes. I must have
been about 5 or so, because I don't remember having any contact with Carlos before he
and my mom got married, and Gabby was born when I was six.

11.

I was molested for several years, but didn't tell anyone. Carlos threatened me, he told me
that he would kill my uncle or my dad if I told them. I was terrified of my dad's temper,
so I probably wouldn't have told him anyway. My paternal uncle Jose was the only one I
could have told, but I was afraid to.

12.

My mom was working at Bell Telephone, and she wasn't home a lot. That left Carlos
around, because he wasn't working that I can remember.

13.

The most vivid memory I have of being molested was a time when I was sick, I was
having fevers. I went in to sleep with my Mom, and Carlos put me in between them,
which I didn't want. My mom got up in the morning and left, and I woke up and Carlos
was all over me. I was in my underwear, and Carlos started rubbing and putting his hands
all over me, and having me rub him and all that, it was horrible. I was crying and crying,
and he kept slapping me in the head to get me to stop. I finally did because I just kept
getting slapped. And he had me sit on him, and then he flipped me over and he had my
hands pinned above my head and he took my leg and was getting my underwear off. Andy
was home-it must have been a Saturday morning-and he came in and started yelling,
''I'm gonna tell, I'm gonna tell!" Carlos got off me and ran after Andy, and Andy dodged
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him and came in and got me and we ran downstairs to the neighbors. I was naked, and I
was bleeding from a busted lip, and we were just trying to get them to call my Mom. The
neighbors knew what was going on, but they were the type, they just didn't want to know,
didn't want to be involved. They finally got a hold of my Mom, and she came down and
got me. She took me to my uncle Joe and Aunt Bonnie's, and we were there for a while.
They didn't know what happened.
14.

I don't remember exactly how long my Mom and Carlos were together. I do remember
that after they weren't living together, he'd show up sometimes. I remember one night
Carlos showed up and we were living in a small apartment-Andy and I didn't really have
• a room, there was just a tiny kitchen and a little living room that had a beaded curtain.
Carlos and my Mom were drinking late into the night, and this big old scuffle broke out
because Carlos was trying to get to me. My mom was trying to keep him away. He
. wanted to see me and my mom took a knife and stabbed him, and I went out there and
just started screaming that this wasn't his house and to get out. He had on a gauzy shirt,
and I remember seeing the blood begin to seep through. He did leave. My mom washed
me up, and the next morning I remember there was blood everywhere, in the kitchen, on
the porch, on the stairs, everywhere.

15.

Carlos is the first person who ever molested me, but he wasn't the only one. My mom
had a number of boyfriends who were in and out of the house and who thought they were
my boyfriend too. If you asked me to count how many, I couldn't. It was several. I
remember one guy who had a really fast mustang. He was so gross, like a dog, and he
always smelled of alcohol. I also remember a guy named Ruben. I remember because he
was the dirtiest. He would have me take a towel and masturbate him. And Ruben would
always hit me in the head. I was getting these terrible headaches, and my mom finally
brought me in to have my eyes checked because she thought that's what was giving me
headaches. There was nothing wrong with my vision, but when the doctor looked into
my eyes he could see damage. I told my mom that if Ruben would just stop hitting me,
maybe the headaches would go away. She didn't know before that. I eventually told her
about the rest, and I remember she ga:;:~~: really short haircut and dressed me in
hideous clothes to try to get ~t~om me.

16.

Whenever my Mom got a new boyfrieno, Andy would stay around, he wouldn't stray far.
I knew that if there were two of us, I was safer; so I would sit outside on the porch, and it
didn't matter how late it was, I would sit and wait for Andy to come home. There was
this one apartment where I would sit on the back porch, and I could see the playground
down the alley where Andy was playing basketball. I would wait there, it didn't matter if
it was cold or snowing or a blizzard, I would sit there and wait for Andy before I would
·
go up by myself.

17.

Between Carlos and my Mom's other boyfriends, I never felt safe. My whole childhood
is peppered with memories of being molested: those men did all kinds of things to me and
had me do all kinds of things to them. I remember all this tugging and pulling and
rubbing and hands and fingers everywhere.

•
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18.

We were also moving around a lot. We moved to Kenosha, to Racine, we lived with my
aunt Linda for a while. We lived on Rice Street. At one point my Mom and her sister
Dory were living together. At one point, we moved to Los Angeles. We took Carlos'
station wagon. There was no room for the Christmas tree, so we dumped it at a
McDonald's on the way out of town. We lived in a two-room apartment, all of us slept in
one room. It was an apartment building that looks like a motel with a long outside
corridor. I barely remember Los Angeles, the other day I just remembered it out of the
blue, and my husband had never heard me say we lived there before. We had kind of a
crappy Christmas that year, I got roller skates and Andy got a train set-those orange
- plastic tracks that snap together. The skates turned out to be really loud, and it would piss
my mom off that we were so noisy.

19.

My mom was very close to my maternal grandparents. They would all sit around and
drink together. It was one big hoopla when they were together. And my mom traveled
every summer to see them. She was their favorite. But I hated going there. I hated going
there because my grandparents didn't like me and Andy. They didn't like us because of
my dad, they just hated him, because he was from Mexico. My dad would call them dirty
filthy Indians and say they were no better, but my grandparents didn't get over that. It
would really upset my Mom. My grandparents would get Christmas presents for Linda's
kids, and not for us. My mom used to cry, and ask them why they didn't love her kids.

20.

Every summer, Andy and I spent in Laredo with my father, which really meant that we
lived with my grandmother. My father would drop in and out, and he had a terrible
temper, and was especially hard on Andy. He would hit Andy, or beat him with a belt,
for discipline.

21.

My father's temper could be scary sometimes. I remember at one point my father was
with a Cuban woman. He had two kids with her: a girl and a boy. I remember being
down there and seeing my dad get really mad at my half-brother Ulysses, who was still a
baby in diapers. My dad picked him up by the arms and swung him around and flung him
across the room. Ulysses slammed into the coffee table, and slid underneath it. I was
shocked, but I was also very scared. Their mom was crying in the other room, and that's
the last time I ever saw her or my half-siblings. I think they live in Miami now.

22.

I remember one time I must have been about eight, and Andy must have been about ten.
He was already so tall-he 1ooked way older than his age by that time. We were in
Laredo, and we were supposed to go to church, and Andy said, let's go to the hotel and go
swimming. There was a really nice hotel right near the Mexican border. We went to the
hotel, and hooked up with a couple who had some black kids and were staying at the
hotel. Andy decided to go to Mexico-it was a couple of blocks away. He said I would be
okay there, with the other kids, so he left, and I went and changed into my swimsuit in the
couple's room. When I came downstairs, there was my father, standing there waiting. I
got so scared, I went back upstairs and changed. My dad didn't say a word. Andy was
already gone, and we had to wait for about an hour for him to come back. We got into his
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truck, and my dad just started screaming at us. We got home, and my dad took Andy into
a room and closed the door and I heard Andy get beat within an inch of his life. I was
terrified that he was going to kill Andy. Dad was screaming, and Andy was on the floor,
begging my father to stop. I went in and yelled for my dad to stop, and my he hit me, and
I fell to the floor. My grandmother came in, and I threw a candle at my dad. It was one
of those glass candles, and it hit him and broke. Finally, he just left, and my grandmother
took care of Andy's wounds.
23.

I remember another time, Andy and I went swimming at a public pool that was about
eight blocks from my house. Andy was a great swimmer, but I was not, I could just make
-· it to the edge. I wanted to go off the high dive, and Andy told me not to. I kept insisting,
and Andy kept telling me no. Finally, I just went up. I got to the top and realized that I
couldn't come back down. There were kids all lined up behind me, and the lifeguards
were whistling, telling me to jump. Andy was below, and he yelled up for me to sit
down, and jump from there because I would be closer. I sat down, but instead of jumping
feet-first, I jumped forward, and slammed into the water on my face and chest. Andy
dove in and pulled me off to the side. I was hurt. We rested for a while, then walked
back. The next day, on top of my sunburn, I had bruising from hitting the water. When I
realized what I looked like, I started crying, because I knew Andy would be in trouble.
My grandmother came in, and asked me what happened. Andy said it was his fault, he
took me to the pool and I hmt myself, and he didn't tell and he should have. My
grandmother called my father, and he came in, took one look at me, and got out the belt to
beat Andy. I was trying to tell him that it was my fault, but he wouldn't listen. He beat
Andy all over his body with a belt. I remember washing Andy's back and arms, where he
had swollen welts from the beating. I was telling Andy not to worry, that we would be
going back home soon because it was almost the en~of
t summer. Andy was saying
that he didn't think he would get to go.

24.

That was the last summer ~·f'in Laredo. When I was about 10, and Andy was about
12, our family moved down to San Antonio. Carlos Espinoza was out of the picture. I
remember we all went down together, and we started off living with an uncle and aunt for
several months. I don't remember how long Andy stayed with us, but it was not long.
Before long, he was shipped off and lived in Houston with my father.

25.

My father was very vain. He was the kind of guy who couldn't stand for his wives to be
prettier than he was. For him, it was all about the clothes, all about the cars, all about the
apartment, all about the job. He had fancy cologne and shoes, 'javeres," which are
printed Mexican shirts, you name it. He was very flashy. He had a number of different
jobs that I can recall: he sold oil drilling machinery, in Houston he was a trucker, he
worked for Brown Express, he ~'abogado" .sh:ingte~nl\lf\edo and did bailbonds
~ U {?U/1.- ~
and stuff like that.

26.

The year my brother spent in Houston was a really bad year for Andy. He went to
Kings borough that year, and worked in a movie theatre-I remember he had to get a job.
It was bad for him all around. My dad was really tough on Andy, and he was getting into
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trouble there. My
a lot, so Andy ended up having a lot of freedom. My dad
would be out driving trucks until real late, or he'd be gone for days at a time. My stepmom, Elisa, worked for an apartment complex. That's when Andy started getting into
trouble. He had no supervision, and he started drinking during the day. He was always
hooking up with the wrong people. My dad was always really hard on Andy. I guess it
was because Andy was a boy, he was way harder on Andy than on me. Maybe because I
looked just like my dad, too. But he would really beat Andy bad sometimes. He would
get beat black and blue.
27.

That year, my dad and Elisa moved away from Houston, and they left my brother Andy in
-· Houston to live by himself. I remember because my dad used to call once a month or so
.- to check in and give us news of Andy, and we hadn't heard from him for a long time, so I
asked my mom about it. My mom couldn't get a hold of my dad, but eventually found
out that he had moved and left Andy. She was really mad, and told my dad to go get him,
but my dad wouldn't. My mom didn't know what to do, so she decided to,leave him.
Some time later, we got a· call notifying us that Andy had gotten arrested with some
friends over a stolen car. My mom let Andy deal with it himself. I didn't see him for a
long time after that. I think he was about fourteen by the time he came back to San
Antonio.

28.

During the first years we lived in San Antonio, we lived with different families: first an
uncle for a few months, then with my mother's sister, my maternal aunt Linda, then with
my mother's friend, Hope Chacon, for a couple of years I think. Andy lived with our
family for a while when were living with Hope, but he didn't stay long. He must have
been about fourteen.

29.

My mother couldn't handle having Andy around. She couldn't handle it financially,
because Andy was such a big eater, and things were tight. Andy would also keep his
window open, and the heat would go right out. My mom had hard money problems, I
remember one time we had no money for food, and all my mom had was rice and beans,
We ate nothing but rice and beans for breakfast, lunch, and dinner for a couple of weeks
until my mom got a paycheck. It was horrible. My mom also couldn't handle it because
Andy would get into trouble, like not go to school or get in trouble in class, or be with the
wrong crowd. It was like Andy was more trouble than it was worth for my mom. So
Andy lived in half-way houses a lot during his teen-age years. It was sad actually. I can
remember going to see him at Boysville. We brought him an Oiler's jacket and some Tshirts and socks. He cried, and wanted to come home, but my mom told him he couldn't.
I remember looking at Andy and saying I'm sorry, and he said, "don't be sorry, I'm here
because I'm dumb, because I'm stupid."

30.

I remember another time going to visit Andy, and when we pulled up to the place, it
looked like a jail. I told my mom, and she said it kind of was a jail. Andy was upbeat
and funny, during part of the visit, but he wanted to come home that time too, and my
mom said no. Andy would act upbeat and be funny, that was his personality, but I also
know Andy well enough to know that that was Andy's way of masking. He would use
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his silliness to mask that things were not going well, and to mask that he didn't get it a lot
of times. I know because I did it too, I had problems in school understanding things, and
I would hide it. Andy did the same thing. When Andy did come home, he often had
headaches, and I would give him aspirins because my mom couldn't afford medicine.
31.

:

32.

By that time, my mother had a boyfriend, John (Juan) Ramirez. John didn't like Andy at
all, and Andy did not like John. So it might have been partly that problem that led to
Andy living away from us so much. My mother lived with John for about four years in a
subdivision called Indian Creek. John was also a molestor. I remember when Andy was
around for a short time in the beginning, he saw John looking at me, and he~ warned
me to be careful of this guy, that he was going to come after me. Andy was reassuring
too, he told me I was stronger now, that I would be able to fight him off, and told me to
be careful. He told me not to wear tight clothes, and always wear a robe, and lock my
door, and keep my hair off my face. I was careful. I would lock my door, and wash my
underclothes myself and hang them in my room. Andy was not with us long, and John
did end up coming after me. He would come to my door at night and try to get me to
open it, he would say he had a question for me.
Once I realized he was coming after me, I took more precautions. In front of my mom, I ~
asked her to have John fix the sliding glass door in my room because I was afraid at
_
night-I wanted a pipe or something to block it. My mom said no at first, so I told her I
1
was really afraid, and I'd break a broomstick. So she had John
m t e door to
lock it, and while he was fixing it, I was making sure he got it so it really blocked the
pi~
door, and he was looking at me because he knew I was doing it to keep him out.

*e:,.c..\

33.

One night, my mom and John had been drinking a lot, and my mom was passed out, and
John came after me. I was backing off, and I told him to stop or I would scream. He
looked at me and half-laughed and said, "you think your mom is going to hear you?" I
grabbed a beer bottle, and broke it, and I told him I would slice him up if he came any
closer. I told him I didn't care if the police came and got me, for if I had to go to a halfway house like Andy. He kept coming after me, and I ducked behind a chair and he
tripped over it and fell and broke the coffee table. I ran into my room and locked the
door, and he came to the door and was yelling for me to open it, calling me a bitch and a
whore. I was hoping my mom would wake up. Then I heard him go out the front door
and come around to my sliding glass door, and he was shaking it. I had put a broken
~
broomstick in the door for added protection, and he was trying to get in. My next door
neighbor, Christine, came out and yelled that she was calling the police. He left, and I ran
over to her house and stayed there for a couple of days/\ I d~d?'t tell my mom what was
11
~~ Lijns~ l ~
going on.

~¢-Q.~.~

34.

I did leave home when I was , and by the time I came back, John was out my ~om's ~
life. I came back to live with my mom as an adult. I had had my first baby by then, and ~
had an abusive boyfriend. My mom got a big four-bedroom house on Ingram, and we all A~
lived there together, including Andy, who was back from prison as an adult too. Gabby J~"k:._
was a senior in high school by then.

~
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35.

I was working, and my mom was working, and Andy was working at Blockbuster. I
remember he would often do things to be nice to my mom. He would call home and ask
her what kind of pizza she wanted (it was usually pineapple), and he would bring it back
~or her. He would have her come to Blockbuster's to pick out movies, and then he would
bring them home for her. I remember we did have one big fight because Andy wasn't
cleaning or helping out enough around the house, and my mom got into it, and Andy
shaped up and cleaned more and helped out around the house. ·

36.

After a while, Andy started working with a friend named Rudy as aDJ. Business started
to pick up, and they moved out on their own for a while. My mom decided to retire from
the San Antonio Housing Authority and go out to Arizona to take care of her parents.
She cashed out some of her retirement, and bought each of us a car and a car for herself,
and left. Gabby moved in with me for a while, but we got into a fight and she left.
Gabby, Andy, and Rudy drove out to Arizona for about a week, and my mom came not
long after.

37.

That was the year that my mom got sick. My mom was having bad headaches
sporadically for a few months around the time I got married before I had Colton. Colton
was born on May 20, 1992, and my mom made it to the hospital, even though she was
having bad headaches by then. My morn got there, and collapsed. They took care of her
some, and sent her home with some really heavy medication that knocked her out. Nine
days later, she was in the hospital again, and had to have surgery on an aneurism. The
doctors told us she wouldn't make it. Andy; Gabby, and I were all at the hospital, and we
had to sign for her to be cremated. I refused at first, because I felt like it was giving up
hope that she would make it. It was devastating for all of us, but Andy took it by far the
worst. He was sobbing, leaning over her body and crying and crying and crying, and
apologizing. It was heart wrenching. I think he really had wanted to make it, to make up
for all the trouble in the past, and he was seeing his chance to do that for my morn slip
away.

38.

In the end, the:re was a chance for my mom to live, but the doctors said that she would
never be the same. Surgery would cause much of her brain to stop functioning. I was in
favor of trying, and Andy was very much opposed to it, because he felt like she would
~
live like a vegetable and it would be miserable for her, better to let her go in peace. In
retrospect, he was right, but we opted for keeping her alive. She lived for another 5 Y2
years, but she was never the same. She couldn't talk, she could only make slight sounds
when she was crying or laughing. She had to live in a nursing home, cwd b¥tJnl!l1em•
k8BE¥i!! m*H.n!!i6e:t.
Vv-~ 2...'{- ~

w.-

39.

C-A-v-e... '

After my mom got sick, Andy fell apart. He turned heavily to drugs and alcohol. I
remember he would show up at the hospital drunk and high.~He was getting drunk and
high pretty much every day after that. During that period of ime, he was working for
(7 ..Q
Joey Records as a driver and errand boy. I used to tell h!~ at job was getting him
D ~
nowhere, but he was hopeful that it was a foot in the do(, that he would eventu~lly get to
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learn tO. make records, do out takes, create sound bytes, do all that creative, artsy, music
stuff that he loved.
40.

Andy never really made it beyond my mother's illness. We celebrated Christmas at the
nursing home that year, and not long after that, Andy was arrested for a parole violation
·
and new charges.

41.

I did not know that Andy had been convicted of a capital offense until I was contacted by
Andy's current attorneys; No lawyer or investigator contacted me before or during the
trial. As far as I know, no one in my family was contacted or informed. Had I been
-· contacted, I would have provided whatever information I could about the family. I would
_- have been available to testify if needed.

I DECLARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED
STATES THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

lt~11j)4 Rtwt~a--~

6J»1g!i1k~~-

Date & Place

Elizabeth Canales Villarreal
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[.Irene Garcia. pursuant to the provisions of2S U.S.C. ~ 1746, declare as tollows:
l. rvty name is Iren~: Garcia. lam Andy Canales' maternal aunt. his mother's oldest sister. I was
born December 23. 1939.

2. I am 65 years old. and live in Milwaukee. Wisconsin. l have sutTercd bouts of depression for
many years.
3. I don't know a whole lot about how my parents grew up. Both of my parents grew up in
Texas.I know that both of my parents came from big families, my mom from a family of 12, and
my dad from a family of 13. Both were toward the tail end of the brothers and sisters. My mom
was sickly and didn't go to school much. My dad went to school to the 5th grade. My dad didn't
talk about his childhood until very recently. Apparently, his mother died in childbirth, and my
dad was raised by his sisters. At the age of 13, he left home because he was sick of the abuse he
was getting from his sisters. He hopped a train, and rode from San Antonio to Michigan. He
was big for his age, and he hooked up with another kid who was older than he was. There were
times when he went hungry, and then the two of them would go into towns and steal food to
survive. When they got to Michigan, they started working in the fields. My dad stayed away
from home until he was eighteen.
4. When my dad went back to Texas, he started working for a place packing and cleaning
pecans. That's where my dad met my mother, who was three or four years older than he was.
·
My mom was 23, so my dad must have been 19 or 20.
5. I was the oldest of seven children. My parents had four kids, then didn't have any kids for
nine years, then had three kids. Janie and I grew up together in that first set of kids, and we
moved around a lot and were isolated a lot. My dad would isolate us in country houses, away
from everything. Growing up in that household was very difficult, and now that I am older, I
realize that I suffer from depression partly because it runs in our family, and partly because of the
way my parents treated us when we were growing up.
6. Verbal and physical abuse was a regular thing at our house. My parents were very critical and
negative, and my dad yelled a lot. My dad yelled at my mom, he yelled at us, he would get up in
the morning and start yelling. My dad went into the service, and he fought in World War II .. I
remember him talking about going to Hawaii and to the Phillipines. When he got back, he was
very angry. He was physically abusive, and he was verbally abusive to the kids. He would riiake
us kneel or stand in the comer with our face to the wall so long that it was hard, I don't know
which was harder. He would beat us with a belt or a switch or his hands, whatever he could get
1/\rt..,
his hands on. He was always very controlling, ove~bearing, dictatorial. l vv-tl
""'t
'~~
I.J...f ~!A-" I '.
~()\
~
t i" "-r-r"
.
l I \-t. /A. i "'-.. /'v..._ L.-~ ILIA'\ l) \..A.!' \1 ~ ' 7. We lived in San Antonio until I was fifteen/ We moved around a lot, and 'J:e lived in places
~ .
that were really substandard. I remember one house we lived in had no paint on it at all, and it 1~~+
was way out, there were no paved roads. The house had three rooms: one kitchen, and two
~~ ku
bedrooms. There was no indoor plumbing. My most vivid memory from that house was being
:t ~
beaten because l had my sister's hair brush. My mom had a tub out by the back door, because 0<- f.tJ 0\A-~
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she was doing the wash. and she got a rope. put it in the tub. and beat me with it wet. Another
house we lived in was similar. it had some paint but it was all peeling off. and there \vas no
indoor plumbing. No place back then had a living room. My mother's parents (Andy's maternal
great grandparents) had land that had several buildings on it, and there was one building where
my great grandfather had stored cars back from the time when my maternal granfather was a
garbage collector. The barn was converted into sleeping quarters. There was a big room with
two double beds in it. There was another building you went to for toilets and showers. Our
family stayed there two different times, I guess because of money problems.
8. I think that both my parents had drinking problems. My mom drank more secretly when we
were growing up, then it was all out in the open when she got older. My dad always had a shot
of brandy in the morning in his coffee, and he drank when he carne home. He handled his liquor
better than my mom. I remember when we lived in Texas, my dad would leave on Friday night ~
after work, and sometimes he wouldn't be back on Saturday. I remember my mom sending his ~
brother off to look for him.
l ~t- k.tt ~~u_. f
tL-Lf) 6Vd LD I J ~ 0-L, 6t--:
9. At the first house that my dad built, we were still living in Texas, and there was no electricity
or plumbing. My mom used kerosene lights and a kerosene stove. We lived way out in the
country, and we would have to walk a long way to get to a road where the bus would pick us up.
There was a bar on that comer, and when we got off the bus coming home from school, my mom
would be in the bar. After a few times, we got so that we would go into the bar to get her when
we got off the bus.
10. When I was fifteen, we moved to Kenosha, Wisconsin. The first house we lived in in
Kenosha was a converted garage. It looked like a bam and there was no indoor plumbing. I
remember when I was in high school, I would come home from school and my mom would be in
bed. The house would be a mess, none of the dishes done, no supper being cooked. Sometimes I
would knock on my mom's door, and she would say she didn't feel good, and· wouldn't come
out. Looking back on it, I don't know whether my mom was suffering from depression, or
whether she was drunk, or both. I would do the dishes and start dinner, because if it was not
ready when my dad came home, there would be trouble. That lasted for a year or more. And it
seems like it hit periodically. There were times when my mom would just watch TV all day
long.
11. I got married very young, a few years after we got to Kenosha. I remember the day I got
married, I got a terrible beating from my father. I was getting ready, I was going to get married at
the court house at one or two, and it was morning and I wanted to go shopping. We had so little
money and I didn't have any bedding or dishes or anything like that. I wanted a ride into town,
and my dad was going to the hospital to pick up Janie, who had something done to her feet. He
lost his temper because I was wanting a ride into town, and my mom held me down, and he beat
me as hard as he could with his arm, which was in a cast. My face was all bruised and scraped,
my head had been hit in several places, and he kept hitting me and hitting me. I was so angry
that I broke loose and I scratched my dad's face with my long fingernails, and I drew blood. My
dad drew back, and he said that I better be there when he got back, we had an account to settle.

'
'
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My pin-curls were hanging all over the place, and my face was bleeding, and I was crying and
,.
crying, I couldn't stop crying.
12. I remember Andy's father, Anibal Canales. I didn't know him very welL but Ido know that
there was always something about him that I didn't like. He was a very arrogant man. I know
that he abused my sister. Janie would come home to Kenosha on the week-ends, sometimes, and
she would be black and blue from having been beaten by Andy's father. I remember one time
seeing finger-mark bruises on both sides of her neck, as ifhe had gone after her throat from the
front with both hands.
13. When Janie first got married, they lived in Waukegan. I remember visiting her there twice.
The place was adequate. It had several rooms, and she had beds, blankets, pillows, and
everything seemed clean. As far as I know, Janie was a good housekeeper when she was young.
I never saw any of the places where she lived in Chicago.
14. I only met Carlos Espinoza, Janie's second husband, a couple of times. My parents didn't
like either of Janie's husbands. They thought that they just married Janie to get their papers. My
parents were very racist. They were racist against all nationalities, but especially Mexicans from
Mexico. I often wondered if that was why my parents, Andy's grandparents, didn't treat Andy
and his sister well. They would often hurl verbal abuse at them, they treated those kids like they
really didn't like them. The only time I was around it was when~uld go visit my parents, and
Janie would happen to be there at the same time with her kids.

-<
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15. Janie's kids got left with babysitters a lot. I don't remember much of Janie's second
husband, Carlos Expinoza, but Ilremember sometimes he would go out without her, and that
would make Janie really mad.
16. When I got older, when I was in between husbands, I would go out with Janie sometimes.
She was a quiet personality when she was not drinking, but when she would drink she would get
loud and talk and laugh and joke and dance. She was a party girl. I've heard stories over the
J
years, and there is no doubt that Janie had a drinking problem. We would leave the house so
and~~~~~ ~jnk way to9 much. and corpe hom completely drunk. She'd get elo p .
;::
• "-V ~ V'biA-A c;·k-<:... ~Aa.- o..
a_
~-Y6to (<€.-- "'"'--- ~~~........
17. After Janie broke up with Ani~al and then later with arlos, she had boyfriends. Shew~
~
1
living in Ken~sha and the surrounding areas. I know of two men she lived with, but I cannot_
remember their names. I remember one guy stole her car and took off for San Antonio. She and JL
1
my sister Linda went down to San Antonio to get the car. I remember when she was dating a guy tt.:t
named Ruben, she was living in Kenosha. I remember him because Janie was dating him when I
1
met my husband, who was also named Ruben. That was in the early 1970s. I don't think Janie
k_OV<-Ir
ever lived with him.
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18. Over the years, Janie drank a lot, and she would leave the kids with babysitters so that she
could go out drinking. I think they were neglected. And whenever their dad was taking care of
them, he was very short-tempered and impatient with them. Janie was too lenient with those
kids, she didn't want to deal with the kids alone.
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19. As the kids grew up, Janie got frustrated· with her kids, especially Andy. I remember before
she moved to Texas, she was saying she didn't know what to do with Andy anymore, he was
'
acting out. and she didn \.know what was going through his..wind:_ H--L- ~~ ,
~ IA...f2>i\.:v-t ~ q, ~ &t_ CLAA:~ol 1~~ ~ kiC:-{'
- tl_ 0~
20. One of the last times I saw her. she was living in Texas and she was dating John Ramirez. ItJ ~
a
must have been in the early 1980s. He was a nice guy, but they were both heavy drinkers. I was
~
visiting with my husband, and we would go do things during the day, and as soon as Janie and
John got home from work, they would start drinking. They drank every night when I was there.
I remember there was a problem because Andy had come home, he'd been locked up, and he
stole a check, I think it was a tax refund check or something like that, that belonged to John.
John didn't say much about it when he was sober, but he was furious, and when he got drunk, we
sure heard about it.

L

21. I was never contacted by any of Andy's trial attorneys. I didn't know that Andy was on
death row until recently, when his current attorneys contacted family members. I would have .
spoken truthfully to his attorneys had they contacted me, and I would have been available to
testify if needed.
I DECLARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED
STATES THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.
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I. Jnsc Canaks. pursuant to

th~

Jr.

provisions L>l. 2S U.S.C.

.

~

17..f6. declare as follows:

I. My nam~ is Jos~ Canah:s.~ ram Anibal (Andy) Canaks' paternal uncle. Andy's tJ.thcr's_.,
Iliw in Chicago. Illinois. and have lived here since'!h.{. tQ_LLv~ (q_ 104 t5Y (

broth~r.

t:t...k l q~o·

2. Both my brothl.!r, Anibal. and his son. Anibat Junior. have the saml.! naml.!. I have always
called my nephew Junior, but in this statement l will refer to my brother as Anibal. and to his son

as Andy.

in~~~

P\1'-~-)-)~Lb

~ z_:;= ,

3. I was born
on c\
1939. My parents had five children
together: my
older than me, his name IS Jose Rolando Canales,
and we call him Rolando; my sister, Isaura Canales, is~ -1Jider than me, she now lives in
Houston; I had a sister Yolanda who died as a very young child; I was the second to last; and
then came Andy's father, Anibal Canales. So Anibal and I were the two youngest boys, and we
are tw9.\Years apart.

olde=6as~ears

\h

.

.

4. My mother and my father, Andy's paternal grandparents, divorced when I was a very young
child, about five. I have very few memories of my parents together, but I know from my older
siblings and from what I hav~ heard ~om t~oLWf?.Pl'J-tR~P!~ f~t!I.h~ ~as physically abusive to
my mother. I remember heanng stones of my ~wno llvOOToWiilhe block from my parents,
running to get my older siblings who were very young children when there were fights between
my parents. My father left my mother for another woman. Raising the children alone was hard
for my mother.

tiAAJ

~' ~_ry

5. As a child, I grew up in Mier,
slsai t;: fcaico. My mother received a small
pension from my father. In 1947, when I was about 8, and Andy's father, Anibal, was about 6,
my older brother Rolando joined the military. Rolando was under-age, so my mother signed for
him to go. He became a paratrooper, and my mother received a small pension from the
government for his service.
6. My mother was very old-fashioned, like fro.m the Victorian era. When things did not go the
way she thought they should go, she had us stand in the comer and stay there, or she would put
us in the garage and tell us, "that's where you will stay until I call you." We got beatings too,
usually with a belt.

7. In 1952, when I was about 13 and my brother, Andy's father, was about 11, my older sist~r
~
got married and left home. That left my mother alone with the two of us boys. My
mother's family lived in Laredo, and they encouraged her to move to Laredo, they asked her
what she was going to do alone with the two boys. So we moved to Laredo, where my mother
had family, including some sisters.
8. Our move to Laredo is when things changed for us. I must have been about 13 years old, and
Anibal must have been about 11. I had to go from being a child to being a man. My mother
didn't have enough money, and she was always kind of sick. They said she had TB because she
coughed, but she didn't. She had gotten sick when she was tive or six years old, when she had
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gone swimming in Lhe river. and she caught a pneumnnia. She had weak lungs and had
problems all her life after that.
.
.Jv~ir---'
VCJ'r-'o<
9. Anibal and I had to go to work. I had to lie about my age, and say I wa~~ghtccn. so that~hey
would hin: me. We \vould work in restaurants-[ \Vorkcd as a bus boy. and Anibal \Vt)rked as a
dishwasher.
0, Y~l--?'t/V
I 0. In 1956 or 1957. when I was about sc~ we moved to Michigan. I Wt!nt to work in tht!
Heinz pickle tactory, and so did my mom. My brother. Anibal. was picking cherries in the
tields.
ll. After about a year, my brother and my mother went back to Laredo, Texas, and I stayed
behind. I joined them again sometime later. We were living in government housing in Laredo,
and my mother fell sick. They had to remove a lump in her lungs, so they sent her to Kerrville,
Texas, where she stayed for about a year, recovering. My brother and I were left in the
government housing by ourselves, and we wer:..en't ~Bowed to stay, so we WiRt1te ~with my

h

uncleVen~~

:tf,(,un...~,

te

12. I went to work for the VA Hospital as a nurse's aide, and I kept that job for many years.
Anibal met Juanita, his first wife (Andy's mom) at a dance at Waukegan. They got married very
fast. They were both very young. Juanita was always nice and friendly to me, but Juanita was
the kind of person who didn't show her emotions, she was ldi'il3if a dry person.
13. I don't know if Juanita was pregnant already when they got married, or not. I do recall that
after they got married, Juanita had a miscarriage, and lost a baby. I remember talking to my
brother outside St Theresa Hosptial in Waukegan, he was crying. They were both quite young,
but they were both working, and they lived in a house, they both. had cars, they were saving
money, and I thought they were doing very well.
~ ~~ t ~

flA.

14. Within a couple of years, my brother Anibal an uanita moved to Kenosha. I think Andy
one and Juanita was pregnant with Eli eth around that time. They stayed there for a
rJA ~ort while; then moved to Chicago.
·
talked them into moving, they said
6 t~ ~
~·~- they could make more money in Chicago, and they had an apartment upstairs from where t;bey"
()- C,.C.. ~ lived. That's where the problems between them began. My brother was working at a factory,
~o-:~ and when he got laid off, he went to work as a security guard, and Juanita went to work for a can
company. They moved to 4 7111 and Elizabeth Street, and tharswhere things really got bad.
~·
Anibal was working during the day, and Juanita would take care of the kids. At night, Juanita
was working the second shift at a can factory, and she was supposed to be home around 11, and
instead one or two nights she stayed out until 3 or 4 in the morning. This happened in the middle
of the week. My brother, Anibal, suspected that she was seeing someone else. There was some
sort of story about him seeing Juanita kiss another man. I think in retrospect it was Carlos
Espinoza, who was working at the can company and who later became Andy and Elizabeth's
step-dad.
·
w~t

vt

15. That's when the real fighting began. My brother has always had a very bad temper. My
brother became violent with Juanita and he would hit her. I remember going over to their house
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the wcck-l!nd alkr Juanita had been nut late. which \vas my usual routine. I would work during
the \Veek and on the \Veek-ends I would go over to see the kids and the family. Juanita's face
was black and blue. and sht: told me that she had been lighting \vith Ani bal. and he hit h..-!r. _j
became upset. and I told my brother that that was unacceptable. After that. it was like both had
lost the trust. and the problems just got worse and worse.
.
1-1. 1z... <; ty-c.L.-f-.
A
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16. It got so bad that AnibaVtott:lh Jffami mo\cd to Roma. Texas, liJao, iug JM8Aita aRJ th~ kiss
~- I knew vvhat it was like to live in a broken household. and I tried to be the intermediary,
to keep them together and help them to work it out. My mother, too. knew what it was like, and
she even came up here to try to help smooth things out. I eventually talked Juanita into
following Anibal down to Roma. She went for a few months with the kids, but she didn't want
to stay in that small toown. and she left. She took the kids to my mother, their paternal
grandmother, in Laredo, and came back up to Chicago alone. At one point, she was preparing
papers to turn full custody over to Anibal, but she changed her mind.
17. When she got back to Chicago, she was seeing Carlos Espinoza within a short time. He was
working at the can factory, so that's why I think the relationship started before things were over
with Ani bal. I don't know much about their life, or about how long he continued to work for the
can company or any of that.
18. My mother could not keep the children, and at some point, Andy and his sister Lisa came
back to live with their mother. I kept seeing Andy and Lisa during those years. My brother was
out of their lives entirely, he pretty much abandoned them, but I would go pick them up on the
week-end, and usually I would keep them all week-end. I realized that for Juanita, it was a
convenience to have me come and pick them up and take care of them. She would leave the kids
with whoever would take them because she wanted to go out and have a good time, and the kids
were in her way. My brother was the same way, whenever Juanita did send them off to be with
their father, the first thing he would do was dump them with my mother. He was a young man
and wanted to go out and didn't think about the kids much at all.
19. I was very happy to have the kids. I didn't want to lose touch with them. I would take them
to the zoo, or to the park, or downtown on the holidays, and out to eat. I would cook for them. I
was just trying to fill some sort of gap that was left after my brother left them. As an uncle, I
could only do so much, but I tried. I tried to be a stabilizing force in their lives, because they
needed it so much. My brother Anibal had basically abandoned them, and Juanita was still ..
wanting to go out and go bar hopping, and the kids did not get the structure or the attention they
needed.
20. I remember when Espinoza was living with the kids, they complained bitterly about him all
the time. I remember them telling me over and over that they hated him, that they didn't want
him living in the house, that they didn't want him putting his hands on them or spanking them.
They would say, "we hate that man, we hate that man, we cannot stand him." I suspect that they
were being abused. One time, Andy came to my house and he had black and blue welts on his
arm from having been beaten with a belt. Now that I look back on it, I realize that I should have
lifted his little shirt to see if he had marks on the rest of his body, but I was so young, I didn't
know what to do. Andy did say that Espinoza had hit him in the head with his fists. Andy's
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mnm. Juanita. was working in a d~partm~nt store ~all~d Gobalt's. which nn longer l!xists now a
Javs. I \valk~d over to h~r work and tonk it up with Juanita. I told her that this was
una~~eptable. Juanita said that Andy was not behaving. didn't go to school or something. ~j1e
was.dcfending Espinoza and not Andy. Sho.rtly after that. Juanita moved. I don't ~cmem1~er L
1
whcr~ she went. rpaybe Kenosha or ~omeplacc in_ \Xi~cons!J!: ~ ~ ~{).}'r e:-c!t VJ 11l---~L<.. · ' 0
CL~ IJv~ ~c.J~ acu_o
0{-tv{ t "'4-T . l ~ (K_ ~l~L
21. One time. Andy ran away from home. He was just a small kid. and he made it all the way
from where he was living on the west side. (\ear <;hicago A venue to mv hous~jn th~ city of

frvn.

Chicago.
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22. I did notice'11hange in those kids after Espinoza was living with them. They had been ~<L-~1
lovely children. just lovely. And Andy becan1e a rebel after Espinoza moved in. They seemed ~Y ~ . .
so unhappy to have him there. They were angry that their mother was forcing them to live with c.-:'?{> t ~ •
Espinoza. I even remember Andy saying that he hated his mother for what she was making them ~~
go through. Elizabeth was small, she was playing with dolls, but Andy knew and he said that it k..t_ rvzt.-,S
would bother him when he went to sleep at night, he would think about that man. Seeing them ~L-r~
later over the years, I got the sense that their circumstances deteriorated even more.

f

c"

23. I remember one place Juanita was living in Chicago, it was a terrible neighborhood. I went
to get the kids one time, and Juanita was not there. There was a big dump of garbage behind
their house, and the kids were dirty and had dirty clothes. Elizabeth had a dirty doll, and both
were playing in the garbage behind the house. There was a Puerto Rican woman who offered to
clean them up, but I just took the kids and brought them to my apartment on the north side.
They cleaned themselves up, and I took them to a community store and got them clothes, and
took them to the movies. They loved it. They just needed love and attention, and they loved
coming here.
24. I also remember a place where Juanita was living that was terrible, it was very small and in
bad shape, and she shared it with a Puerto Rican woman who also had kids. I don't know if they
all slept in one room or if there were two rooms, one for each family. But this Puerto Rican lady
would get her sister to come over and watch the kids so that she and Juanita could go out.
25. I felt angry because I felt that Juanita had made these changes in her life that were having a
very negative impact on the kids, but I didn't want to have any hostile exchanges with Juanita
because I didn't want to jeopardize my relationship with the kids, or the opportunity to visit ~hem
and take them to my house on the week-ends.
26. Over the years, my brother went from one bad relationship to another. He ·married one
woman and it lasted only for about a month. He had two kids with a Cuban woman. and that
didn't work either and they now live in Miami.
27. Years later. Juanita moved to San Antonio. Juanita sent Elizabeth and Andy to Laredo to
live with my mother. their paternal grandmother. My mother was having a hard time, she was
getting some money from the government, and [ would send her a little bit of money when I
could, like $25 at a time. My mother just couldn't afford to keep the kids. so she wanted to send
them to San Antonio to live with their mom. Elizabeth went. but Andy went to Houston. to live
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manager. They were living in a very small apartment with only one room. Andy \vent to work
as a busboy in a cafeteria in a mall across the street. he had to use my brother"s social security
number to get a job. I was staying there tor a while. all of us slept in one room. but I got a
ditTerent place because there just was not room. There was tremendous hostility and anger in the
house. No one was paying any attention to Andy. I remember that Andy was complaining of
~
headaches around that time. he was having trouble sleeping, and said that he was bothered_j!l..-l ~ r(... er;~
night by visions and voices. That's when Andy started hanging out with bad company~....My a.,~
brother wasn't helping the situation. He was having bad problems with Eliza and I know that he~~
was violent with her. And then my brother got laid off from Bro\\<n ~s, and Eliza was
~ 0l ~
pregnant with Aquilles, so he decided to move back to Laredo with Eliza. Andy wanted to stay~
vv--0:1.' S
and live with two friends that he had met, but everyone knew they were bad company. I was still~ ·
in Houston at the time, and I was very much opposed to the idea of leaving Andy by himself in
Houston. He was too young, and I knew that it was a very bad· idea. I argued with my brother
about leaving Andy there to live with friends who were bad company,.,.a,'1ipjeq;zg!J teo )ieWRg.
But there was nothing I could do to ~et my bro~l].er to 1\st~n, and
l~ft An9y ~~erA:,. ,L /\
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I heard years later that he was back in San Anotonio, that he was working and living
a tLr
V'\...01
girl, and I thought things turned out okay for him. I tried to get in touch with those kids, but they ~
moved so much I couldn't find them when I tried.
~aLA·{

30. My brother, Anibal, is a very hard person. He has gotten into a horrible way of thinking, he \-K.. ~0\
is completely irrational, and it is impossible to reason with him. Sometimes he seems all right,
V I[.£-~~
and sometimes he is very agitated, extremely nervous, constantly moving around and walking ()...
around. I haven-'t seen my brother in four years, and it seems that he has gotten worse. I don't
know what took over my brother. There seems to be something in the family: my older brother
Rolando has some kind of Alzeimers or dementia, and Anibal has terrible problems, I'm the only
one who is still here, who can see the changes that have happened over the years.
31. My brother has deteriorated over the years. Because I live in Chicago and he lives in
Laredo, it is hard to keep track and I have not seen him in more than four years. He has not h!id
a real job in more than 20 years. I don't know what he does, I don't know how he makes it. He
moves from place to place, I know that at one point he was homeless. I was sending him boxes
of clothes because he wears the same size I do. He barhops, he drinks way too much, he is not
stable, he is always womanizing. He has gotten robbed a number of times. He has had two cars
stolen and has wrecked 2. I would not be surprised ifthere.were drugs involved. It has become
difficult to communicate with my brother because he is so irrational, and he has problems of his
own and just can't handle dealing with anything else. My brother has real psychological
problems. His irrationalitystarted when he started having problems with Juanita.
· 32. I can't understand why Andy's parents didn't take better care of them. My brother, AnibaJ,
just abandoned the kids. And then he abandoned him again when Andy was barely a young
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h.!t.:nagc:r. leaving him to live by himself in Houston. Juanita. on ht.:r end. was always interested
in going out and going to bars and she didn't provide the kind of support or structure that they
nt:cded. When [\vas spending time with them on the week-ends,Juanita was glad to get ri~ of
the kids so she could go out. And when their step-father was bl.!ating up on Andy. Juanita was
defending thl.! step-tathcr and not the child.
33. When my mother. the children's paternal grandmother, died a few years ago. I drove to San
Antonio and tried to tind the kids. The phone number [ had was out of order, and I could not
tind a forwarding address.
34. I did not know that Andy was on death row until November, 2004, when I was contacted by
his attorneys. As far as I know, no one on the paternal side of the family knew. I was devastated
to find out. I never thought something this bad would happen in our family. I have been at the
same address in Chicago for more than 25 years, and was never contacted by any of Andy's
attomey~Ifi had been contacted, I would have answered all of their questions about Andy's
family
his upbringing, a.q.d I would have been available to testify if necessary.
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I DECLARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED
STATES THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

I 1- / P ·- o 5--"
Date & Place

-~·

·f?<.P.(·~
ose Canales
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State of Texas

)
)

County of Harris

ce

In Re Anibal Canales

)

Declaration of Naomi E. Terr
I, Naomi E. Terr, declare under the penalty of perjury that I understand the Spanish
language and the English language, and that, to the best of my knowledge and belief~ the
following statements in the English Language have the same meanings as the statements in the
Spanish Language in the Declaration of Elizabeth Velasco, signed on October 14,2004:
I, Elizabeth Velasco, state that the following is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge:
1. My name is Elizabeth Velasco. I live in Laredo, Texas. I met Anibal Canales when he was
approximately thirteen years old. We always called him "Andy." I met Andy when Andy's
father and I lived together. Andy's father was also named Anibal Canales and people knew
him as "Andy." To avoid confusion in this declaration, I am going to refer to the son as
"Andy" and to the father as "Andy's father."
2. When Andy's father and I met, I was about 19 years old. He was 14 years older than I was.
In other words, when we met, he was more or less 36 years old. We lived together for
approximately six years and we had one son. Our son is named Aquiles.
3. Before Andy's father and I met, he had already been married several times and he had had
four children with two of his wives. His first wife was Juanita, Andy's and Elizabeth's
mother. After Juanita, he had two children with Marlene, a Cuban woman from Miami. The
children he had with Marlene are named Ulises and Yolanda. After Marlene, Andy's father
got married to a woman from Laredo whose name was Mari. Mari and Andy's father were
married for about one month. Andy's father and I got together after Mari. He also had
another woman, but I don't remember her name.
4. When I lived with Andy's father, I noticed he had forgotten about the children he had
previously had. Andy's father knew nothing about his children and he did not support them
:
many way.
· 5. Andy arrived to live with us when Andy was about 13 years of age. At that time, we lived in
Houston, Texas. Andy arrived at the apartment where we were living because Andy's
mother had sent Andy to live with the maternal grandmother in Laredo, Texas. The maternal
grandmother was already an old woman. She lived in government housing and could not
have Andy in her house, so, she sent her to live with us in Houston.
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6. When Andy arrived to live with us, Andy had not seen his father in years. Ratht:r than
Andy's fatht:r receiving Andy with a hug, giving him support, Andy's father was extremely
violent with Andy. The life that Andy and I lived with Andy's father was terrible. Just as
Andy's father gave Andy beatings. he also gave me beatings.

7. When Andy's father would get mad with Andy, he would put him in the room and give him
beatings with the belt until the father got tired. I recall that one time he was beating him with
a belt for about an hour. When the father beat Andy, he would leave bruises and wounds all
over the body. I know that Andy would be left wounded because I was the one who cured
the wounds.
8. Andy's father also beat me a lot, but he would beat me with his fists. He also left me with
marks from the beatings. He was an extremely violent man. He beat me in the presence of
people. I recall that sometimes he would invite friends over to eat. Once I had cooked and
everything was served at the table, he would get mad because of any little thing. For
example, he got mad if the salt was missing or if the rice was flavorless: When he got mad,
he would throw everything from the table and he would beat me in front of his friends. He
would also get annoyed if people I knew me came to the house. There was a lady who did
me the favor of taking me to work. Sometimes the woman would come into the apartment
and if Andy's father arrived, he would start asking her if she didn't have responsibilities
because I did. Andy's father grabbed me by the hair in front of the woman. Andy's father
also did things that are not normal. For example, he would grab clothes from the closet and
. put them in the bathtub with hot water. He would tell me that he was going to go out and
that the clothes better be washed, dried, and ironed in hour or I knew what was coming to
me.
9. When Andy's father would get mad, his facial expressions would everi change. I, who was
an adult, was terrified of Andy's father. I also felt helpless. I can't imagine what Andy, who
was a child, felt. After I had my son Aquiles I left Andy's father. I left him after he gave me
a beating.
I 0. When Andy lived with us, Andy did things to get attention. For example, he would come to
the house with his pants and shoes all wet from having gotten himself in water. He also
associated with people who were not good. At school, he didn't do well. I remember that
Andy did not know how to write, nor did he know how to read well. Andy did not know
anything in math. I tried to help him with his homework, but he never improved in school.
11. My impression was that all of the problems that Andy had were due to the fact that Andy had
a very sad and difficult life. When Andy came to live in our house, you could see the sadness
in his eyes. Andy had a life full of instability and lack of appreciation and interest from his
parents. Andy's father would tell me that Andy never had stability with his mother.
According to Andy's father, Andy's mother drank a lot, lived in bars, and always left the
children alone. With Andy's father, there was also never a good word or a hug.
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12. At school. Andy would say that he did not want to live with us, but he never said how violent
his father was. Andy ended up leaving the house and later we learned that he went to live
with a black couple that lived near the apartments. These people would take in children and
make them steal in stores. Afterwards, we did not know anything about Andy. Andy's father
never did anything to look for his son. I would tell him that we needed to do something for
Andy, but he would tell me that if Andy liked the bad life, things were going to stay that way.
13. When Andy's father and I lived together, he would disappear for days. Sometimes he would
not arrive all night. He would come back the next day and he would leave again for days.
Andy's father also did not have steady work. Sometimes he had a lot of money; sometimes
he had no money. I always had to work, sometimes I even had two jobs to support the
family. I knew that I could not count on Andy's father.
14. When I lived with Andy's father, he drank a lot and he did all kinds of drugs. He drank
alcohol and used marijuana and cocaine. I had the impression that he became more violent
when he did not have the drugs.
15. I know that Andy's father had a very hard childhood. His father abandoned his mother for
another woman when Andy's father was a child. His father had children with this other
woman. The mother of Andy's father instilled a lot of hatred in Andy's father toward his
father and half-brothers. Andy's father had to see his half-brothers without his mother's
knowledge. When Andy's father was about 14 years old, he went alone to Chicago and had
to take care of himself at that age.
16. Even though I suffered a lot with Andy's father, when I see him now, I feel sorry for him. He
really does not have a life. He is not the same strong and violent person he was before. He
doesn't even have a house. He rents a little room in Nuevo Laredo and sometimes he doesn't
even have money to eat. Sometimes he goes from house to house. He is practically alone.
My son Aquiles sometimes has to give him money for his expenses.

.·
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17. Before Attorney Naomi E. Terr came to speak with me on October 13, 2004, no attorney or
investigator working on the case of Andy Canales had come to speak with me. I did not
know that Andy was under a sentence of death here in Texas until Attorney Terr told me. If
Andy's attorneys would have looked for me previously, I would have been willing to answer
any question and if necessary, I would have also been willing to testify on Andy's behalf.
I have read this declaration. I affirm that it is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, and I so state under the pains and penalties of perjury.
This declaration was executed on October 14, 2004.
Pursuant to 28 USC§ 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct.

Executed this 241h day of November, 2004

fi)k-----:

By:
Naomi E. Terr

:
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State of Texas
County of Webb
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In Re Anibal Canales

Declaraci6n de Elizabeth Velasco
Yo, Elizabeth Velasco, declaro bajo pro testa de decir verdad que lo siguiente es verdad en mi
leal saber y entender (1, Elizabeth Velasco, state that the following is true and correct to the best of
my knowledge):
1.

Mi nombre es Elizabeth Velasco. Vivo en Laredo, Texas. Yo conoci aAnibal Canales
cuando el tenia aproximadamente 13 aiios. Siempre le llamabamos "Andy." Conoci a
Andy cuando el papa de Andy y yo viviamosjuntos. El papa de Andy tambien se llama
Anibal Canales y la gente tambien lo conoce como "Andy." Para evitar confusion en esta
declaraci6n, me voy a referir al hijo como "Andy" y al padre como el "papa de Andy."

2.

Cuando el papa de Andy y yo nos conocimos, yo tenia 19 aftos. El era 14 aftos mayor
que yo. 0 sea que cuando nos conocimos, el tenia mas o menos 36 aftos de. edad.
Vivimos juntos aproximadamente seis aiios y tuvimos a un hijo. Nuestro hijo se llama
Aquiles.

3.

Antes de que el papa de Andy y yo nos conocieramos, el ya habia estado casado varias
veces y habia tenido cuatro hijos condos de sus esposas. La primera esposa fue Juanita,
la mama de Andy y Elizabeth. Despues de Juanita, tuvo ados hijos con Marlene, una
Cubana de Miami. Los hijos que tuvo con Marlene se Haman Ulises y Yolanda. Despues
de Marlene, el papa de Andy se caso con una senora de Laredo que se llamaba Marl.
Marl y el papa de Andy estuviero casados como un mes. El papa de Andy y yo nos
juntamos despues de Marl. Tambien tuvo a otra senora pero no recuerdo su nombre.

4.

Cuando yo vivi con el papa de Andy, yo me di cuenta que el se olvido de los hijos que
habia tendio anteriorrnente. El papa de Andy no sabia nada de sus hijos y no los apoyaba
de ninguna manera.

5.

Andy lleg6 a vivir con nosotros cuando Andy tenia como 13 aftos. En ese entonces
viviamos en Houston, Texas. Andy lleg6 al departamento donde viviamos porque la
mama de Andy lo habia mandado a vivir con la abuela materna en Laredo, Texas~· La
abuela materna ya era una senora grande. Ella vi via en unos departamentos del gobierno
y no podia tener a Andy en su casa, entonces lo mand6 a vi vir con nosotros en Houston.

6.

Cuando Andy lleg6 a vi vir con nosotros, Andy no habia visto a su papa por aiios. En vez
de que el papa de Andy recibiera a su hijo con un abrazo, dandole apoyo, el papa de
Andy fue extremadamente violento con Andy. La vida que Andy y yo vivimos con el
papa de Andy fue terrible. Asi como el papa de Andy le daba golpizas a Andy, a mi
tambien me daba golpizas.

1
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7.

Cuando el papa de Andy se enojaba con Andy, lo metia al cuarto y le daba golpes con el
cinto hasta que el papa se cansaba. Recuerdo que una vez le estuvo dando con el cinto
por casi una bora. Cuando el papa golpeaba a Andy, le dejaba moretones y beridas por
todo el cuerpo. Yo se que Andy quedaba todo berido porque yo era Ia que le curaba las
heridas.

8.

Ami tambien me golpeaba mucbisimo el papa de Andy, pero ami me golpeaba con sus
puiios. Tambien me dejaba marcada de los golpes. Era un senor extremadamente
violento. Me lleg6 a golpear en frente de Ia gente. Recuerdo que aveces invitaba a sus
amigos a comer. Ya que yo habia cocinado y todo estaba servido en Ia mesa, se enojaba
por cualquier cosita. Por ejemplo, se enojaba si faltaba sal en Ia mesa o si el arroz babia
quedado sin sabor. Cuando se enojaba, tiraba todo de Ia mesa y me agarraba a golpes en
frente de sUs amigos. Tambien le molestaba que fuera gente ala casa que yo conocia.
Habia una senora que me bacia el favor de llevarme al trabajo. A veces Ia senora entraba
al departamento y si el papa de Andy llegaba al departamento le empezaba a preguntar a
Ia senora que porque estaba ahi en el departamento y que si ella no tenia
responsabilidades porque yo si tenia responsabilidades. El papa de Andy me lleg6 a jalar
del cabello en frente de la senora. El papa de Andy tambien bacia cosas que no son
normales. Por ejemplo, agarraba ropa del closet y Ia metia a Ia tina con agua caliente.
Me decia que el iva a salir y que mas valiera que Ia ropa ya estuviera lavada, seca, y
plancbada en una bora o que yo ya sabia como me iva air.

9.

Cuando se enojaba el papa de Andy, basta le cambiaban las facciones. Yo, que era
adulto, le tenia pavor al papa de Andy. Tambien me sentia desamparada. No me puedo
imaginar lo que sentia Andy, que era un nino. Despues de que tuve ami hijo Acquiles
deje al papa de Andy. Lo deje despues de que me dio una golpiza.

10.

Cuando Andy vivi6 con nosotros, Andy bacia cosas para Hamar Ia atenci6n. Por
·ejemplo, llegaba ala casa con los pantalones y zapatos todos mojados de baberse metido
al agua. Tambien se relacionaba con gente que no era buena. En Ia escuela, no le iva
bien. Yo recuerdo que Andy no sabia escribir, ni sabia leer bien. Andy tampoco sabia
nada en matematicas. Yo trataba de ayudarlo con sus tareas, pero nunca mejoraba en Ia
escuela.

11.

Mi impresi6n es que todos los problemas que Andy tenia se debian a que Andy tuvo una
vida muy triste y dificil. Cuando Andy llego a vi vir a nuestra casa, se le veia la tristeza
en los ojos. Andy tuvo una vida llena de instabilidad y de falta de aprecio y de interes de
sus padres. El papa de Andy me contaba que Andy nunca tuvo estabilidad con su mama.
Seg(m el papa de Andy, Ia mama de Andy tomaba mucbo, vivia en bares, y siempre
dejaba a los ninos solos. Con el papa de Andy, tampoco bubo una buena palabra o un
abrazo.
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12.

En Ia escuela Andy decia que ya no queria vivir con nosotros, pero nunca decia lo
violente que era su papa. Andy se tennin6 llendo de Ia casa y despues supimos que se
fue a vivir con una pareja negra que vivian por los departamentos. Estos senores
recogian a menores de edad y los hacian robar en las tiendas. Despues ya no supimos
mas de Andy. El papa de Andy jamas hizo algo por buscar asu hijo. Yo le decia que
teniamos que hacer algo por Andy, pero el me decia que si a Andy le gustaba Ia vida
mala, haci se ivan a quedar las cosas.

13.

Cuando el papa de Andy y yo vivimos juntos, else desaparecia por dias. Aveces no
llegaba toda la noche. Llegaba basta el dia siguiente y se volvia air por dias. El papa de
Andy tampoco tuvo trabajo estable. Aveces el tenia mucho dinero, aveces no tenia nada
de dinero. Yo siempre tuve que trabajar, aveces basta tuve que trabajar dos trabajos para
mantener ala familia. Yo sabia que no podia contar con el papa de Andy.

14.

Cuando y vi via con el papa de Andy el tomaba mucbo y le entraba a todo tipo de drogas.
El tomaba alcohol y usaba marijuana y cocaina. A mi me daba la impresi6n que el se
ponia mas violento cuando le faltaba Ia droga.

15.

Yo se que el papa de Andy tambien tuvo una nifiez muy dura. Su papa abandono a su
mama por otra senora cuando el papa de Andy era un niiio. Su papa tuvo a niiios con esta
otra seiiora. La mama del papa de Andy le inculco mucho odio al papa bacia su padre y
sus medios hennanos. El papa de Andy tenia que ver a sus medios hennanos a
escondidas de su mama. Cuando el papa de Andy tenia como 14 aiios se fue solito a
Chicago y tuvo que versala por si mismo a esa edad.

16.

A pesar de que yo sufri mucho con el papa de Andy, cuando lo veo ahora me da lastima.
Realmente no tiene vida. Ya no es la misma persona fuerte y violenta de antes. Ni si
quiera tiene casa. Se que renta un cuartito en Nuevo Lared y que aveces no tiene ni para
comer. Aveces anda de casa en casa. Esta practicamente solo. Mi hijo Aquiles aveces le
tiene que dar dinero para sus gastos.
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Antes de que laabogada Naomi Terrvinieraahablar conmigo ell3 de Octubre de 2004,
ningun abogado ni investigador trabajandon en el caso de Andy Canales habia venido a
hablar conmigo. Yo no estaba enterada de que Andy esta bajo sentencia de muerte aqui
en Texas hasta que me lo coment6 Ia abogada Terr. Si los abogados de Andy me
hubieran buscado anteriormente, yo hubiera estado dispuesta a contestar cualquier
pregunta y si hubiera sido necesario, tambien hubiera estado dispuesta a testificar a favor
de Andy.

Habiendo lefdo esta declaraci6n, manifiesto que es cierto lo contenido en ella en mi leal
saber y entender, conociendo las penas en las que concurren los que declaran falsamente. (I have
read this affidavit. I affirm it is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and I so state under
the pains and penalties of perjury.)
Esta declaraci6n fue manifestada el14 de octubre de 2004.
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State. of Texas
In Re Anibal Canales
County of Harris
Declaration of Naomi E. Terr

I. Naomi E. Terr. declare under the penalty of peljury that I understand the Spanish
language and the English language, and that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the
following statements in the English Language have the same meanings as the statements in the
Spanish Language in the Declaration of Aquiles Canales, signed on October 14, 2004:
I, Aquiles Canales, state that the following is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge:
1. My name is Aquiles Canales. I live in Laredo, Texas. Anibal "Andy" Canales is my halfbrother. Andy and I have the same father, but we have different mothers. My mother is
Elizabeth Velasco. Our father is Anibal Canales.
2. I know that my father has children scattered everywhere. He had five or six wives. My
father had Andy and Elizabeth with Andy's mother. After having Andy and Elizabeth, he
had two children with a Cuban woman from Miami. With the Cuban woman, he had Ulises
and Yolanda.
3. My father was very mean/bad and violent. My father beat my mother a lot. My mother had a
terrible life with my father. My parents separated when I was very little, but I remember
seeing my father beat my mother after they had separated. I saw that on one occasion, my
father beat my mother as if my mother was a man. I have a half-brother by my mother whose
name is Cesar Arizola. He lived with my mother and father until my mother noticed that my
father was not right in his head. My mother tells me that my father was very violent with my
brother Cesar, just like he was with Andy. My mother tells me that my father gave Andy and
Cesar beatings. My mother ended up sending my brother Cesar with my aunt Carlota
because of the treatment that my father gave Cesar.
4. With me, my father was extremely strict and irritable. My father treated me with screams.
He abused me verbally. When I said something that he didn't like, he would call me "i.Piot"
or "pendejo." I was very scared of my father, I would rather stay quiet. Even today, I have a
lot of problems because of the treatment I received. I stutter a lot, I am very insecure, I am
very nervous. Everything I lived affected me a lot.
5. My mother tells me that when she became pregnant with me, my father insisted that my
mother have an abortion, but she refused. When I was born, my mother had complications
and she had to have a C-section. My mother also tells me that the day she was born, my
father went to the hospital drunk and he did not want to sign the papers authorizing that my
mother have a C-scction for the same reason that my father did not want me to be born.
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According to my mother. the sit~ation reached the point that my father began to tight with
the doctors.
6. My uncks used to say that my father was the devil in person. My uncles tell me that my
father used to beat my mother in front of them.
7. All my lite. I experienced embarrassments with my father in restaurants. Without exception,
he would always get mad and he would become violent with the waiters. If he was lacking
salt or he didn't like it, he would become angry and would even throw plates at the waiters.
He would always create a scene in restaurants.
8. I also remember that my father was very abusive with my grandmother, in other words with
his own mother. My granny was already an old woman, she was about 80 years old and my
father would arrive and would yell at her, he would curse at her.
9. My father, my mother, and my uncle tell me that my father had a very difficult life when he
was a child. They have always told me that my grandmother was very mean to my father,
that she would beat him bad. He left his house when he was about fourteen years of age. He
went to Chicago alone.
10. From the way he was to the way he is, my father has changed a lot in some things. Today he
is calmer. He has become super Catholic. I think he has changed because ofhis age, but also
because he regrets everything he did when he was very young. Because of everything he did,
he is very alone today. He really doesn't have anyone except for me. I feel sorry for him
because he is completely alone.
11. Even thought my father has changed, I recognize my father is not well in the head. I see him
sick, messed up. He lives in a small room. S~metimes he doesn't even bathe.
12. My father liked gambling all his life. Even today, he spends his time playing cards, at the
pool hall, at the racetrack, at football. My father never really had work, he would spend his
time gambling.
13. When I was about eight years old, my half-brother Ulises came to Laredo to look for my
father. Ulises thought of staying to live with my father. I only saw my brother fof...tive
minutes, because my father kicked him out of the house right away. Right there and then, my
father took him to the Greyhound bus station and returned him to Miami.
14. The first time that someone came to talk to my about the case of my brother was on October
13, 2004 when Attorney Naomi Terr came to look for me at my house. No attorney or
investigator working on my brother's case had interviewed me before. I would have been
willing to help any attorney of my brother if they would have asked. I would have also been
willing to go to court and testify at the trial of my brother.
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I have read this declaration. I aftinn that it is true and correct to the hcst of my
knowledge, and I so state under the pains and penalties of perjury.

This declaration was executed on October 14, 2004.
Pursuant to 28 USC § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct.

Executed this 24th day of November, 2004

A~ L·~
. I

By:
NaoiJli E. Terr

I

:
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State ofTexas
County of Webb
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In Re Anibal Canales

Declaraci6n de Aquiles Canales
Yo, Aquiles Canales, declaro bajo protesta de decir verdad que lo siguiente es verdad en mi
leal saber y entender (1, Elizabeth Velasco, state that the following is true and correct to the best of
my knowledge):
1.

Mi nombre es Acqiles Canales. Yo vivo en Laredo, Texas. Anibal "Andy" Canales es
mi medio hermano. Andy y yo tenemos al mismo papa, pero tenemos a diferentes
mamas. Mi mama es Elizabeth Velasco. Nuestro papa es Anibal Canales.

2.

Yo se que mi papa tiene hijos regardos por todas partes. El tuvo como cinco o seis
esposas. Mi papa tuvo a Andy y a Elizabeth con Ia mama de Andy. Despues de haber
tenido a Andy y a Elizabeth, tuvo ados hijos con una Cubana que vive en Miami. Con Ia
Cubana tuvo a Ulises y a Yolanda.

3.

Mi papa fue un hombre muy cabron y violento. Mi papa golpeaba ami mama mucho. Mi
. mama tuvo una vida terrible con mi papa. Mis papas se separaron cuando yo estaba
chico, pero recuerdo haber visto ami papa golpear a mi mama ya que se habian separado.
Yo vi que en una ocaci6n mi papa agarro a golpes a mi mama como si mi mama fuera
hombre. Tengo un medio hermano por parte de mi mama que se llama Cesar Arizola. El
vivi6 con mi mama y mi papa basta que mi mama se dio cuenta que mi papa no estaba
bien de Ia cabeza. Mi mama me cuenta que mi papa fue muy violento con mi hermano
Cesar, asi como lo fue con Andy. Mi mama me cuenta que mi papa agarraba a golpes a
Andy y a Cesar. Mi mama termino mandando ami hermano Cesar con mi tia Carlota por
·
el trato que mi papa le daba a Cesar.

4.

Conmigo mi papa tambien fue extremedamente estricto y regafion. Mi papa me trataba a
grito. Me abusaba verbalmente. Cuando yo le decia algo que no le parecia el me decia
"idiota" o "pendejo." Yo le tenia mucho miedo ami papa, mejor me quedaba callado.
Hasta hoy en dia tengo muchos problemas por el trato que recibi. Tartamudeo mucho,
soy muy inseguro, soy muy nervioso. Todo lo que vivi me afecto mucho.

5.

Mi mama me cuenta que cuando ella se embarazo de mi, mi papa insistfa que mi mama
tuviera un aborto pero ella se neg6 a tener un aborto. Cuando naci, mi mama tuvo
complicaciones y le tuvieron que hacer una cesaria. Mi mama tambien me cuenta que el
dia que naci, mi papa llego tornado al hospital y no queria firmar los documentos
autorizando que le hicieran Ia cesaria a mi mama por lo mismo que el no queria que yo
naciera. Seg(rn mi mama, la situacion Ilego al grado que mi papa se empezo a pel ear con
los doctores.
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6.

Mis tios me decian que mi papa era el diablo en persona. Mis tios me cuentan que mi
papa golpeaba ami mama en frente de ellos.

7.

Toda Ia vida pase verguenzas con mi papa en restaurantes. Sin falla, siempre se enojaba
y se ponia violento con los mesores. Si le faltabal Ia sal o no le parecia, se enojaba y
llegaba hasta a aventar los platos a los mesores. Mi papa siempre hacia shows en los
restaurantes.

8.

Yo recuerdo que mi papa tam bien fue muy abusive con mi abuelita, o sea con su propia
mama. Mi abuelita ya estaba viejita, tenia como 80 afios y mi papa llegaba y le gritaba, le
decia de groserias.

9.

Mi papa, mi mama, y mi tio Pepe me cuentan que mi papa tuvo una vida dificil de nifio.
Siempre me han contado que mi abuelita fue muy gacha con mi papa, que le golpeaba
muy feo a el. El se fue de su casa cuando tenia como 14 afios. Se fue a vi vir a Chicago
solo.

10.

De como era antes a como es ahora, mi papa ha cambiado en ciertas cosas. Ahora es mas
tranquilo. Se ha vuelto super catolico. Yo pienso que mi papa ha cambiado por la edad,
pero tambien porque se arrepiente de todo lo que hizo cuando estuvo muy joven. Por
todo lo que hizo, ahora esta muy solo. Realmente, no tiene a nadie mas que a mi. Me da
lastima porque esta completamente solo.

11.

Aunque mi papa a cambiado, yo reconosco que mi papa no esta bien de Ia cabeza. Yo le
veo enfermo,jodido. Vive en un cuartito chiquito. Aveces ni se bafia.

12.

Ami papa le gusto eljuego toda la vida. Hastahoy en dia pasa su tiempo en la baraja, el
billar, los caballos, el futbol. Mi papa realmente nunca tuvo trabajo, se la pasaba en la
jugada.

13.

Cuando yo tenia como ocho afios, mi medio hermano Ulises vino a Laredo a buscar a mi
papa. Ulises pensaba quedarse a vi vir con mi papa. Yo solamente vi ami hermano por
cinco minutes, porque mi papa luego, luego lo corrio de la casa. Ahi mismo, mi papa lo
llev6 a la estacion de Greyhound y lo regres6 a Miami.
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La primera vez que alguien vino a hablar del caso de mi hermano fue ell3 de Oc.tubre de
2004 cuando la abogada Naomi Terr vino a buscarme ami casa. Ningun abogado ni
investigador trabajando en el caso de mi hermano me habian entrevistado anteriormente.
Yo hubiera estado dispuesto a ayudar a cualquier abogado de mi hermano si me lo
hubieran pedido. Tambien hubiera estado dispuesto a ir a la corte y a testificar en el
juicio de mi hermano.

Habiendo leido esta declaraci6n, manifiesto que es cierto lo contenido en ella en mi leal
saber y entender, conociendo las penas en las que concurren los que declaran falsamente. (I have
read this affidavit. I affirm it is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and I so state under
the pains and penalties of perjury.)
Esta declaraci6n fue manifestada el 14 de octubre de 2004.
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L Hope Chacon, pursuant

Yj

provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1746, dec.s follows:
488a

I.

My name is Hope Chacon. Andy Canales' mother, Janie (Juanita) Garcia Espinoza, was
a long-time friend of mine.

2.

Andy's mother Janie and I met when were teenagers in Wisconsin. My parents used to
work in the potato fields, and they met Janie's father that way. Her mother was usually at
home, caring for their mentally retarded child, Rudy. I moved to San Antonio as an adult,
with my children, and Janie moved here after I did. Janie and I were close on and off
until the end of her life.

3.

As adults, Janie and I were in touch on and off all her life. Before I moved to San
Antonio, I lived in Racine and Janie lived in Kenosha for a while. During that period of
time, I remember seeing Janie and her kids. Andy was very young, maybe four or five
years old. Janie's youngest child was not born yet, it was just Andy and Elizabeth. I
thought at the time that there might be something wrong with Andy, and I told Janie that.
He would have these terrible outbursts of anger, tantrums, over nothing. They seemed
beyond what a normal child of that age has. I don't know whether there was something
wrong with him, or whether he was angry about something, but it didn't seem normal.
He seemed very high strung. I told Janie that maybe something was wrong with that boy,
that maybe she should have him checked out.

4.

I remember that Janie wanted my sister-in-law to keep her !<:ids, and my sister-in-law kept
them once and said she would never do it again. They were too wild and unruly. I think
one big problem with those kids is that they never got any <;iirection at all, no supervision,
no adult to tell them what was right and what was wrong.

5.

6.

7.

8.

'y)9./

Once we moved to San Antonio, we had fairly separate lives. Janie lived on one side of ~'0 ~
town, and I lived on the other. The neighborhoods that Janie lived in were very rough/ ~
Janie did come to live with us at one point, I think it must have been for about a yeat." I
~ G
1
don't remember what the circumstances were, but I know that Janie didn't have any place \\
to stay, and she had no money and no job. I had a 3-bedroom house, so she moved into
my house with her kids.
Janie was drinking regularly when she lived here. She had to have her beer every day.
1
She would go out and get a six-pack, and I would see her drinking and smoking in the
morning. Janie was generally a very nervous person. Her hands and her jaws used tQshake for no reason. Janie was also a very heavy smoker.
I don't remember Andy having any friends at all. I don't recall ever seeing a single friend
of his. Janie didn't seem to see the problems that were there. And~wes rer part of the AI'( ~ 1"1
.;Wfle, but not all of the time. I don't know where he was when he ;~;;,t.e~ '\ •~~
I have fond memories of Janie. She was a good person. We used

'

~}go out together, and
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that Janie was me:.u.e a mother. Some
people are, and some aren't. For Janie, it was like her kids got in the way. Janie just
didn't have the patience it takes to have kids. The kids were bothersome to her. I don't
know why people like that have children, I really don't.
9.

I don't remember any family activities at all. I don't know that Janie's family ever did the
normal things a family does, like have picnics or go to the park.

10.

I remember at one point, Janie was living here and she and Elizabeth were fighting about
something-! don't remember what it was. I think Elizabeth wanted to go out, and Janie
was trying to keep her in. Elizabeth pushed Janie, and Janie fell and broke her hip. We
had to call an ambulance. She recuperate~bef~aS the house.
.

1\~

l"'""'"'.._

11.

Janie's kids had a hard life with Janie. Things were very unstable for her. She had to
keep moving from place to place, every few months. I don't know exactly why she
wasn't making it, but she just couldn't get it together to have a stable environment for the
kids to grow up in.

12.

Janie's last long-term boyfriend that I know about was John (Juan) Ramirez, here in San
Antonio. I think that he had a stabilizing influence on her life-it was the only time I
know of that Janie managed to stay in one place. I think she lived in the same place with
him for a few years. But Juan and Andy did not get along at all. Juan used to always say
that his kids were better then Janie's kids, but the problem between Juan and Andy was
particularly bad. Juan was with Janie for several years, and even during that time he was
still seeing his wife. Juan was also a big drinker. He and Janie had a couple of taverns
where they would hang out on the South side of town.

13.

I was never contacted by anyone working on Andy's case before or during his trial, and
was not aware that he was facing charges on a capital case. If I had been contacted, I
would have given truthful information about the family, and I would have been available
to testify if needed.

I DECLARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED
STATES THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

Date & Place
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I, Dorothy Garcia Schid~lbcin. pursuant to the provisions of 2X U.S.C. ~ 1746. Jcd~m: as

foiiO\VS:
I. My namt! is Dorothy Garcia Schiefdbein. lam Andy Canales' maternal aunt. his mother's
youngt!st sister. Andy's mother's real name was Juanita. but tht! family knew her as Janie.

2. My mother and father, Andy's maternal grandparents. had two sets of kids. She had lrene.
Janie. Linda. and Jose, and then nine years later. she had Ralph. Rudy, and me. By the time I was
3 or 4 years old. Linda and Irene were already gone. They both got married early and left the
house. Janie stayed for a \vhile, I have some memories of her. When we moved into the house
that l grew up in, I remember Janie helping to paint. Then she ran off with Anibal Canales and
got married. That~s.,lt~':YJre~ember it-when she came back to the house with him, they were
py, d there was
already marriecl':~ec~t'i"se it was a big scene. My parents)were v -ry
h~
all kinds of screamin~ yelling.

G

3. What I remember~ibal Canales is that he was a womanizer. He looked like Elvis with a
wavy, curly, sleeked-back look. He also abused my sister. I saw marks on her, black and blue
marks from having been hit. He was a drinker and a carouser, he was out in bars a lot. I did not
like Anibal Canales, it was not only that he treated my sister badly, but when I was in the 4th or
· 5th grade, he started molesting me. I used to go over to babysit for their kids. The first time it
happened, I was in Anibal Canales' truck going to his house. He told me to scoot next to him so
I didn't fall out the door, and I did. He put his hands inside my underwear and was rubbing on
me. I didn't know what was going on, but I knew that it wasn't right, and I hated it. After that,
he would do that other times, when he got me alone, or when the young kids were sleeping. I
must have been around the ages of 8, 9 and 10. I never told anyone because I was afraid to, and I
thought no one would believe me. He told me not to tell anyone, and he told me that no one
would believe me. I kept that secret for many many years. It wasn't until I was a woman with
my own three-y~ar old child that I told my sister Janie. She felt awful, and told me I should have
told her, but I just didn't know better at the time.
4. I remember Anibal Canales' brother, Jose. He was such a nice, sweet man. And he would
always play with the children, he really seemed to care about them. I always thought that he
would have made a better father than Anibal Canales did.
5. As adults, my mother (Andy's maternal grandmother) and Janie were very close. They loOked
a lot alike, and they had the same mannerisms. They also both drank too much. They would- sit
around and drink a 12-pack of beer, then have someone go out for more. They both would get to
the point of being sloppy-drunk. I would have to watch the kids while they got drunk. Both of
them had drinking problems. My mother was getting drunk as far back as I can remember, and I
don't know when Janie's drinking became a problem, as far back as I know.
6. I don't remember much about Janie's second husband, Carlos Expinoza. He was a big guy
who would just lie around on the couch a lot, watching TV. It seemed like Janie was the one
- working, and Carlos would just lie around. He spoke Spanish, and we didn't talk much at all,
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Cl)uldn't really communicate:. He: didn't seem to interact much with the children .. My parents
didn't like either of Janie's husbands.
7. Growing up. my parents. and especially my dad. were abusive. They split the family-there
\vere the detinite favoritc:s. [ got constant verbal and physical abuse. [ rernl!rnber quite a bit of
violence in my horne when I was growing up. My dad would get us up at odd hours of the
morning, like at 4 or 5 in the morning. He would.pull us out of bed from a deep sleep. and he
would have us scrubbing things, like the kitchen cabinets, the dishes in the cabinets, the
bathrooms, whatever. And he would hit us if it wasn't done peat~ 'cy. He wou~whatever
he could get his hands on to hit us: belts. straps, buckles, fists. c-\il:, ~~
8. With my mom, it was mainly verbal abuse. She would say horrible things to me, especially
when she was drunk. My mom was getting drunk regularly as far back as I can remember. She
would tell me that she never wanted me, that my father was the one who wanted an odd number,
that I was stupid, that I was worthless, that I was an idiot. I had a problem with my weight, and I
was much taller than my sisters, and she would tell me that I was as stupid and ugly as I was big.
My sister, Linda, would jump in and make fun ofme too. They would embarrass me in front of
everyone.
9. One time, when I was fifteen, I ran away. I was staying at friend's house, and he kept calling,
and my friends kept saying that I wasn't there. They were getting nervous that my dad was going
to come over, so finally, I went home. He took me down to the basement and he beat me so hard
I couldn't walk. I had huge black and blue welts all over my back, I had buckle marks, I was
black and blue all over the back of my neck, my shoulders, and I was so sore. I remember my
dad forced me to go to school, it was so humiliating, I didn't want to go. I ended up spending a
good part of the day in the counselor's office. And even though the counselor knew what was
going on, no one ever intervened.
10. I got beaten so many times that it's hard to remember specific times. But I do remember the
last bad beating I got before I left home. My dad had gotten me up at 4 or 5 to scrub the
bathroom, and I did that before I went to work. I was working in a restaurant, and about an hour
after I got there, my mom called and told me to come home because my dad was mad. I told my
mom I was at work, I couldn't, and she said that if I didn't come home, dad was going to come
and get me. So I went to my boss and told her that I had to go home, that my dad was upset,_.and
I didn't want him to come here and for things to get ugly. My boss didn't know what to think,
but I left, and when I got home I got home he just started screaming at me. He was asking me
what kind of a piss-poor excuse that was for cleaning the bathroom, and he was pointing out all
these things, I can't even remember what they were, that weren't cleaned to his satisfactic:m. He
started hitting me, he smacked me in the head, and he was slamming my face into the toilet and
he was hitting me with something in the back of the head, I think it was a buckle. He just went
bezerk, he went crazy. And my mom was out in the kitchen crying, because that was a small
bathroom and it was a lot of banging around. When my dad finally finished. he walked out and
he told my mom, "Get her our of here, I don't want to see her anymore. If she is still here when I
get back, I am going to get a gun and kill her." He left; and l still remember he peeled out in his ·
truck and stones from the driveway hit the front of the house. My mom helped me to get as many
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of my belongings as I could into the car. and I left. and the stuff that I couldn't get I came back
for later. That's how Iletl home when I was eighteen.

11. I was too young to remember what things were like when Andy's mom. Janie was growing
up. but my sister. Irene. who was the oldest. said that our dad would get them up at odd hours of
the morning and make them clean too. I guess Linda, when she was 12 or 13, had a nose bleed.
and she bled through the night, and they had to take her to the hospital, so they were more careful
with her. And Janie was the type of person who really needed her sleep. and at one point she
passed out on the t1oor, and they took her to the hospital, and the doctor said she needed more

~
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hall, and I told Janie about it, and she moved in with her kids. Before long, there were problems
in my apartment, and I moved in with Janie, and I think we lived together for about a year. I
babysat a lot during that time, because Janie would be out drinking a lot in bars. I went out some
myself, but usually with friends. I didn't like going out with Janie, because she would get way
too
we lived together for about a year, then we each moved on. There were
~
periods of ime when I didn't see much of Janie's kids at all, and then once she moved to Texas I ~
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didn't see
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13. I remember Andy when he was a young kid he was full of energy, he was just bouncing off ~lA-e., V\.(l5k
the walls. By today's standards, he would definitely be called ADD. My parents were verbally ~
abusive to Andy and Lisa. I remember my~ould tell Lisa that she looked just like her wet- ~
f/_ back father. And they would call those kids stupid~d idiot in Spanish, they were mean to them. d}:_ ~
y mother would hit them at times, take a wooden ~to them. It may have something to do -tzt_.[oLe..-, ~
\.AI\_with the fact that my parents did not like their father, because Linda's kids could do no wrong in
~
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·where I had always lived, and Linda contacted me and told me that my mother was very sick, had
had a stroke. Linda was afraid that this would be my last chance to see her. I hadn't been down
to Texas at all. w
sin em ther, li ·~heck
eck, and I didn't have the means to go.
had lost her voice box, so she wQuld
.,.; make this gurgling sound. She cou~ugh, and she could cry, but it was very hard to see her~that _~
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, ~ . 15. I was never contacted by Andy's trial attorneys or investigators, and did not know that he . ~ ~:r
· w w a s on death row until recently, whenAndy's current attorneys contacted family members. I ()'~'--!' ~
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would have met with Andy's attorneys, and I would have provided any truthful information I ~
.
could if asked. I would have been available to testifY if needed.
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I DECLARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED
STATES THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

t/-;~-o4Date & Place
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I. Vicki.Cisf_:~~ Young, p . n t to the provisi<;n,'of
496a 28 U.S.C. § l.dcdare as follows:

I.

My name is Vicki C~ncros Young. I am Andy Canales' first cousin. My mother, Linda
Garcia,~s mother, Janie (Juanita) Garcia Espinoza's sister.

2.

My family is originally from Wisconsin. My date of birth is January 25, 1968, I am about
three years younger than Andy. I have one sister and one brother. My sister.is quite a bit
· older than I am, and we have different fathers. Her father died when she was a toddler.
NfLmother got remarried, and had me and my brother. My father was killed when I was
or.:=_~ I grew up in Racine, Wisonsin, where our family lived until 1978.

\j
3.

When I was 10, my family moved to Texas. We spent a short time in Houston, then
moved to San Antonio, where I have lived ever since. I consider San Antonio my home.

4.

My mom, Linda, and my aunt (Andy's mom), Janie were very close. Of all of the
siblings, Linda and Janie were the closest. Janie was older than my mom, but my mom
was the more level-headed one. When I was very young, my mom and my aunt Janie
would go out together all the time. They would often leave us at one of their houses, all
together, with my sister Michele or Andy's sister Elizabeth in charge. I remember
looking forward to going to my aunt's house because everything was so lacks. My mom
was always protective of us as kids, arid things were different at Aunt Janie's house.
There was always junk food, and we could do what we wanted to do.

5.

My aunt Janie went out a lot. She was a party animal-she always had a good time.
Sometimes when they dropped us off they would be gone all week-end long.

6.

Our families were close, but they were different. My mom was very protective of us
growing up, and my mom had the detennination to get her kids out of poverty. My aunt
Janie just didn't have that kind of detennination. My aunt was always going from job to
J...-- ..h jo~ 9:-place to place. When we. were young, I don't remember her having a steady job,
..1r- l ~ she was getting assistance from the state. Every so often, Janie and her family
~D ~ould come and li.ve with us. That me~t that I would have to .share a room with all the
rw1 girls, so I thought It was a drag. I mean, It was fun at first, but It would get old.
7.

I realize now, as a parent, how much kids need to have their parents around. My aunt's
kids, especially the two older ones, just didn't have their mother around as much as they
needed her.
:

8.

I remember some of the men that my aunt Janie was with. I was too young to remenioer
Andy's father. I have a memory of Carlos Espinoza, but I was too young to have an
opinion. I know I used to hear that he was lazy, and I remember when I was growing up,
Gabby, Andy's sister, didn't want anything to do with her father. I couldn't understand .
that, because my father was dead, but she didn't want anything to do with Carlos
Espinoza. I do remember a boyfriend that my aunt Janie had in San Antonio, John (Juan)

seem··~

a}m~,
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th·~

Ramirez. He
be good for my
in the sense
had a stabilizing
influence on her. I think that's the only time they stayed in one place for a couple of
years.

9.

I remember my grandparents quite well too. ·1 get the sense that they were very strict with
their kids-my mom and aunts and uncles. They also drank a lot-they've been drinking a
lot ever since I can remember. Whenever my mom and my aunt went over to my
grandparents, there would be lots of drinking. That's what they did.

10.

My grandparents lived in San Antonio for a while, then they moved to Arizona. That was
my grandfather's decision. He just didn't like the hustle and bustle of city life, he wanted
to be out in the country. I remember putting my grandmother on the plane to go to
Arizona, she was crying, she didn't want to go. I was telling her that it would be fine,
that we would keep in touch and all that. Six months after she left, she was dead. She
fell and hit her head-something like that. I didn't ever know my grandfather to physically
abuse her, but I do know that he was mean, and that he abused her mentally and verbally.
He would just blow up, and she would cry. My grandfather was well known to have a
temper. He would yell at my grandmother if the tortillas or beans were not the way he
liked them. My grandfather was generally a really gruff person who showed no affection
to his grand kids whatsoever. As a kid, I never once got a hug from him. He was the
kind of guy who always had something bad to say about everyone's kids. I know that as
an adult, I would talk to my grandfather like any other adult, and sometimes my mom and
my aunts just couldn't believe what I would say to him-they said that they would get
slapped if they said anything like that to him.

@.

I have ]:.kids, and I don't go out much. Maybe I go out once a month, but I feel my
responsibility is with my kids. When I had kids, I made the decision that I would break
the chain, and do things differently than my morn and my aunt. They were really bar
people, they would go out every week-end.

My sister tells stories now about how she and Andy would go off and drink when my
mom and my aunt left us alone for the week-end-and they were really young.

~~~

My au'ttt'Crtrank very regularly all the time I was growing up. She would go to bars a lot,
and she would drink at home. She would generally drink beer. She drank heavily. When
she would get together with her parents, my maternal grandparents, they would sit around

mrink

14.

a lot, until they got~-'.

+tt.:

11_..,~ ~- ~

~fond memories of Andy. He was funny, often o~idn't realize!~ that Andy ~k.
was on death row until I was contacted by his current attorneys. No lawyer or
~
investigator contacted me before or during his trial. If they had contacted me, I would
f.A.O-. Vf..
have provided whatever truthful information I could to help, and I would have been ~· ~
available to testify if needed.
vi.A.--(lv- • ·
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pursuant to

../

til~

prO\ is ions of '2X U.S.C

•
~ 17~6. d~clarc

as follows:
'

I.

My nam~ is Michd~ C' ; rVallin. r was born August 21, 1961. I am Andy Canales'
first cousin. His mother Janie (Juanita) Garcia Espinoza and my mother Linda Garcia
were sisters.

2.

I grew ur& W. sco nsi n. That's where I w · · born, and that's where I I ived until I 97(
when I ~sri
oved to California, 1ad a bab , ~ got married. My mother,
Linda Garcia, and my siblings moved to San Antonio after I left. My family is originally
from San Antonio. My great grandfather was buried here, and my grandfather was born
here.

3.

My dad died in 1963. I was too ~ung to remember him. I was raised by my mother's
second husband, Frank Cisnerof We lived in Racine, Wisconsin, in one house, until my
step-father, Frank Cisneros was killed. After that, we moved to another house, and
eventually, my mom moved to San Antonio.

4.

My mother, Linda, and Andy's mother, Janie, were very close. There were seven siblings
in that generation, but my mom was closest to Janie. Back when we lived in Racine,
Andy's mom lived on and off in Chicago and Kenosha, Wisconsin, which is very close to
Racine. I remember spending time with my aunt and my cousins when I was quite young.

5.

I remember going to visit my aunt Janie where she lived in Chicago, and I thought it was
a scary place. It was really the ghetto. 'I can remember asking my cousin whether he
liked it here, because I would not have wanted to live there. But it was the kind of place
where there were kids everywhere outside, so Andy liked that part of it. There were
always kids to run around with.

6.

I did not know Carlos Espinoza, Gabby's dad, very well. I do remember seeing him. He
was a big sloppy kind of guy, and I got the instinctual feeling that I should stay away from
him. He seemed to not be all there. He was from Mexico, and I remember back then
there was a feeling in our community that people from Mexico were dirty. But I don't
think that's all that was at work. There was something about him I didn't like. Maybe it
was because I could tell that my cousins were not happy to have him around. At one
point, Carlos took my aunt and her family to California, and he left them stranded out
there. My grandparents had to go get them.

7.

I think the period of time I spent the most time with my cousins were the pre-teen years
for me: when I was 9, 10 & 11 years old. Andy was closest in age to me, about three
years younger, so he must have been 6, 7, &8. That's after my step-dad died, and so my
mom was spending a lot of time with my aunt. Andy was two or three years younger than
me, and we were closest in age. My mom and my aunt Janie used to go out a lot when I
was that age. They would take off for the week-end, and leave me in charge of the
younger kids. I used to get so upset with my mother for making me take care of the kids

f

•
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all week-end. Andy and I would drink alcohol and beer, and smoke cigarettes. There was
al\vays aknhol around Janie's house. I can remember when l was about II. my aunt
Janie would offer me a six-pack of beer and cigarettes to get me to babysit.

8.

Hnme life with my aunt Janie was very unstable. because there were constant money
problems and they were always moving. My aunt had chronic money problems. As far
as I know, she was n9Jiworking, she was getting aid from the state. If I had troubles, I
would go to her, !fuse ~nything went with her, I was not likely to get into trouble.

9.

From what I saw of Andy when he was growing up, he was not getting the kind of
structure that a child needs. His mother was interested in doing her own thing, going to
.
bars, and he was left alone a lot. His mother had very serious money problems, which
were chronic. She also was a steady, heavy drinker, and between wor in~nd rAoing out, ~
e childr~ wfj alone~a lot tolt~_carv\1/h"e'?setves. ~
' oVVIG,0~t-Y\
.
l
~ (L \.0 \ .
li\...V\!--.
li\.rlc..J
1
~ And
~4 I were close as children, anq I still feel clos t hirp apd car~ a~out him very 1~ lJ'\.Jli

10.

11.

S
rut\(. ~~v-vl
~~LI was not aware t

t .
ad 6een con vi
@

~~ [u)._~
.
. ~
~ :
of a capital cnme until I was contact~ ~

at n y
e
his current attorneys. I was not contacted by any lawyer or investigator at the time of his ~ 1
trial. If I had been, I would have provided truthful information about the family, and I ·~
would have testified if needed.
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I DECLARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED
STATES THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.
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Antonio lndepcJldent School Distr•
Student Transcripts
1702 N. Alamo Street
San Antonio, Texas 78215
Transcript Record

School:

SAM HOUSTON HIGH SCHOOL

Address:

4635 E. HOUSTON

Student:

CANALES, ANDY

-€H\tittttl'e'l1:

03/12/80 WITHDRAWAL

Changes in credits or units (Carnegie) required for
graduation in SAISD have been as follows:
1932 - 32 credits or 16 units.
1933 - 34 credits or 17 units.
1934 - 35 credits or 17 \12 units.
1953-37 credits or 18 \12 units.
1962- 38 credits or 19 units.
1974-57 quarter credits (3 quarters= 1 Carnegie unit).
1977- 58 quarter credits.
1981 - 60 quarter credits or 20 units.
1985 - 21 units.
1987 - 22 units.
1994-21 units.
2001- 22 credits.

Grade scale prior to February, 1966.
A= 93- 100
D = 70-76
B = 85 - 92
F = 0 - 69 Failure
c = 77- 84
Grade scale beginning February, 1966.
D = 60 - 69
A = 90 - 100
B = 80- 89
D- = Passing
C = 70 - 79
F = 59 & below- Failure
Grade scale beginning September, 1984.
A= 90-100
D = 70-74
B = 80 - 89
F = 69 & below- Failure
c = 75-79
Grade scale beginning September, 1990.
Alpha to Numeric
Numeric to Alpha
A+ = 98
C+ = 79
98-IOO=A+
78-79=C+
. A = 95
C = 77
93- 97=A
76-77=C
A- = 91
C- = 75
90- 92= A75 = CD+ = 74
88 - 89= B+
74 = D+
B+ = 88
B = 85
D = 72
83 - 87= B
72- 73 = D
D- = 70
B- = 81
80- 82=B70-71 =DNumber of weeks in the school year= 36.
Classes meet five days per week.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
• The San Antonio Independent School District is accredited •
•
• by the Texas Education Agency.

•

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Grade points prior to September, 1970.
A or H =Accelerated
A = 5, B = 4, C = 3
R or S = Regular
A= 4, B = 3, C = 2, D = 1, F = 0
M =Modified
A, B, C, D, F =No grade points
Grade points as of September, 1970.
Honors: A= 5, B = 4, C = 3, D = 1, F = 0
Regular: A= 4, B = 3, C = 2, D = 1, F = 0
Grade points as of September, 1983.
Honors: A= 5, B = 4, C = 3, D = 1, F = 0
Regular: A= 4, B = 3, C = 2, D = 1, F = 0
Basic:
A= 3, B = 2, C = 1, D = \12, F = 0

Grade weights as of September, 1990.
Advanced Placement (AP)
+ 12
+10
Honors
Regular
+ 0
Basic
- 10
- 12
Special Education
Below 70 in any course
0
Grade weights as of Spring, 1994.
Advanced Placement (AP)
Hono~

Regular
Below 70 in any course

+12
+10
+ 0
0

Grade weights as of December, 1996.
Advanced Placement (AP)
+ 12
+ 12
International Baccalaureate (IB)
Pre-AP, Honors, Gifted and Talented + 10
. Regular
+ 0
Below 70 in any course
0
Grade weights as of August, 1998.
Advanced Placement (AP)
International Baccalaureate (IB)
Pre-AP, Pre-IB, Honors, Dual Credit
Designated high school course credit
earned in middle school
Regular
Below 70 in any course

+10
+ 10
+ 5
+ 5
+ 0
0
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.Official R~ of Test Re~ts •
TESTS OF GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
•

-

issued by
OFFICIAL GED CENTERS
of the
GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

TESTING SERVlCE
OF THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EOUCATION
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San Antonio, Texas 78242

Texas Education Agency
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INTRODUCTION

This revised edition of the ABA Guidelines for the Appointment and
Pe1formance of Defense Counsel in Death Penalty Cases is the product of a
two-year long drafting effort. In April 200 I, the ABA Standing Committee on
Legal Aid and Indigent Defendants and the ABA Special Committee on Death
Penalty Representation jointly sponsored the ABA Death Penalty Guidelines
Revision Project to update the Guidelines, which were originally adopted by the
ABA House of Delegates in 1989. An Advisory Committee of experts was
recruited to review and identify necessary revisions, including representatives
from the following ABA and outside entities: ABA Criminal Justice Section;
ABA Section of Litigation; ABA Section on Individual Rights and
Responsibilities; ABA Standing Committee on Legal Aid and Indigent
Defendants; ABA Special Committee on Death Penalty Representation;
National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers; National Legal Aid and
Defender Association; Federal Death Penalty Resource Counsel; Habeas
Assistance and Training Counsel; and State Capital Defenders Association.
Expert capitallitigators were retained as consultants to the ABA Death
Penalty Guidelines Revision Project to incorporate the decisions of the
Advisory Committee into preliminary drafts of revisions. Drafts were
considered by Advisory Committee members during several day-long meetings
in Washington, D.C. as well as follow-up discussions. The fmal working draft
of the revisions was approved by the ABA Standing Committee on Legal Aid
and Indigent Defendants and the ABA Special Committee on Death Penalty
Representation. The ABA House of Delegates approved the revised edition of
the Guidelines on February 10, 2003.
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GUIDELINE 1.1-0BJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF GUIDELINES
A.

The objective of these Guidelines is to set forth a
national standard of practice for the defense of
capital cases in order to ensure high quality legal
representation for all persons facing the possible
imposition or execution of a death sentence by any
jurisdiction.
·

B.

These Guidelines apply from the moment the client
is taken into custody and extend to all stages of every
case in which the jurisdiction may be entitled to seek
the death penalty, including initial and ongoing
investigation, pretrial proceedings, trial, postconviction review, clemency proceedings and any
connected litigation.

Definitional Notes
Throughout these Guidelines:
1.

As in the first edition, "should" is used as a mandatory term.

2. By "jurisdiction" is meant the government under whose legal
authority the death sentence is to be imposed. Most commonly, this will
be a state (as opposed to, e.g., a county) or the federal government as a
whole. The tenn also includes the military and any other relevant ui1it of
government (e.g., Commonwealth, Territory). Where a federal judicial
district or circuit is meant, the commentary will so state.
3. The terms "counsel," "attorney," and "lawyer" apply to all
attomeys, whether appointed, retained, acting pro bono, or employed by
any defender organization (e.g., federal or state public defenders offices,
resource centers), who act on behalf of the defendant in a capital case.
When modified by "private," these tenns apply to both pro bono and
retained attorneys.
4. The term "custody" is used in the inclusive sense of Hensley v.
Municipal Court, 411 U.S. 345, 350-51 (1973).

0
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5. The tenu "post-conviction" is a general one, including (a) all
stages of direct appeal within the jurisdiction and certiorari, (b) all stages
of state collateral review proceedings (however denominated under state
law) and certiorari, (c) all stages of federal collateral review
proceedings, however denominated (ordinarily petitions for writs of
habeas corpus or motions pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2255, but including all
applications of similar purport, e.g., for writ of error coram nobis), and
including all applications for action by the Courts of Appeals or the
United States Supreme Court (commonly certiorari, but also, e.g.,
applications for original writs of habeas corpus, applications for
·certificates of probable cause), all applications for interlocutory relief
(e.g., stay of execution, appointment of counsel) in connection with any
of the foregoing, and (d) all requests, in any fom1, for pardons, reprieves,
commutations, or similar relief made to executive officials, and all
applications to administrative or judicial bodies in connection with such
requests. If a particular subcategory of post-conviction proceeding is
meant, the language of the relevant Guideline or commentary will so
state.
6. The tem1s "defendant," "petitioner," "inmate," "accused," and
"client" are used interchangeably.
7. The tem1s "capital case" and "death penalty case," are used
interchangeably.
8. The tem1s "defender organization," "Independent Authority"
and "Responsible Agency" are defined in Guideline 3.1 and
accompanying commentary.
9. The tenn "Legal Representation Plan" is defined in. Guideline
2.1.

History of Guideline
The commentary to the original edition of this Guideline stated that
it was designed to express existing "practice nonns and constitutional
requirements." This thought has been moved to the black letter in order
to emphasize that these Guidelines are not aspirational. Instead, they
embody the current consensus about what is required to provide
effective defense representation in capital cases.

_...
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The first edition of this Guideline stated that the objective in
providing counsel in death penalty cases should be to ensure the
provision of "quality legal representation." The language has been
amended to call for "high quality legal representation" to eniphasize
that, because of the extraordinary complexity and demands of capital
cases, a significantly greater degree of skill and experience on the part of
defense counsel is required than in a noncapital case.
The Guidelines formerly covered only "defendants eligible for
appointment of counsel." Their scope has been revised for this edition to
cover "all persons facing the possible imposition or execution of a death
sentence." The purpose of the change is to make clear that the
obligations of these Guidelines are applicable in all capital cases,
including those in which counsel is retained or representation is provided
on a pro bono basis. The definition of "counsel" reflects this change.
The use of the term "jurisdiction" as now defmed has the effect of
broadening the range of proceedings covered. In accordance with current
ABA policy, the Guidelines now apply to military proceedings, whether
by way of court martial, military commission or tribunal, or otherwise.
In accordance with the same policy, the words "from the moment
the client is taken into custody" have been added to make explicit that
these Guidelines also apply to circumstances in which an uncharged
prisoner who might face the death penalty is denied access to counsel
seeking to act on his or her behalf (e.g., by the federal government
invoking national security, or by state authorities exceeding
constitutional lin1itations). This language replaces phraseology in the
former Guidelines which made them applicable to "cases in which the
death penalty is sought." The period between an arrest or detention and
the prosecutor's declaration of intent to seek the death penalty is often
critically important. In addition to enabling counsel to counsel his or her
client and to obtain infonuation regarding guilt that may later become
unavailable, effective advocacy by defense counsel during tlus period
may persuade tl1e prosecution not to seek the death penalty. Thus, it is
imperative that counsel begin investigating mitigating evidence and
assembling the defense team as early as possible-well before the
prosecution has actually detennined that tl1e death penalty will be
sought.
These Guidelines, tl1erefore, apply in any circumstance in which a
detainee of the government may face a possible death sentence,
regardless of whether formal legal proceedings have been commenced or
the prosecution has affirmatively indicated tl1at the deatl1 penalty will be
sought. The case remains subject to these Guidelines until the imposition
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of the death penalty is no longer a legal possibility. In addition, as more
fully described in the commentary. these Guidelines also recognize that
capital defense counsel may be required to pursue related litigation on
the client's behalf.
Related Standards
· ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FUNCTION
Standard 4-1.2(c) & cmt. ("The Function of Defense Counsel in Capital
Cases"), in ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION
FUNCTION AND DEFENSE FUNCTION (3d ed. 1993).
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE
SERVICES Standard 5-1.1 (3d ed. 1992) ("Objective").
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE
SERVICES Standard 5-1.2 cmt. (3d ed. 1992) ("Systems for Legal
Representation").
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE
SERVICES Standard 5-6.1 (3d ed. 1992) ("Initial Provision of Counsel").

ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE
SERVICES Standard 5-6.2 (3d ed. 1992) ("Duration of Representation"):
ABA House of Delegates Resolution 8C (adopted Feb. 5, 2002).

Commentary

Introduction
In 1932, Mr. Justice Sutherland; writing for the United States
Supreme Court in Powell v. Alabama, 1 a death penalty case,
acknowledged that a person facing criminal charges "requires the
guiding hand of counsel at every step in the proceedings against him. " 2

I. 287 U.S. 4S (1932).
2. /d. at69.
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More than seventy years later, death penalty cases have become so
specialized that defense cow1sel have duties and functions definably
different from those of counsel in ordinary criminal cases. 3
The quality of counsel's "guiding hand" in modern capital cases is
crucial to ensuring a reliable deterntination of guilt and the imposition of
an appropriate sentence. Today, it is universally accepted that the
responsibilities of defense cowtsel in a death penalty case are uniquely
demanding, both in the knowledge that cow1sel must possess and in the
skills he or she must master: At every stage of a capital case, counsel
must be aware of specialized and frequently changing legal principles,
scientific developments, and psychological concerns. Counsel must be
able to develop and implement advocacy strategies applying existing
rules in the pressure-filled environment of high-stakes, complex
litigation, as well as anticipate changes in the law that might eventually
result in the appellate reversal of an wlfavorable judgment.
As one writer has explained:
Every task ordinarily perfonned in the representation of a criminal
defendant is more difficult and time-consuming when the defendant is
facing execution. The responsibilities thrust upon defense counsel in a
capital case carry with them psychological and emotional pressures
unknown elsewhere in the law. In addition, defending a capital case is
an intellectually rigorous enterprise, requiring command of the rules
unique to capital litigation and constant vigilance in keeping abreast of
4
new developments in a volatile and highly nuanced area of the law.

Due to the extraordinary and irrevocable nature of the penalty, at
every stage of the proceedings counsel must make "extraordinary efforts
5
on behalf of the accused." As discussed infra in the text accompanying
notes 230-31, these efforts may need to include litigation or
administrative advocacy outside the confmes of the capital case itself

3. See McFarland v. Scott, S12 U.S. 849, 8SS (1994) (noting the uniqueness and complexity
of death penalty jurisprudence); Gary Goodpaster, The Trial for Life: Effective Assistance of
Counsel in Death Penalty Cases, S8 N.Y.U. L. REv. 299, 303-04 (1983); see generally And~a D.
Lyon, Defending the Death Penalty Case: What Makes Death Different?, 42 MERCER L. REV. 69S
(1990); Welsh S. White, Effective Assistance of Counsel in Capital Cases: The Evolving Standard
ofCare, 1993 U.ILL. L. REv. 323 (1993).
4. Douglas W. Vick, Poorhouse Justice: UnderfUnded Indigent Defense Services and
Arbitrary Death Sentences, 43 BUFF. L. REV. 329, 3S7-S8 ( 199S) (footnote omitted).
S. See ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FuNCTION, Standard 4-1.2(c), in
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FUNCTION AND DEFENSE fUNCTION (3d
ed. !993):
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(e.g., pursuit of infom1ation through a state open records law, 6
administrative proceedings to obtain or correct a military record, a
7
collateral attack to invalidate a predicate conviction, litigation of a
systemic challenge to the jury selection procedures of a jurisdiction or
9
district, 8 or to a jurisdiction's clemency process).
Structure of the Guidelines
This commentary provides a general overview of the areas in which
cowtsel must be prepared to perfomt effectively and be given
appropriate govenunental support in doing so. These areas are addressed
more specifically in subsequent Guidelines and commentaries. While
there is some inevitable overlap, Guidelines 1.1-1 0.1 contain primarily
principles and policies that should guide jurisdictions in creating a
system for the delivery of defense services in capital cases, and
Guidelines 10.2-10.15.2 contain primarily perfonuance standards
defining the duties of counsel handling those cases.
Representation at Trial
Trial attomeys in death penalty cases must be able to apply
sophisticated jury selection techniques, including rehabilitation of venire
members who initially state opposition to the death penalty and
demonstration of bias on the part of prospective jurors who will
automatically vote to impose the death penalty if the defendant is
convicted on the capital charge. 1 Counsel must be experienced in the
utilization of expert witnesses and evidence, such as psychiatric and
forensic evidence, and must be able to challenge zealously the
prosecution's evidence and experts through. effective crossexamination. 11

°

6. See, e.g., McCleskey v. Zant, 499 U.S. 467, 526 (1991) (Marshall, J., dissenting)
(involving successor federal habeas corpus petition based on documents released as a result of new
interpretation of Georgia Open Records Act by Georgia Supreme Court).
7. For example, the defendant prevailed in Johnson v. Mississippi, 486 U.S. 578, 587 (1988)
(disallowing use of prior conviction used in aggravation) only after the same pro bono counsel
successfully litigated People v. Johnson, 506 N.E. 1177, 1178 (N.Y. !987) (vacating that
conviction). See infra text accompanying note 22
8. Cf Amadeo v. Zant, 486 U.S. 214, 219 (1988) (involving federal habeas corpus petitioner
who succeeded on jury discrimination claim whose factual predicate was discovered in independent
litigation against the county).
9. See infra text accompanying notes 65-66.
10. See infra Guideline 10.10.2.
II. See infra Guideline 5.1.
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An attomey representing the accused in a death penalty case must
fully investigate the relevant facts. Because counsel faces what are
eJTectively two diJTerent trials-one regarding whether the defendant is
guilty of a capital crime, and the other conceming whether the defendant
should be sentenced to death 12-providing quality representation in
capital cases requires counsel to undertake correspondingly broad
investigation and preparation. Investigation and planning for both phases
must begin immediately upon cow1sel's entry into the case, even before
the prosecution has affinnatively indicated· that it will seek the death
penalty. 13 Cow1sel must promptly obtain the investigative resources
necessary to prepare for both phases, including at minimum the
assistance of a professional investigator and a mitigation specialist, as
well as all professional expertise appropriate to the case. 14
Comprehensive pretrial investigation is a necessary prerequisite to
enable counsel to negotiate a plea that will allow the defendant to serve a
lesser sentence, 15 to persuade the prosecution to forego seeking a death
sentence at trial, or to uncover facts that will make the client legally
ineligible for the death penalty. 16 At the san1e time, counsel must
12 See Bullington v. Missouri, 451 U.S. 430, 438-46 (1981); Comm. on Civ. Rts., Ass'n of
the Bar of the City of N.Y., Legislative Modification of Federal Habeas Corpus .in Capital Cases,
44 REC. ASS'N OF THE BAR OF CITY OF N.Y. 848, 854 ( 1989) [hereinafter Legislative Modification).
[For a lawyer], taking on such a case means making a commitment to the full legal and
factual evaluation of two very different proceedings (guilt and sentencing) in
circumstances where the client is likely to be the subject of intense public hostility,
where the state has devoted maximum resources to the prosecution, and where one must
endure the draining emotional effects of one's personal responsibility for the outcome.
/d.

13. See infra text accompanying notes 160-65; see also Wiggins v. Smith, 123 S. Cl 2572
(2003) (holding counsel ineffective on basis of inadequate mitigation investigation; although
counsel did arrange psychological testing for client and obtain some government records they
thereby "acquired only rudimentary knowledge of his history from a narrow set of
sources''); Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 395-96 (2000) (notwithstanding fact that trial counsel
"competently handled the guilt phase of .the trial," counsel's failure to begin to prepare for
sentencing phase until a week before trial fell below professional standards, and counsel "did not
fulfill their obligation to conduct a thorough investigation of the defendant's background''); id. at
415 (O'Connor, J., concurring) ("counsel's failure to conduct the requisite, diligent investigation
into his client's troubling background and unique personal circumstances" amounted to ineffective
assistance of counsel); ABA STANDARDS FORI CRIMINAL JUSTICE: Standard 4-4.1(a), in ABA
STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FuNCTION AND DEFENSE FUNCTION (3d ed.
1993) ("Defense counsel should conduct a prompt investigation of the circumstances of the case and
explore all avenues leading to facts relevant to the merits of the case and the penalty in the event of
conviction.... The duty to investigate exists regardless of the accused's admissions or statements to
defense counsel of facts constituting guilt or the accused'sstated desire to plead guilty.")
14. See infra Guideline 10.4(C)(2) and accompanying commentary.
15. See infra Guidelines 10.9.1, 10.9.2. .
16. See, e.g., Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304 (2002) (mental retardation).
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consciously work to establish the special rapport with the client that will
be necessary for a productive professional relationship over an extended
period of stress. 17
With respect to the guilt/innocence phase, defense counsel must
independently investigate the circumstances of the crime and all
evidence-whether testimonial, forensic, or otherwise-purporting to
inculpate the client. To assume the accuracy of whatever infonnation the
client may initially offer or the prosecutor may choose or be compelled
to disclose is to render ineffective assistance of cow1sel. As more fully
described infra in the text accompanying notes 195-204, the defense
lawyer's obligation includes not only finding, interviewing, and
scrutinizing the backgrow1ds of potential prosecution witnesses, but also
searching for any other potential witnesses who might challenge the
prosecution's version of events, and subjecting all forensic evidence to
rigorous
independent scrutiny. Further, notwithstanding the
prosecution's burden of proof on the capital charge, defense counsel
may need to investigate possible affirmative defenses-ranging from
absolute defenses to liability (e.g., self-defense or insanity) to partial
defenses that might bar a death sentence (e.g., guilt of a lesser-included
offense). In addition to investigating the alleged offense, counsel must
also thoroughly investigate all events surrounding the arrest, particularly
if the prosecution intends to introduce evidence obtained pursuant to
alleged waivers by the defendant (e.g., inculpatory statements or items
recovered in searches of the accused's home).
Moreover, trial counsel must coordinate and integrate the
presentation during th~ guilt phase of the trial with the projected strategy
for seeking a non-death sentence at the penalty phase. 18
At that phase, defense counsel must both rebut the prosecution's
case in favor of the death penalty and affirmatively present the best
possible case in favor of a sentence other than death. 19
If the. defendant has any prior criminal history, the prosecution can
be expected to attempt to offer it in support of a death sentence. Defense
counsel accordingly must comprehensively investigate-together with
the defense investigator, a mitigation specialist, and other members of
the defense team-the defendant's behavior and the circumstances of the

17. See infra Guideline 10.5 and accompanying commenury.
18. See infra Guideline 10.10.1 and accompanying commenbry; see also Stephen B. Bright,
Developing Themes in Closing Arg.unent and Elsewhere: Lessons from Capital Cases, LrriO., Fall
2000, at 40; Lyon, supra note 3, at 708-11; Mary Ann Tally, Integrating Theories for Capital
Trials: Developing the Theory ofLife, THE CHAMPION, Nov. 1998, at 34.
19. See infra Guideline 10.11 and accompanying commenury.
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conviction?0 Only then can cow1sei protect the accused's Fourteenth
Amendment right to deny or. rebut factual allegations made by the
prosecution in support of a death sentence, 21 and the client's Eighth
Amendment right not to be sentenced to death based on prior
convictions obtained in violation of his constitutional rights. 22
If uncharged prior misconduct is arguably admissible, defense
cow1sel must assume that the prosecution will attempt to introduce it,
and accordingly must thoroughly investigate it as an integral part of
23
preparing for the penalty phase.
Along with preparing to counter the prosecution's case for the death
penalty, defense cow1sel must develop an affirmative case for sparing
the defendant's life. 24 A capital defendant has an unqualified right to
present any facet of his character, background, or record that might call
for a sentence less than death. 25 This Eighth Amendment right to offer
mitigating evidence "does nothing to fulfill its purpose unless it is
understood to presuppose that the defense lawyer will unearth, develop,
present, and insist on the consideration of those 'compassionate or
mitigating factors stemming from the diverse frailties of hwnankind. "'26
Nor will the presentation be persuasive unless it (a) is consistent with
that made by the defense at the guilt phase and (b) links the evidence
offered in mitigation to the specific circumstances of the client. 27
Finally, trial counsel, like counsel throughout the process, must
raise every legal claim that may ultimately prove meritorious, lest
default doctrines later bar its assertion.
[T]he courts have shown a remarkable lack of solicitude for
prisoners-including ones executed as a result-whose attorneys

20. See infra text accompanying notes 222, 30 1-02.
21. See, e.g., Simmons v. SouU1 Caroliri3, 512 U.S. 154, 160-61 (1994); Gardner v. Florida,
430 u.s. 349, 362 ( 1977).
22. See Johnson v. Mississippi, 486 U.S. 578, 587-88 (1988). Counsel's obligation to prevent
the prosecution from using unconstitutionally obtained prior convictions in support of a death
sentence, noted infra in the text accompanying note. 222, may well require counsel to litigate
collateral challenges to such prior convictions in the jurisdictions or districts where those
convictions were obtained. See, e.g., Lackawanna County Dist. Attorney v. Coss, 532 U.S. 394,
402-04 (200 I).
23. See infra text accompanying notes 223, 300.
24. See infra text accompanying notes 277-92.
25. See Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104, 113-15 (1982); Lockett.v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586,
604 (1978) {plurality opinion); infra text accompanying note 277.
26. Louis D. Bilionia &. Richard A. Rosen, Lawyers, Arbitrariness, and the Eighth
Amendment, 15 TEX. L. REV. 1301, 1316 (1997) (quoting ,Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S.
280, 304 ( 1976) (opinion of Stewart, Powell, &. Stevens, JJ.)).
27. See infra Guideline 10.11 and accompanying commentary.
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through no fault of the prisoners were not sufficiently versed in the law
to ... consider the possibility that a claim long rejected by local, state,
and federal courts nonetheless might succeed in the future or in a
h1'gher court. 28

· The commentary to the first edition of this Guideline noted that
"many indigent capital defendants are not receiving the assistance of a
lawyer sufficiently skilled in practice to render quality assistance" and
supported the statement with nwnerous examples. The situation is no
better today. 29 Indeed, problems with the quality of defense
representation in death penalty cases have been so profound and
pervasive that several Supreme Court Justices have openly expressed
concem. Justice Ginsburg told a public audience that she had "yet to see
a death case among the dozens coming to the Supreme Court on eve-of-.
execution stay applications in which the defendant was well represented

28. RANDY HERTZ & JAMES S. LIEBMAN, FEDERAL HABEAS CORPUS PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE§ 11.2(a), at 482 (4th cd. 2001). Thus, for cx.1mplc, within a single week in the spring
of 2002, the Supreme Court rendered two major rulings favorable to capital defendants. See Atkins
v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 321 (2002) (holding that the Constitution bars execution of mentally
retarded individuals); Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584, 608 (2002) (applying Apprendi v. New Jersey,
530 U.S. 466 (2000), to capital cases). In both cases, the Court squarely overruled governing
precedent. See Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302, 340 ( 1989) (holding that the Constitution docs not
bar the execution of mentally retarded individuals); Walton v. Arizona, 497 U.S. 639, 649-51 ( 1990)
(upholding same statute later invalidated in Ring against .same challenge); Apprcndi v. New Jersey,
530 U.S. 466, 496 (2000) (stating that Walton remained good law). It would have been appropriate
(and indeed, some Justices might believe, required on pain of forfeiture) for capital counsel to assert
these claims at every stage in the proceedings, even though they were then plainly at odds with the
governing law. See infra Guideline 10.8 and accompanying commentary. One current example is
the potential categorical unconstitutionality of the execution of juveniles. In light of a growing body
of scientific evidence regarding the diminished culpability of juveniles, Eighth Amendment
considerations, and international laws and treaties forbidding the execution for crimes committed
while under the age of eighteen, four current Justices have suggested that the Court should
absolutely bar the execution· of such offenders. See In re Stanford, 123 S. Ct. 472, 475 (2002)
(Stevens, Souter, Breyer, Ginsburg, JJ., dissenting). Counsel would be remiss nOt to assert the.
claim, notwithstanding that the Court has previously rejected it. See Stanford v. Kentucky, 492 U.S.
361, 380 (1989); Simmons v. Roper, 2003 Mo. LEXIS 123, at 0 2-4 (Mo., Aug. 26, 2003) (vacating
death sentence of defendant who was seventeen at the time of crime on the baa is that ''the Supreme
Court would today hold such executions arc prohibited by the Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments''). Similar examples arc discussed infra at notes231, 271,276,307, 352).
29. See James S. Liebman, The Overproduction of Death, 100 COLUM. L. REv. 2030, 210210 (2000); Spec. Comm. on Capital Representation & Comm. on Civ. Rts., Ass 'n of the Bar of the
City of N.Y., The Crisis in Capital Representation, 51 REc. OF Ass'N OF THE BAR OF CITY OF N.Y.
169, 185-87 (1996) (hereinafter Crisis in Capital Representation]; Jeffrey L. Kirchmcier, Drink,
Drugs, and·Drowsiness: The Constitutional Right to Effective Assistance of Counsel and the
Strickland Prejudice Requirement, 75 NEB. L. REV. 425,428-34 (1996); see also infra note ISS; see
generally Stephen B. Bright, Counsel for the Poor: The Death Sentence Not for the Worst Crime but
for the Worst Lawyer, 103 YALE L.J. 183S (1994); Notes, The Eighth Amendment and Ineffective
Assistance ofCounsel in Capital Trials, 107 HARV. L. REV. 1923 (1994).
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at trial" and that "people who are well represented at trial do not get the
·death penalty." 30 Similarly, Justice O'Connor expressed concern that the
system "may well be allowing some innocent defendants to be executed"
and suggested that "[p]erhaps it's time to look at minimwn standards for
appointed counsel in death cases and adequate compensation for
31
appointed cowtsel when they are used." As Justice Breyer has said,
"the inadequacy of representation in capital cases" is "a fact that
aggravates the other failings" of the death penalty system as a whole. 32
In the past, post-conviction review has often been relied upon to
identify and correct untrustworthy verdicts. 33 However, legal changes in
34
the habeas corpus regime, combined with Congress' defunding of postconviction defender organizations ("PCDOs") in 1995,35 make it less
30. Anne Gearan, Supreme Court Justice Supports Death Penalty Moratorium, ASSOCIATED
PRESS, Apr. 10,2001.
31. Crystal Nix Hines, Lack ofLawyers Hinders Appeals in Capital Cases, N.Y. TIMES, July
5, 200 I, at AI (quoting Justice Sandra Day O'Connor).
32 See Ring, 536 U.S. at 618 (Breyer, J., concurring). The "failings" to which Justice Breyer
refers are many of the same ones that led the ABA to call for a moratorium on the imposition of the
death penalty. See ABA, REPORT ACCOMPANYING RECOMMENDATION 107, 3 (1997), available at
www .abanelorglmoratorium/rcsolution.html ("Today, administration of the death penalty, far from
being fair and consistent, ia instead a haphazard maze of unfair practices with no internal
consistency.").
33. See ERIC M. FREEDMAN, HABEAS CORPUS: RETHINKING THE GREAT WRIT OF LIBERTY
147-48 (2001) (listing numerous modem examples of injustices in capital cases redressed on federal
habeas corpus); HERTZ & LIEBMAN, supra note 28, § 11.2(c) (same).
34. In 1996, Congress enacted the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (''the
AEDPA"), which imposed substantial restrictions on the availability of federal habeas corpus for
state prisoners. The AEDPA established strict deadlines for the fUing of a federal habeaa petition,
limits on 'the scope of review of state court deciaions, restrictions on the availability of evidentiary
hearings to develop facts in support of constitutional claims, and placed stringent constraints on
federal courts' consideration of additional applications for review by the petitioner. See generally 28
U.S.C. §§ 2244-2255, 2261~2264 (2000). There is significant cause for concern that these
provisions may "greatly diminish the reliability of the capital system's review process and of the
capital verdicts that the system produces." James S. Liebman, An "Effective Death Penalty"?
AEDPA and Error Detection in Capital Cases, 61 BROOK. L. REv. 411,427 (2001); see also ABA
Panel Discussion, Dead Man Walking Without Due Process? A Discussion of the Anti-Terrorism
and Effective Death Penalty Act of /996, 23 N.Y.U. REV. L. & Soc. CHANGE 163, 168-86 (1997);
Manhall J. Hartman & Jeanette Nyden, Habeas Corpus and the New Federalism After the Anti·
Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, 30 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 337, 387 (1997);
Larry W. Yackle, A Primer on the New Habeas Corpus Statute, 44 BUFF. L. REV. 381, 386-93
(1996). One reason for .this concern is that portions of the legislation seemed to reduce the level of
scrutiny that the federal courts could give to state capital convictions. See § 2254 (d)-( e) (providing
that writ may not be granted unless state proceedings resulted in a decision that "was contrary to, or
involved an unreasonable application of, clearly establiahed Federal law," or ''was based on an
unreasonable determination of the facts").
35. See Crisis in Capital Representation, supra note 29, at 200-05 (presenting state-by-state
analysis of impact of defunding of PCDOa); Roscoe C. Howard, Jr., The Defunding of the Post
Conviction Defense Organizations as a Denial of the Right to Counsel, 98 W.VA. L. REV. 863, 865
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likely that such traditional "fail safes" will continue to operate properly
in the future. Under the standards set out by the SuEreme Court for
6
reviewing claims of ineffective assistance of counsel, even seriously
deficient perfonnance all too rarely leads to reversal. 37 Hence,
jurisdictions that continue to impose the death penalty must commit the
substantial resources necessary to ensure effective representation at the
trial stage. 38 In mandating the provision of high quality legal
representation at the trial level of a capital case, this Guideline
recognizes the simple truth that any other course has weighty costs-to
be 'paid in money and delay if cases are reversed at later stages or in
injustice if they are not.
Post-conviction Review
Ensuring high quality legal representation in capital trials, however,
does not diminish the need for equally effective representation on
appeal, in state and federal post-conviction proceedings, and in
applications for executive clemency. Because each of those proceedings
has a unique role to play in the capital process, because both legal and
social norms commonly evolve over the course of a case, and because of
(1996) (emphasizing the important role that the former PCDOs played in assuring fairness in habeas
corpus review of capital convictions); see also Ronald J. Tabak, Capital Punishment: Is There Any
Habeas Left in This Corpus?, 27 LoY. U. CHI. L.J. 523, 540-43 ( 1996).
36. See Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 687 (1984).
37. See McFarland v. Scott, 512 u:s. 1256, 1259 ( 1994) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) ("Ten
years after tl1e articulation of [the Strickland] standard, practical experience establishes that the
Strickland test, in application, has failed to protect a defendant's right to be represented by
something more than 'a person who happens to be a lawyer."') (quoting Strickland v. Washington,
466 U.S. 668, 685 (1984)); Kim Taylor-Thompson, Tuning Up Gideon's Trumpet, 11 FORDHAM L.
REV. 1461, 1465 (2003) ('1T]he ruling has proved disabling to the right to effective assistance of
counsel in practice.''); Adele Bernhard, Take Courage: What the Courts Can Do to Improve the
Delivery of Criminal Defense Services, 63 U. Prrr. L. REv. 293, 346 (2002) ('1AJII who have
seriously considered the question agree that Strickland has not worked either to prevent
miscarriages of justice or to improve attorney performance."); William S. Geimer, A Decade of
Strickland's Tin Horn: Doctrinal and Practical Undermining of the Right to Counsel, 4 WM. &.
MARY BILL RTS. J. 91, 94 ( 1995) ("Strickland has been roundly and properly criticized for fostering
tolerance of abysmal lawyering.''); Legislative Modification, supra note 12 at 862 n.28 (criticizing
''the strong presumptions of attorney effectiveness mandated by Strick/ancl' as applied to capital
cases, and urging that '1w]hatever benefits counter·factU31 presumptions may have in other areas of
the law, they arc certainly out of place when a human life hangs in the balance''); infra note ISS.
38. See, e.g., REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON CAPITAL PuNISHMENT 177, 179
IS,
2002),
available at http://www.idoc.state.il.us/ccp/ccp/report&/commission·
(Apr.
report/index.htrnl (recommending that the Illinois legislature "significantly improve the resources
available to tl1e criminal justice system in order to permit the meaningful implementation of reforms
in capital cases," including the full funding of the defense, which "should significantly improve the
qu.ality of defense representation of capital defendants'').
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"the general tendency of evidence of innocence to emerge only at a
relatively late stage in capital proceedings, "39 jurisdictions that retain
capital pwtisluuent must provide representation in accordance with the
standards of these Guidelines, as outlined in Subsection B, "at all stages
of the case." Post-judgment proceedings demand a high degree of
technical proficiency, and the skills essential to effective representation
differ in significant ways from those necessary to succeed at triaL In
addition, death penalty cases at the post-conviction stage may be subject
to rules that provide less time for preparation than is available in
noncapital cases. 40 Substantive pleadings may have to be prepared
simultaneously with, or even be delayed for, pleadings to stay the
client's execution. 41 For post-judgment review to succeed as a safeguard
against injustice, courts must appoint appropriately trained and
experienced lawyers.
A. Representation on Direct Appeal

The Constitution guarantees effective assistance of counsel on an
appeal as of right. 42 The "guiding hand of COWlsel" must lead the
condemned client through direct review. Appellate counsel must be
intimately familiar with teclmical rules of issue preservation and
presentation, as well as the substantive state, federal, and international '
law governing death penalty cases, including issues · which are
"percolating" in the lower courts but have not yet been authoritatively
resolved by the Supreme Court. 43 Counsel must also be capable of

39. Eric M. Freedman, Innocence, Federalism, and the Capital Jury: Two Legislative .
Proposals for Evaluating Post-Trial Evidence of innocence in Death Penalty Cases, 18 N.Y.U.
REV. L. &. SOC. CHANGE 31S, 316 (1991).
40. Under the AEDPA, "special habeas corpus procedures" may apply to federal habeas
corpus petitions in capital cases if a state's post-conviction procedures satisfy certain prerequisites.
See 28 U.S.C. §§ 2261, 2263 (2000). Thus, the deadline for filing of a federal habeas corpus petition
by capital prisoners in qualifying "opt-in" states is 180 days, id., in contrast to the one-year
limilations period that would otherwise apply. 28 U.S.C. § 2244(dX 1) (2000). In addition, the
AEDPA's "opt-in" procedures accelerate the time for review of the case by the district court and the
court of appeals, 28 U.S.C. § 2266(bX1)(A), (c)(1XA) (2000), and restrict a capital habeas corpus
petitioner's ability to amend a petition after the state files its response. 28 U.S.C. § 2266(bX3)(B)
(2000). See also Michael Mello&. Donna Duffy, Suspending Justice: The Unconstitutionality ofthe

Proposed Six-Month Time Limit on the Filing of Habeas Corpus Petitions by State Death Raw
inmates, 18 N. Y.U. REV. L. &. Soc. CHANGE 4S I, 487-92 (1991) (discussing why a six-month limit
does not provide an attorney with adequate time to prepare a habeas petition properly); infra note
33S.

41. See infra text accompanying notes 333-38.
42. See Evitts v. Lucey, 469 U.S. 387, 396 ( 1985).
43. See Smith v. Murray, 477 U.S. S27, 536-37 (1986) (holding that appellate counsel in a
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making complex strategic decisions that maximize the client's chances
of ultimate success in the event that the direct appeal is resolved
44
unfavorably.
B. Collateral Review Proceedings
Habeas corpus and other procedures for seeking collateral relief are
45
especially important in capital cases. Quality representation in both
state and federal court is essential if legally flawed convictions and
46
sentences are to be corrected.
I. State Collateral Review Proceedings
Counsel's obligations in state 'collateral review proceedings are
demanding. 47 Counsel must be prepared to thoroughly reinvestigate the
Virginia capital case had waived a legal issue by not raising it at an earlier stage of appeal; the
novelty of the issue in Virginia was no excuse because it had been raised, though unsuccessfully, in
an i~termediate appellate court of another state).
44. See infra text accompanying notes 342-47.
45. See McFarland v. Scott, 512 U.S. 849, 855 ( 1994) ("(Q]uality legal representation is
necessary in capital habeas corpus proceedings in light of 'the seriousness of the possible penalty
and ... the unique and complex nature of the litigation."') (citation omitted); see generally HERTZ
& LIEBMAN, supra note 28, § 2.6.
46. A recent comprehensive study finds that of every one hundred death sentences imposed,
forty-seven are reversed at the state level, on direct appeal or collateral review. An additional
twenty-one are overturned on federal habeas corpus. See ]AMES S. LIEBMAN ET AL., A BROKEN
SYSTEM: ERROR RATES IN CAPITAL CASES, 1973-1995, pt. I, app. A, at 5-6 {2000). These statistics
indicate the importance of providing qualified counsel for both state and federal proceedings.
47. Some states provide attorneys at public expense to death-sentenced prisoners seeking state
post-conviction relief, but others do not. See Andrew Hammel, Diabolical Federalism: A
Functional Critique and Proposed Reconstruction of Death Penalty Federal Habeas, 39 AM. CRIM.
L. REv. I, 83-99 (2002) (providing state-by-state list); Jennifer N. Ide, The Case of Exzavious Lee
Gibson: A Georgia Court's (Constitutional?) Denial of a Federal Right, 47 EMORY L.J. 1079,
1099-1110 (1998); Clive A Stafford Smith & Remy Voisin Starns, Folly By Fiat: Pretending that

Death Row Inmates Can Represent Themselves in State Capital Post-Conviction Proceedings, 45
LOY. L. REV. 55, 56 (1999). Moreover, even in those slates that nominally do provide counsel for
collateral review, the intertwined realities of chronic underfunding, lack of standards, and a dearth
of qualified lawyers willing to accept appointment, see THE SPANGENBERG GROUP, ABA
PoSTCONVICTION DEATH PENALTY REPRESENTATION PROJECT, AN UPDATED ANALYSIS OF THE
RIGHT TO COUNSEL AND THE RJGHT TO COMPENSATION AND EXPENSES IN STATE PoSTCONVJCTION
DEATH PENALTY CASES (1996) (hereinafter RJGHT TO COMPENSATION AND EXPENSESj, have
resulted in a disturbingly large number of instances in which attorneys have failed to provide their
clients meaningful assistance. See, e.g., TEX. DEFENDER SERV., A STATE OF DENIAL: TEXAS
]USTICE
AND
THE
DEATH
PENALTY,
ch.
7
(2002),
available
at·
http://www .tcxasdefender.orglpublications.htm (reporting that a review of 103 post-conviction
petitions filed by court-appointed counsel in Texas death penalty cases between 1995 and 2000
indicated that 17.5 percent of the petitions were fifteen pages long or less, and that counsel offered
no evidence outside the trial record in 42.7 percent of the cases reviewed). Counsel should
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entire case to ensure that the client was .neither actually i1mocent nor
convicted or sentenced to death in violation of either state or federal law.
This means that cowtsel must obtain and read the entire record of the
trial, including all transcripts and motions, as well as proceedings (such
asbench conferences) that may have been recorded but not transcribed.
In many cases, the record is voluminous, often amounting to many
thousands of pages. Counsel must also inspect the evidence and obtain
the files of trial and appellate cowtsel, again scrutinizing them for what
is missing as well as what is present.
·
Like trial cowtsel, counsel handling state collateral proceedings
must wtdertake a thorough investigation. into the facts surrounding all
phases of the case. It is counsel's obligation to make an independent
examination of all of the available evidence-both that which the jury
heard and that which it did not-to detenuine whether the decisionmaker
at trial made a fully infomted resolution of the issues of both guilt and
punislunent.
48
Since the reinstatement of the death penalty in 1976, there have
been more than ll 0 known wrongful convictions in capital cases in the
United States. 49 As further described infra in the text accompanying
accordingly be alert to the development of both state and federal law respecting the right to the
effective assistance of counsel on state post-conviction review. See infra notes 74, 204 (citing cases
recognizing right); see also Celestine Richards McConville, The Right to the Effective Assistance of

Capital Postconviction Counsel: Constitutional Implications of Statutory Grants of Capital
Counsel, 2003 WISC. L. REV. 31, 84-98 (arguing that once .a jurisdiction creates a statutory right to
post-conviction counsel, the Constitution requires it to provide effective counsel); Leonard Post, A
Fight Over Limits on Pay, Hours: Florida Faces a Suit From a Death Penalty Lawyer, NAT'L L.J.,
Mar. 31,2003, at AI (describing litigation challenging Florida st.1tutory cap on number of hours for
which post-conviction lawyers may be compensated).
In particular, counsel should continue to test the boundaries of Murray v. Giarratano, 492
U.S. I (1989). Although a plurality of.Justices there rejected the constitutional claim of a capital
defendant to the appointment of counsel in st.1te post-conviction proceedings, the controlling
opinion of Justice Kennedy emphasized that it was based '1o]n the facts and records of this case," in
which "no prisoner on death row in Virginia has been unable to obtain counsel to represent him in
post-conviction proceedings, and Virginia's prison system is st.1ffed with institutional lawyers to
assist in preparing petitions for postconviction relief." Id. at 14-15 (Kennedy, J., concurring); cf.
infra note 334 (citing cases in which st.1tcs have failed to provide capital prisoners this level of
resources).
48. See Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. !53 (1976).
49. See DEATH PENALTY INFORMATION CENTER: Innocence and the Death Penalty, at
http://www.deathpcnaltyinfo.org/article.php7did=412&scid=6 (stating that, '1s]incc 1973, 111
people in 25 states have been released from death row with evidence of their innocence'') (latest
release July 28, 2003); see also C. RONALD HUFF ET AL., CONVICTED BUT INNOCENT 62-82 (1996);
see generally BARRY SCHECK ET AL., ACTUAL INNOCENCE: WHEN JUSTICE GOES WRONG AND
HOW TO ~lAKE IT RIGHT (updated ed. 2001); EDWARD CONNORS ET AL., CONVICTED BY JURIES,
EXONERATED BY SCIENCE: CASE STUDIES IN THE USE OF DNA EVIDENCE TO ESTABLISH
INNOCENCE AFTER TRIAL ( 1996); Ken Armstrong & Steve Mills, "Until I Can be Sure": How the
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notes 198-204, these resulted from a variety of causes, including the
testimony of unreliable jailhouse infonuants, 50 the use of dubious or
fraudulent forensic scientific methods, 51 prosecutorial misconduct, and
Threat of £(ecuting the Innocent has Transformed the Death Penalty Debate, in BEYOND REPAIR?
AMERICA'S DEATH PENALTY (Stephen P.'Garvey ed. 2003); Michael L. Radelet & Hugo Adam
Bedau, The Execution of the innocent, in AMERICA'S EXPERIMENT WITH CAPITAL PuNISHMENT:
REFLECTIONS ON THE PAST, PRESENT AND FuTURE OF THE ULTIMATE PENAL SANCTION 223 (James
Acker et al. eds. 1998).
50. See generally.Dodd v. State, 993 P.2d 778, 783-84 (Okla .. Crim. App. 2000) (citing
"insidious reliability problems" as basis for imposing major procedural restrictions on use of
jailliouse informants); Province of 1\lanitoba, Manitoba Justice, The Inquiry Regarding Thomas
Sophonow, Manitoba Guidelines Respecting the Use of Jailliouse InformantS (Nov. 5, 2001),
available at http://www.gov.mb.ca/justicelsophonow/appendi.x/appendixf.pdf (following inquiry
into wrongful conviction of Thomas Sophonow, which found jailhouse informants to be "the most·
deceitful and deceptive group of witnesses known to frequent the courts" (Province of Manitoba
1\!anitoba Justice, The Inquiry Regarding Thomas Sophonow, Jailhouse Informant, Their
Unreliability and the Importance of Complete Crown Disclosure Pertaining to Them, available at
http://www.gov/mb.ca/justicelsophonow/jailliousc), Province bars their use cKcept in limited
circumstances and subject to tight safeguards); CONSTITUTION PROJECT, MANDATORY JUSTICE:
EIGHTEEN REFORMS TO THE DEATH PENALTY 52 (2001) (noting that a "category of evidence that
has a particularly high chance of being an outright lie, exaggerated, or otherwise erroneous is the
testimony of jailhouse informants. Their confinement provides evidence of their questionable
character, motivates them to lie in order to improve the conditions of their confmemcnt or even
secure their release, and often affords access to information that can be used to manufacture credible
testimony."); Robert M Bloom, Jailhouse Informants, CRIM. JUST., Spring 2003, at 20 (discussing
studies regarding the unreliability of jailliousc informants and the usc of their testimony in capital
cases); Ted Rohrlich, Jail House Informant Own.s Up to Perjury in a Dozen Cases, L.A TIMES, Jan.
4, 1990, at AI (detailing perjuries committed by Leslie White, an inmate at the Los Angeles County
jail who demonstrated to authorities and reporters how he concocted false confessions, and noting
confession of another informant, Stephen Jesse Cisneros, to pcljury in five murder cases).
51. See generally Brief of Amici Curiae Five Innocent Former Death Row Inmates &
Centurion Ministries, Schlup v. Delo, 513 U.S. 298 (1995) (No. 93-7901) (reviewing generally
unscrupulous practices by investigators and prosecutors that can lead to false convictions); Paul
Duggan, Oklahoma Reviews 3,000 Convictions, WASH. PoST, May 9, 2001, at A2 (discussing
Oklahoma review of three thousand convictions based on work of Joyce Gilchrist, an Oklahoma
City police chemist, who went far beyond what was scientifically knowable in conducting forensic
investigations oflocal crime); Davidson Goldin, Sth Trooper Pleads Guilty in Scandal, N.Y. TIMES,
Apr. 8, 1995, at A29 (describing scandal in which New York state troopers transferred fmgerprints
of potential suspects to crime scenes to enhance their cases); Mark Hansen, Out of the Blue, 82
A.B.A. J., Feb. 1996 (describing dentist, widely discredited by his peers, who claimed to be able to
match bite marks to the teeth that made them); Adam Liptak, 2 States to Review Lab Work ofExpert
Who Erred on ID, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 19, 2002, at A24 (Montana and Washington reviewing
approximately one hundred cases based on questionable forensic testimony of Arnold Melnikoffi;
Annando Villafranca, Bradford Cites HPD Lab Flap, Urges Hold for 7 on Death Row, Hous.
CHRON., Mar. 7, 2003 (reporting legislative testimony of Houston Police Chief urging that no
execution dates be set for seven death row inmates whose cases may have been affected by shoddy
work of Houston police crime laboratory, which was found in a state audit to have had numerous
shortcomings in preservation and testing of DNA evidence); Edna Buchanan, Did FBI Wrongly Aid
Death Row Conviction?, MIAMI HERALD, May 31, 2003, at !A (a!Utough internal review of FBI
crime laboratory has identified about three thousand cases of shoddy forensic work, agency has only
notified about !50 defendants of problems; suspect ~ascs include those involving hair and fiber
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incompetence of defense counsel at trial. Because state collateral
proceedings may present the last opportunity to present new evidence to
challenge the conviction, it is imperative that counsel conduct a
searching inquiry to assess whether any mistake may have been made.
Reinvestigation of the case will require cow1sel to interview most,
if not all, of the critical witnesses for the prosecution and investigate
their backgrow1ds. Counsel must detennine if the witness's testimony
bears scrutiny or whether motives for fabrication or bias were left
uncovered at the time of trial. Counsel must also assess all of the nontestimonial evidence and consider such issues as whether forensic testing
must now be perfonned, either because some technology, such as DNA,
was unavailable at the time of trial or because trial counsel failed to
ensure that necessary testing took place. 52
Counsel must conduct a similarly comprehensive reevaluation of
the punishment phase to verifY or w1dem1ine the accuracy of all
evidence presented by the prosecution, and to detem1ine whether the
decisionmaker was properly infonned of all relevant evidence,53 able to
give appropriate weight to that evidence, 54 and provided with a clear and
legally accurate set of instructions for communicating its conclusion. 55

analyst Michael Malone, on the basis of whose testimony James' Duckett faces execution in
Florida); Timothy W. Maier, inside the DNA Labs, INSIGHT MAGAZINE, June 10-23, 2003, ai 18
(summarizing numerous cases); Police Review Chemist's Work, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 13,2003, at A22
(reporting that Baltimore County police are reviewing all 480 blood-typing cases handled by former
department chemist Concepcion Bacasnot after she falsely testified to a match that resulted in an
.
innocent defendant serving twenty years for rape); infra note 200.
52 See, e.g., Eric M. Freedman, Earl Washington's Ordeal, 29 HOFSTRA L. REv. 1089, 109899 (2001) (describing how pro bono counsel in state post-conviction proceeding discovered
exculpatory semen stain evidence, which "having been appropriately ..turned over by the
government, lay unappreciated in the flies of former defense counsel'); Gwen Filosa, N.O. Man
Cleared in '84 Murder, NEW ORLEANS nMES-PlCA YUNE, May 9, 2003, at 1 (describing case of
John Thompson, who was deterred from taking the stand at his original murder trial by a prior
conviction for armed robbery, which, as a defense investigator discovered weeks before the
execution date, had been tainted by government suppression of an exculpatory blood test; when
retried on the murder charge, Thompson, who had always maintained his innocence, was acquitted).
53. See, e.g., Wiggins v. Smith, 123 S. Ct. 2527 (2003) (granting habeas corpus relief to
petitioner whose trial counsel failed to fmd and present mitigating evidence); Williams v. Taylor,
529 U.S. 362,370-71,374 (2000) (same).
54. See infra Guideline 10.10.2(8) and accompanying commentary.
55. For examples of death sentences overturned for failure to comply with this requirement,
sec Penry v. Johnson, 532 U.S. 782, 796-804 (2001), McKoy v. North Carolina, 494 U.S. 433, 444
(1990), Mills v. Maryland, 486 U.S. 367, 375-80 (1988), and Davis v. Mitchell, 318 F.3d 682, 691
(6th Cir. 2003); see also Lcnz v. Warden, 579 S.E.2d 194 (Va. 2003) (holding trial counsel
ineffective for failure to object to defective penalty phase verdict form); infra note 31S.
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2. Federal Habeas Corpus
In addition to requiring cow1sel to undertake all the tasks just
described in Subsection B(l), federal collateral proceedings present
another set of obstacles-ones that highlight the importance of quality
representation. From 1973 to 1995, capital habeas corpus petitioners
obtained relief at many times the rate of noncapital ones56 and they
should continue to do so in the future. But federal habeas corpus actions
are govemed by a complex set of procedural mles. 57 Cow1sel must
master these thoroughly. 58 Moreover, restrictions on the availability of
federal habeas relief for state prisoners imposed by the AEDPA will
continue to raise numerous novel legal issues.
C. Executive Clemency
Executive clemency plays a particularly important role in death
penalty cases, as it "provides the [govemment] with a final, deliberative
opportunity to reassess this irrevocable punishment. " 59 Because postjudgment proceedings have traditionally provided very limited
opportunity for review of questions of guilt or innocence, clemency is

56. See James S. Liebman et al., Capitol Attrition: Error Rates in Capital Cases, 1973-1995,
78 TEX. L. REV. 1839, 1844, 1849 (2000) (federal habeas relief was granted in forty percent of 599
cases between 1973 and 1995 in which the judgment remained intact after direct appeal and state
post-conviction review); cf. Eric M Freedman, Federal Habeas Corpus in Capitol Cases, in
AMERICA'S EXPERIME!>IT WITH CAPITAL PuNISHMENT: REFLECfiONS ON THE PAST, PRESENT AND
FlmJRE OF THE ULTIMATE PENAL SANCTION 427 (James Acker et al. eds. 1998) (''By the most
generous estimates, the rate in non-capital cases docs not exceed seven percent, and, if the
appropriate statistical methodology is applied, the actual number is less than one percentj.
51. See, e.g., Edwards v. Carpenter, S29 U.S. 446 (2000) (limits on asserting ineffective
assistance of counsel as "cause" for procedural default); Schlup v. Delo, Sl3 U,S. 298 (1995)
("fundament~i miscarriage of justice" exception to procedural default rule); Teague v. Lane, 489
U.S. 288 (1989) (non-retroactivity of "new rules". of constitutional procedure); Wainwright v.
Sykes, 433 U.S. 72 (1977) (limiting review of constitutional claims due to procedural default).
Indeed, on the website of the New York Times, its Supreme Court reporter, Linda Greenhouse, has
described the Court's habeas jurisprudence as "so complex as to be almost theological" (posted July
6, 2001).
S8. See Legislative Modification, supra note 12, at 854 ("The post-conviction handling of
capital cases is a legal specialty requiring mastery of an intricate body of fast-changing substantive
and procedural law."). The failure of counsel to fulfill these obligations may entitle the client to
relief under federal constitutional or statutory law. See Cooey v. Bradshaw, 216 F.R.D. 408 (N.D.
Ohio 2003) (granting stay of execution on claim of ineffective assistance by prior counsel appointed
under 21 U.S.C. § 848), motion to vacate stay denied, No. 03-4001 (6th Cir. July 24, 2003), motion
to vacate stay denied, No. 03-5472 (U.S. July 24, 2003).
59. Daniel T. Kobil, Due Process in Death Penalty Commutations: Life, Liberty, and the
Pursuit of Clemency, 27 U. RICH. L. REV. 20 I, 214. ( 1992); see infra Guideline 10.15.2 and
accompanying commentary.
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"the historic remedy for preventing miscarriages of justice where
judicial process has been exhausted." 60 As the Supreme Court has
recognized, "history is replete witl1 examples of wrongfully convicted
persons who have been pardoned in the wake of after-discovered
evidence establishing their innocence." 61 Recent advances in tl1e use of
DNA teclmologies, combined witl1 restrictions on tl1e availability of
post-conviction review, have elevated the important role that clemency
has played as the "fail-safe" of the .criminal justice system, 62 and
63
increased the demands on cow1sel. Moreover, wholly apart from
questions of guilt or innocence, executive clemency has been granted in
deatl1 penalty cases for a broad range of hwnanitarian reasons. 64
Recognizing these considerations, tile Supreme Court has begun to apply
65
due process protection to clemency proceedings. Thus, in addition to
assembling the most persuasive possible record for tile decisionmaker,
counsel must carefully examine the possibility of pressing legal claims
asserting the right to a fuller and fairer process.66
The Imperative of a Systemic Approach
General statements of expectations about what lawyers should do
will not tilemselves ensure high quality legal representation. Indeed,
Guidelines confmed to such statements would be ones "that palter with
us in a double sense; that keep the word of promise to our ear, and break
it to our hope." 67 Attorney error is often the result of systemic problems,
60. Herrera v. Collins, S06 U.S. 390,411-12 (1993).
61. Jd.at41S.
62. See Kathleen M. Ridolfi, Not Just an Act ofMercy: The Demise ofPost-Conviction Relief
and a Rightfol Claim to Clemency, 24 N. Y.U. REv. L. & Soc. CHANGE 43, 68-77 (1998); infra text
accompanying note 3S6. ·
63. See, e.g., Freedman, supra note S2, at 1100-03 (describing detailed oral and written
presentations made to two Governors of Virginia by a six-lawyer team to secure DNA testing for
death row inmate Earl Washington that resulted in his exoneration); see also infra Guideline 10.15.2
and accompanying commentary.
64. See Michael L. Radelct & Barbara A. Zsembik, Executive Clemency In Post-Furman
Cases, 27 U. RICH. L. REV. 289, 297-99 (1993) (identifying twenty-nine cases between 1972 and
1993 in which death-sentenced inmates had their death sentences commuted to terms of life
imprisonment through executive clemency procedures for humanitarian reasons); infra text
accompanying notes 357-58.
6S. See Ohio Adult Parole Auth. v. Woodard, 523 U.S. 272, 275-76 (1998); see also Ford v.
Wainwright, 4n U.S. 399, 405-10, 418 (1986) (invalidating Florida procedure for determining
whether inmate was mentally competent to be executed).
66. See, e.g., Wilson v. United States Dist. Ct., 161 F.3d 1185, 1186-87 (9th Cir. 199S)
(affuming district court order staying a prisoner's execution on the grounds that his clemency
hearing violated due process).
67. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, MACBETH act 5, sc. 8.
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68

not individual deficiency. The provision of counsel for indigent capital
defendants is too frequently made through ad hoc appointment, a system
inimical to effective represcntation. 69 Although defender offices
generally have the experience and dedication to provide high quality
legal representation in capital cases, they are commonly overworked and
inadequately funded. And private cowtsel often discover too late that
they have taken on a task for which they are unqualified 70 or lack
sufficient resources. The Guidelines that follow, therefore, not only
detail the elements of quality representation, but nuindate the systematic
provision of resources to ensure that such representation is achieved in
fact, whether cowtsel is individually assigned, employed by a defender
office, or privately retained with or without compensation. 71
Conclusion
Unless legal representation at each stage of a capital case reflects
current standards of practice, there is an unacceptable "risk that the death
penalty will be imposed in spite of factors which may call for a less
severe penalty." 72 Accordingly, any jurisdiction wishing to impose a
death sentence must at minimum provide representation that comports
with these Guidelines. 73

68. See Liebm~n, supra note 29, at 2108; Goodpaster, supra note 3, at 3~6-~9.
69. See infra Guideline 2.l(C) and accompanying commentary.
70. See, e.g., Washington v. Murray, 9~2 F.2d 1472, 1475, 1476 (4th Cir. 1991) (vacating
district court's summary dismissal of ineffective assistance of counsel claim based on failure of
retained counsel to appreciate exculpatory significance of scientific evidence produced by
prosecution).
71. See infra Guidelines 4.1, 8.1, & 9.I·and accompanying commentary; see generally Cuyler
v. Sullivan, 446 U.S. 33~, 344-45 (1980) (noting tmt guarantee of Sixth Amendment applies
equally whether counsel is retained or appointed).
72 Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. S86, 60S (1978) ..
73. Cf. Legislative Modification, supra note 12, at 848 ("[F]or so long as the death penalty
continues to exist in this country, capital inmates arc entitled to procedures-including ones for the
provision of competent counsel-that result in the full and fair review of their convictions and
sentences. Correlatively, any state which chooses to impose death sentences must accept the
oblig~tion of providing mechanisms for assuring tmt those sentences arc legally and factually
correct at the time of their execution.") (cil.1tion omitted).
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GUIDELINE 4.1-THE DEFENSE TEAM AND SUPPORTING
SERVICES
A.

The Legal Representation Plan should provide for
assembly of a defense team that will_ provide high
quality legal representation~
1. The defense team should consist of no fewer than
two attorneys qualified in accordance with
Guideline 5.1, an investigator, and a mitigation
specialist.
2. The defense team should contain at least one
member qualified by training and experience to
screen individuals for the presence of mental or
psychological disorders or impairments.

B.

The Legal Representation Plan should provide for
· counsel to receive the assistance of all expert,
investigative, and other ancillary professional
services reasonably necessary or appropriate to
provide high quality legal representation at every
stage of the proceedings. The Plan should specifically
ensure provision of such services to private attorneys
whose clients are financially unable to afford them.

1. Counsel should have the right to have such
services provided by persons independent of the
government.
2. Counsel should have the right to protect the
confidentiality of communications with the.
persons providing such services to the same
extent as would counsel paying such persons from
private funds.
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History of Guideline

This Guideline is based on Guideline 8.1 of the original edition. In
keeping with the team approach described in the commentary,
Subsection A has been added to provide for the assembly of a "defense
team." The first sentence of Subsection B is based on the original
version of the Guideline and has been revised to emphasize that the
purpose of providing adequate support services is to further the overall
goal of providing "high quality legal representation," not merely "an
effective defense." The second sentence is taken from Standard 5-1.4 of
the ABA Standards for Criminal Justice: Providing Defense Services.
Subsections B(l) and B(2) are new and reflect the decision to include
private attomeys in these Guidelines.
Related Standards

ABA CRIMINAL JUSTICE MENTAL HEALTH STANDARDS Standard
7-l.l (1986) ("Roles of Mental Health and Mental Retardation
Professionals in the Criminal Process").
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE
SERVICES Standard 5-1.4 (3d ed. 1992) (''Supporting Services").
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION
FuNCTION Standard 3-2.4 (''Special Assistants, Investigative Resources,
Experts"), in ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION
FuNCTION AND DEFENSE fUNCTION (3d ed. 1993).
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FuNCTION
Standard 4-4.1 ("Duty to Investigate"), in ABA STANDARDS FOR
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FuNCTION AND DEFENSE FuNCTION
(3d ed. 1993).
NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS &
GoALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE COURTS Standard 13.14
(1973) ("Supporting Personnel and Facilities").
NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS &
GoALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE COURTS Standard 13.15
(1973) ("Providing Assigned Counsel").
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NAT'L CONF. OF COMM'RS ON UNIF. STATE LAWS, Model Public
Defender Act, Section 2 (1970) ("Right to Representation, Services, and
Fac;:ilities").
NAT'L CONF. OF COMM'RS ON UNIF. STATE LAWS, Model Public
Defender Act, Section.12 (1970) ("Personnel and Facilities").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR
NEGOTIATING AND AWARDING GOVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS FOR
DEFENSE SERVICES, Guideline III-8 ( 1984) (''Support Staff and Forensic
Experts").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR
NEGOTIATING AND AWARDING GoVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS FOR
DEFENSE SERVICES, Guideline III-9 (1984) ("Investigators").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR
NEGOTIATING AND AWARDING GoVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS FOR
DEFENSE SERVICES, Guideline III-10 (1984) (''Compensation").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER AsS'N, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL
DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES § 3.1 (1976) ("Assigned
Counsel Fees and Supporting Services").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL
DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES § 3.4 (1976) ("Nonpersonnel
Needs in Defender Offices").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 4.6 (1989)
(''Support Services").

Commentary
Introduction
In a capital case reaffirming that fundamental fairness entitles
i11digent defendants to the "basic tools of an adequate defense," the
United States Supreme Court stated:
We recognized long ago that mere access to the courthouse doors does
not by itself assure a proper functionirig of the adversary process, and
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that a criminal trial is fundamentally unfair if the [prosecution]
proceeds against an indigent defendant without making certain that he
has access to the ra\v materials integral to the building of an effective
defense. 88
.
It is critically important, therefore, that each jurisdiction authorize
sufficient funds to enable counsel in capital cases to conduct a thorough
investigation for trial, sentencing, appeal, post-conviction and clemency,
and to procure and effectively present the necessary expert witnesses and
documentary evidence. 89
TI1e Team Approach to Capital Defense
National standards on defense services have consistently
recognized that quality representation cannot be rendered unless
assigned counsel have access to adequate "supporting services
[including] secretaries[,] investigators[, and] . . . expert witnesses, as
well as personnel skilled in social work and related disciplines to
provide assistance at pretrial release hearings and at sentencings."90
This need is particularly acute in death penalty cases. The
prosecution commits vast resources to its effort to prove the defendant
guilty of capital murder. The defense must both subject the prosecution's
evidence to searching scrutiny and build an afflnnative case of its own. 91
Yet investigating a homicide is uniquely complex and often involves
evidence of many different types. Analyzing and interpreting such
evidence is impossible without consulting experts-whether
pathologists, serologists, microanalysts, DNA analysts, ballistics
specialists, translators, or others. 92

88. Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 U.S. 68, 77 (1985).
89. See ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE SERVICES St.mdard
5-1.4 cmt. (3d ed. 1992).
90. !d.
91. See Subcomm. on Federal Death Penalty Cases, Comm. on Defender Services, Judicial
Conference of the United States, Federal Death Penalty Cases: Recommendations Concerning the
Cost and Quality of Defense Representation (1998) (hereinafter Federal Death Penalty Cases]
(discussing
federal
death
penalty
cases),
available
at
http://www .uscourts.gov/dpenalty/1COVER.htm (reporting that "both the prosecution and the
defense rely more extensively on experts in death penalty cases than in other[] criminal cases").
92 See, e.g., Alec Wilkinson, A Night at the Beast House, THE NEW YORKER, Feb. 13, 1995,
at 68 (discussing how counsel used an expert to show that victim was not killed in the prosecuting
jurisdiction but dragged to the crime scene after her death; client eventually exonerated and
released).

_..,
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In particular, mental health experts are essential to defending
capital cases. Neurological aitd psychiatric impaimtent, combined with a
history of physical and sexual abuse, are common among persons
convicted of violent offenses on death row. 93 Evidence concerning the
defendant's mental status is relevant to numerous issues that arise ilt
various junctures during the proceedings, including competency to stand
trial, sanity at the time of the offense, capacity to intend or premeditate
death, ability to comprehend Miranda warnings, and competency to
waive constitutional rights. The Constitution forbids the execution of
94
persons with mental retardation, making this a necessary area of
inquiry in every case. Further, the defendant's psycliological and social
history and his emotional and mental health are often of vital importance
to the jury's decision at the punishment phase. 95 Creating a competent
and reliable mental health evaluation consistent with prevailing
96
standards of practice is a tinle-consuming and expensive process.
Counsel must compile extensive historical data, as well as obtain a
thorough physical and neurological examination. Diagnostic studies,
neuropsychological testing, appropriate brain scans, blood tests or
genetic studies, and consultation with · additional mental health
specialists may also be necessary. 97
Counsel's own observations of the client's mental status, while
necessary ,98 can hardly be expected to be sufficient to detect the array of
conditions (e.g., post-traumatic stress disorder, fetal alcohol syndrome,
pesticide poisoning, lead poisoning, schizophrenia, mental retardation)
93. See, e.g., Craig Haney, The Social Context of Capital Murder: Social Histories and the
Logic ofMitigation, 35 SANTA CLARA L. REv. 547,559-83 (1995) (examining "the structure of the
lives of those who commit [capital violence]''); Dorothy Otnow Lewis et al., Psychiatric,.
Neurological, and Psychoeducational Characteristics of IS Death Row Inmates in the United
States, 143 AM . .J. PsYCHIATRY 838, 839-44 (1986) (reviewing inmates' "psychialric evaluations
[and) detailed medical, family, social, and educational histories").
94. See Atkins v. Virginia, 53 U.S. 304,350 (2002).
95. See Goodpaster, supra note 3, at 323-24.
96. See John H. Blume, Mental Health Issues in Criminal Cases: The Elements of a
Competent and Reliable Mental Health Examination, ThE ADVOCATE, Aug. 1995, available at
http://www .dpa.state.ky.uslrwheelertblumclblume.html
97. See Douglas S. Liebert, Ph.D. & David V. Foster, M.D., The Mental Health Evaluation In
Capital Cases: Standards ofPractice, 15:4AM. J. FORENSIC PSYCHIATRY 43-64 (1994).
98. See infra Guidelines 10.5 and 10.15.l(EX2) and accompanying commentary. Effective
representation requires ongoing interactive contact with the client-in person, by mail, on the
telephone, and in other ways-both by counsel and, as discussed in the remainder of this
commentary, by the other members of the defense team. To the extent that jurisdictions impede such
contact-whether by charging excessive fees for telephone calls, limiting mailings, failing to
provide convenient and confidential arrangements for visits, restricting the access of non-attorney
defense team members to clients, or otherwise-they jeopardize the provision of high quality legal
representation in accordance with these Guidelines.

_....
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that could be of critical importance. Accordingly, Subsection A(2)
mandates that at least one member of the defense team (whether one· of
the four individuals constituting the smallest allowable team or an
additional team member) be a person qualified by experience and
training to screen for mental or psychological disorders or defects and
recommend such further investigation of the subject as may seem
appropriate.
Although mental health issues are so ubiquitous in capital defense
representation that the provision of resources in that area should be
routine, it bears einphasis that every situation will also have its own
unique needs. The demands of each case-and each stage of the same
case-will differ. Jurisdictions must therefore construe this Guideline
broadly, keeping in mind the superior opportw1ity of defense counsel to
detennine what assistance is needed to provide high quality legal
representation w1der the particular circwnstances at hand and counsel's
need to explore the potential of a variety of possible theories. For
example, it might well be appropriate for cowtsel to retain an expert
from an out-of-state wtiversity familiar with the cultural context by
which the defendant was shaped or. a professional who is skilled at
retrieving elusive paper or electronic records. While resources are not
unlimited, of course, jurisdictions should also be mindful that sufficient
funding early in a case may well result in significant savings to the
system as a whole. 99
Effective Assistance of Experts
Subsections B(l) and B(2) are ainted at insuring that the fact of
public funding does not diminish the quality of the assistance that
counsel is able to obtain from experts. Thus, unless counsel agrees
otherwise, the defendant is entitled to experts independent of the
government; the jurisdiction may not meet its obligations by relegating

99. For example, in light of the constitutional prohibition on the execution of the mentally
retarded, significant resources spent at the pretrial phase in investijpting and presenting the
defendant's retardation status will be amply repaid in future cost savings since the most likely
outcomes arc (a) the case is taken off the capital track entirely, very possibly by agreement with the
prosecution or (b) the issue is decided against the defendant, thus minimizing the likelihood of it
being raised later. See. e.g., Dan Barry, Ashcroft Says Retarded Man No Longer Faces Death
Penalty, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 20, 2003, at 81. Similarly, it is not only expensive, but also extremely
unjust for exculpatory evidence about which trial counsel should have learned from an expert to lie
undiscovered until post-conviction proceedings many years later-years during which an iMocent
person is incarcerated. See Freedman, supra note 52, at 1094-95, 1098-99.
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him to the state mental hospital or the state crime laboratory. 100
Similarly, doctrines of privilege, work product, and the like should
protect the conunwtications between cowtsel and the experts just as they
would if the experts were being paid with private funds. Any procedures
for the auditing of public funds should be structured so as to preserve
this confidentiality.
The Core Defense Team
In addition to employing the particular nonlegal resources that high
quality legal representation requires in each individual case, the standard
of practice demands that cowtsel have certain specific forms of
assistance in every case. This Guideline accordingly requires that those
resources be provided. 101
A. The Investigator

The assistance of an investigator who has received specialized
training is indispensable to discovering and developing the facts that
must be unearthed at trial or in post-conviction proceedings. Although
some investigative tasks, such as assessing the credibility of key trial
witnesses, appropriately lie within the. domain of counsel, the prevailing
national standard of practice forbids counsel from shouldering primary
responsibility for the investigation. Counsel lacks the special expertise
required to accomplish the high quality investigation to which a capital
defendant is entitled and sin1ply has too many other duties to discharge
in preparing the case. Moreover,' the defense may need to call the person
who conducted the interview as a trial witness. 102 As a result, an
investigator should be part of the defense team at every stage of a capital
proceeding.

100. Of course, non-lawyer professionals on the staff of defender organizations arc, even if on
the public payroll, "independent of the government" for this purpose.
101. Titis Guideline contemplates that defense counsel will be prinlarily responsible for
selection of the remaining members of the defense team. Guideline 10.4 discusses in greater detail
the division of this responsibility among the attorneys on the team. The Responsible Agency should,
however, be prepared to provide assistance in fmding qualified individuals to fill these roles.
102 See infra Guideline 10.7 and accompanying commentary.
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B. The Mitigation Specialist
A mitigation specialist is also an indispensable member of the
defense team throughout all capital proceedings. Mitigation specialists
possess clinical and information-gathering skills and training that most
lawyers simply do not have. 103 They have the time and the ability to
elicit sensitive, embarrassing and often hwniliating evidence (e.g.,
family sexual abuse) that the defendant may have never disclosed. They
have the clinical skills to recognize such things as congenital, mental or
neurological conditions, to understand how these conditions may have
affected the defendant's development and behavior, and to identify the
most appropriate experts to examine the defendant or testify on his
behalf. Moreover, they may be critical to assuring that the client obtains
therapeutic services that render him cognitively and emotionally
competent to make sound decisions concerning his case.
Perhaps most critically, having a qualified mitigation specialist
assigned to every capital case as an integral part of the defense team
insures that the presentation to be made atthe penalty phase is integrated
into the overall preparation of the case rather than being hurriedly
thrown together by defense counsel still iii shock at the guilty verdict. 104
The mitigation specialist compiles a comprehensive and welldocumented psycho-social history of the client based on an exhaustive
investigation; analyzes the significance of the information in terms of
impact on development, including effect on personality and behavior;
fmds mitigating themes in the client's life history; identifies the need for
expert assistance; assists in locating appropriate experts; provides social
history information to experts to enable them to conduct competent and
reliable evaluations; and works with the defense team and experts to
develop a comprehensive and cohesive case in mitigation. 105
103. See Dwight H. Sullivan et al., Raising the Bar: Mitigation Specialists in Military Capital
Litigation, 12 GEO. MASON U. 9v. RTS. L.J. 199, 206-11 (2002).
104. See Vivian Berger, The Chiropractor as Brain Surgeon: Defense Lawyering in Capital
Cases, 18 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 245,250 (1991) (noting that many attorneys make no
preparation~ whatsoever for the sentencing phase; because they believe that a lawyer should try to
win rather than plan to lose, they "are devastated when the client is convicted and afterward juat
throw in the towcl'1; infra Guideline 10.10.1 and accompanying commentary; text accompanying
notes 273-76; see also Head v. Thomason, 578 S.E.2d 426, 430 (Ga. 2003) (fmding in state postconviction proceeding that trial counsel were ineffective at penalty phase; due to their
unwarrantcdly optimistic belief that the sentencer would not impose death, they were less diligent
than they should have been in obtaining mitigation evidence, and failed ''to make usc of the
mitigating evidence and the experts they had'1.
105. See generally Russell Stetler, Why Capital Cases Require Mitigation Specialists, at
http://www.nlada.org/DMS/Documcnts/998934720.005/Why"lo20Capitai%20Cascs%20Rcquire%2
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The mitigation specialist often plays an important role as well in
maintaining close contact with the client and his family while the case is
pending. The rapport developed in this process can be the key to
persuading a client to accept a plea to a sentence less than death. 106
For all of these reasons the use of mitigation specialists has become
"part of the existing 'standard of care'" in capital cases, ensuring "high
quality investigation and preparation of the penalty phase." 107
Counsel Not Compensated by Public Funds
Finally, in the relatively rare case in which a capital defendant
retains counsel, jurisdictions must ensure that the defendant has access
to necessary investigative and expert. services if the defendant cannot
afford them.
Inability to afford counsel necessarily means that a defendant is unable
to afford essential supporting services, such as investigative assistance
and expert witnesses. The converse does not follow, however. Just
because a defendant is able to afford retained counsel does not mean
that sufficient finances are available for essential services ....
[S)upporting services [should] be made available to the clients of
retained counsel who are unable to afford the required assistance. 108

Of course, the same observations apply where counsel is serving
pro bono or, although originally retained, has simply run out of money.

0Mitigation%20Spccialists.doc (last visited July 26, 2003) (discussing the role and required skills of
the mitigation specialist); TEXAS DEFENDER SERVICE CAPITAL TRIAL PROIECf, DEATH PENALTY
MITIGATION MANUAL FOR TRIAL ATTORNEYS ch. 2 (2001) (''The Mitigation Specialist and the
Team Approach") [hereinafter TEXAS DEATH PENALTY MITIGATION MANUAL].
106. See infra text accompanying note 178.
107. See Federal Death Penalty Cases, supra note 91. Numerous death penalty jurisdictions,
by sl.ltc sl.ltute, court rule, or case law, routinely authorize the payment of funds for mitigation
experts pursuant to defense motion. See, e.g., GA. CODE ANN. § 17-12·90 to 97 ( 1997); 72S ILL.
COMP. STAT. 124/IO(c) (West 2002); KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 31.110(1Xb) (Michie 2002); S.C.
CODE ANN. § 16-3-26(CX1) (Law Co-op. 2001); TENN. CODE. ANN. § 40-14-207(b) (1997); TENN.
S. Cr. R. 13 § 5; State v. Bailey, 424 S.E.2d 503, 507 (S.C. 1992) (interpreting § 16-3-26(CX I) as
applied to capital cases, sl.lting that "in today's capiLli triaL the defendant is entitled to produce
evidence concerning his childhood and family background in mitigation of his criminal conduct, so
that the jury may impose life imprisonment as an alternative to the death sentence. In preparing this
evidence, the attorney must employ investigators in the course of thoroughly researching the
defendant's entire life"). In federal capiLli trials, mitigation experts arc routinely appointed and
compensated under 21 U.S.C. § 848(q) (2000).
108. ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE SERVICES Standard 5-1.4
cmt. (3d cd. 1992); see also Edward C. Monahan &. James J. Clark, Funds for Resources for
indigent Defendants Represented by Retained Counsel, THE CHAMPION, Dec. 1996, at 16.
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GUIDELINE 5.1-0UALIFICATIONS OF DEFENSE COUNSEL
A.

The Responsible Agency should develop ~md publish
qualification standards for defense counsel in capital
cases. These standards should be construed and
applied in such a way as to further the overriding
goal of providing each client with high quality legal
rep rcsentation.

B.

In formulating qualification standards, the
Responsible Agency should insure:
1. That every attorney representing a capital
defendant has:
a. obtained a license or permission to practice in
the jurisdiction;
b. demonstrated a commitment to providing
zealous advocacy and high quality legal
representation in the defense of capital cases;
and
c. satisfied the training requirements set forth in
Guideline 8.1. ·
2. That the pool of defense attorneys as a whole is
such that each capital defendant within the
jurisdiction receives high quality legal
representation. Accordingly, the qualification
standards should insure that the pool includes
sufficient numbers of attorneys who have
demonstrated:
a. substantial knowledge and understanding of
the relevant state, federal and international
law, both procedural and substantive,
governing capital cases;
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b. sl<ill in the management and conduct of
complex negotiations and litigation;
c. sldll in legal research, analysis, and the
drafting of litigation documents;
d. skill in oral advocacy;
e. sldll in the use of expert witnesses and
familiarity with common areas of forensic
investigation, including fingerprints, ballistics,
forensic pathology, and DNA evidence;
f. skill in the investigation, preparation, and
presentation of evidence bearing upon mental
status;
g.. skill in the investigation, preparation, and
presentation of mitigating evidence; and
h. skill in the elements of trial advocacy, such as
jury selection, cross-examination of witnesses,
and opening and closing statements.
History of Guideline

This Guideline has been substantially reorganized for this edition.
In the original edition, it emphasized quantitative measures of attorney
experience-such as years of litigation experience and number of jury
trials-as the basis for qualifYing counsel to undertake representation in
death penalty cases. In this revised edition, the inquiry focuses on
counsel's ability to provide high quality legal representation.
Related Standards

ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE
SERVICES Standard 5-2.2 (3d ed. 1992) (''Eligibility to Serve").
NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS &
GOALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE COURTS Standard 13.15
(1973) ("Providing Assigned Counsel").
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NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline 1.2
(1995) ("Education, Training, and Experience of Defense Counsel").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, GUIDELINES FOR
NEGOTIATING AND AWARDING GoVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS FOR
CRIMINAL DEFENSE SERVICES, Guideline II-3 (1984) ("Duties").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 2.9 (1989)
("Standards for Perforntance of Counsel").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF AS1;IGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 4.l(b)
(1989) (''Establishment and General Operation of Assigned Counsel
Roster").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 4.1.1
(1989) (''Qualifications of Attorneys;').
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL
DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES, Guideline 2.15 (1976)
(''Establishing the Assigned Counsel Panel").
Commentary

Under Guideline 3.1, it is the duty of the Responsible Agency to
provide capital defendants· with attorneys who will give them high
quality legal representation. This Guideline amplifies that duty. It is
designed to be outcome-focused and to leave the Responsible Agency
maximum flexibility. The Guideline sets forth the necessary
qualifications for all attorneys (Subsection B(l)), and also requires that
"the pool of defense attorneys as a whole is such that each capital
defendant within the jurisdiction receives high quality legal
representation." (Subsection B(2)). The qualification standards set by the
Responsible Agency must be such as to bring about this result. This
functional approach is new to this edition.
As described in the commentary to. Guideline 1. I, the abilities that
death penalty defense counsel must. possess in order to provide high
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quality legal representation differ from those required in any other area
of law. Accordingly, quantitative measures of experience are not a
sufficient basis to detennine an attorney's qualifications for the task. An
attorney with substantial prior experience in the representation of death
penalty cases, but whose past perfonnance does not represent the level
of proficiency or commitment necessary for the adequate representation
of a client in a capital case, should not be placed on the appointment
109
roster.
There are also attorneys who do not possess substantial prior
experience yet who will provide high quality legal representation in
110
death penalty cases. Such attorneys may have specialized training and
experience in the field (e.g., as law professors), may previously have
been prosecutors, or may have had substantial experience in civil
practice. 111 These attorneys should receive appointments if the
Responsible Agency is satisfied that the client will be provided with
high quality legal representation by the defense team as a whole.
In order to make maximum use of the available resources in the
legal community overall, the. Responsible Agency needs to devise
qualification standards that build upon the contribution that each lawyer
can make to the defense team, while ensuring that the team is of such a
size and aggregate level of experience as to be able to function
effectively.

109. See Bright, supra note 29, at 1871 n.209 (''Standards for the appointment of counsel,
which arc defined in terms of number of years in practice and number of trials, do very little to
improve the quality of representation since many of the worst lawyers arc those who have long
taken criminal appointments and would meet the qualifications.").
110. Because, as the second sentence of Subsection A emphasizes, the overriding goal is to
provide high quality legal representation to the client in the individual case, it may also be
appropriate for the appointing authority to certify an attorney for a limited purpose, such as to
represent a particular client with whom he or she has a special relationship.
Ill. Superior post-conviction death penalty defense representation has often been provided by
members of the private bar who did not have prior experience in the field but who did have a
commitment to excellence. See, e.g., Kelly Choi, Against All Odds, AM. LAW., Dec. 2000, at 98;
Death-Row Rescue, STAR TRJB., Jan. S, 2001, at 18A.
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GUIDELINE 6.1-WORKLOAD
The Responsible Agency should implement effectual mechanisms
ensure that the worldoad of attorneys representing defendants
death penalty cases is maintained at a level that enables counsel
provide each client with high quality legal representation
accordance with these Guidelines.

to
in
to
in

History of Guideline

The original edition of this Guideline stated that "attorneys
accepting appointments pursuant to these Guidelines . . . should not
accept appointment" if their workload would interfere with the provision
of "quality representation or lead to the breach of professional
obligations."
Although that admonition has been retained in Guideline 10.3, this
Guideline, which in accordance with Guideline 1.1 applies to all defense
counsel (not just appointed members of the private bar), has been added
to make clear that it is the responsibility of the jurisdiction creating the
system to establish mechanisms for controlling attorney workloads.
Related Standards

ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE
SERVICES Standard 5-5.3 (3d ed. 1992) C'Workload").
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FUNCTIONS·
Standard 4-1.3 C'Delays; Punctuality; Workload") in ABA STANDARDS
FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FUNCTION AND DEFENSE
FUNCTION (3d ed. 1993).
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER AsS'N, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL
DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES, Guideline 5.1 (1976)
C'Establishing Maximum Pending Workload Levels for Individual
Attorneys").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL
DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES, Guideline 5.2 (1976)
(''Statistics and Record-keeping").
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NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL
DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES, Guideline 5.3 (1976)
("Elimination of Excessive Case loads").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR
NEGOTIATING AND AWARDING GoVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS FOR
CRIMINAL DEFENSE SERVICES, Guideline III-12 (1984) ("Case and
Work-Overload").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 4.1(c)
(1989) ("Establishment and General Operation of Assigned Counsel
Roster").
·
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 4.1.2
(1989) ("Workload of Attorneys").
NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS &
GoALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE COURTS Standard 13.12
(1973) (''Workload of Public Defenders").
ABA, THE TEN PRINCIPLES OF A PUBLIC DEFENSE DELIVERY
SYSTEM, Principle 5 (2002) (''Defense Counsel's Workload Is
Controlled to Permit the Rendering of Quality Representation").
Commentary
In order to achieve the goal of providing capital defendants with
high quality legal representation, the case loads of their attorneys must be
such as to permit the investment of the extraordinary time and effort
necessary to ensure effective and zealous representation in a capital case.
As the commentary to the ABA Defense Services Standards notes:
One of the most significant impediments to the furnishing of quality
defense services for the poor is the presence of excessive
workloads ....
All too often in defender organizations(,] ... attorneys are asked to
provide representation in too many cases .... Unfortunately, not even
the most able and industrious lawyers can provide quality
representation when their workloads are unmanageable. Excessive
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workloads, moreover, lead to attorney frustration, disillusionment by
112
clients, and weakening of the adversary system.

A numerical set of caseload standards, standing alone, would not
ensure high quality legal representation. While national caseload
standards should in no event be exceeded. the concept of "workload"
(i.e., casdoad adjusted by factors such as case complexity, support
services, and an attorney's non-representational duties) is a more
accurate measurement of counsel's ability to provide quality
representation. In assessing counsel's workload, the Responsible Agency
must also consider whether counsel has adequate access to essential
support staff such as investigators, mitigation specialists, paralegals, and
legal secretaries. Cow1sel's workload, including legal cases and other
work, should never be so large as to interfere with the rendering of
quality representation or lead to the breach of ethical obligations, and
counsel is obligated to decline to undertake additional cases above such
levels. 113
In accordance with these principles, the Responsible Agency should
assess the workload of eligible attorneys prior to appointment to ensure
that counsel will be able to provide high quality legal representation. To
assist in assessing workloads, some defender offices have established
workload guidelines that are useful in determining whether the workload
of a particular attorney is excessive. These guidelines may be consulted
114
as one measure of appropriate workloads.
Studies have consistently found that defending capital cases
requires vastly more time and effort by counsel than noncapital matters.
For example, one study found that over the entire course of a case,

112. ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE SERVICES Standard 55.3 cmt. (3d ed. 1992); see also MODEL CODE OF PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY EC 2-30 (1997); MODEL
RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT Rule 1.3 cmt. 2 (2002) ("A lawyer's work load must be controlled so
that each malter can be handled competently."); Taylor-Thompson, supra note 37, at 1509 (''If a
defense delivery system does not at once identify and impose limits on the number of cases for
which an individual lawyer will be responsible, case pressures will inevitably overwhelm the lawyer
and compromise the representation.").
·
113. See infra Guideline 10.3 and accompanying commentary.
114. See NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL DEFENSE SYSTEMS
IN THE UNITED STATES, Guidelines 4.1, 5.1-5.3 (1976); NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON CRIMINAL
JUSTICE STANDARDS & GoALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE COURTS Standard 13.12
(1973). TI1esc standards all acknowledge the need to determine acceptable workloads, and all
acknowledge within the standards themselves or in commentary the myriad facton that must be
considered in weighing workload. Only the National Advisory Commission sets forth suggested
numerical ma.-cimums for caseloads; those numben are provided with the caveat "that particular
local conditions-such as traveltime-may mean !hat lower limits arc essential." /d. The National
Advisory Commission standard does not address death penalty workloads.
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defense attorneys in federal capital cases bill for over twelve times as
115
In terms of actual
many hours as in noncapital homicide cases.
nwnbers of hours invested in the defense of capital cases, recent studies
indicate that severo! thousand hours are typically required to provide
appropriate representation. For example, an in-depth examination of
federal capital trials from 1990 to 1997 conducted on behalf of the
Judicial Conference of the United States found that the total attorney
hours per representation in capital cases that actually proceeded to trial
116
averaged 1,889.
Workloads for lawyers handling direct appeals should also be
maintained at levels that are consistent with providing high quality legal
representation. Like the responsibilities of counsel at trial, appellate
work in a capital case is time-consuming and difficult. A capital trial
record, which appellate cowisel must review in full and with care,
typically runs to thousands or even tens of thousands of pages-even
before, pursuant to Guideline 10.7(B)(2), counsel investigates the
possibility that the record may be incomplete. Once appellate counsel
has reviewed the record, he or she must conduct especially wide-ranging
legal research, canvassing both state and federal judicial opinions, before
drafting the opening brief. Given the gravity of the punishment, the
unsettled state of the law, and the insistence of the courts on rigorous
default rules, if is incumbent upon appellate counsel to raise every
potential ground of error that might result in a reversal of the defendant's
conviction or punishment. 117 Further, counsel must aggressively examine
the government's brief and research its legal assertions in order to
prepare an adequate reply. Preparing for and presenting oral argument
requires counsel to invest still more hours .. In California, where the
Office of the State Public Defender handled capital appeals in the
California Supreme Court, a 1989 study concluded that attorneys'
responsibilities should be limited to two to three such proceedings per
year.l18

liS. See Federal Death Penalty Cases, supra note 91.
116. See id. This figun: was only for the number of hours expended through the end of trial
court proceedings, and did not include any post-conviction representation.
117. See supra text accompanying notes 42-44. Moreover, counsel must continue to investigate
the facts. See infra Guideline 10.7 (A); see also Orazio v. Dugger, 876 F.2d 1S08, IS 13 (11th Cir.
1989) (holding appellate counsel ineffective because "[h]e did not n:view fully the trial court file or
talk with petitioner or trial counsel," and hence was unaware of a trial court ruling that should have
been appealed).
118. See NAT'L CTR. FOR STATE COURTS & THE SPANGENBERG GROUP, WORKLOAD AND
PRODUCTIVITY STANDARDS:

(1989).

A REPORT TO THE OFFICE OF THE STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 86-89
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Similarly, the workloads of counsel handling collateral proceedings
must be carefully limited to allow for high quality legal representation.
A 1998 survey of the time and expenses required in Florida capital postconviction cases concluded that:
[T]he most experienced and qualified lawyers at Florida's postconviction defender office, the Office · of Capital Collateral
Representation[,] have estimated that, on average, over 3,300 lawyer
hours are required to take a posi-conviction death penalty case from
the denial of certiorari by. the United States Supreme Court following
direct appeal to the denial of certiorari [from state post-conviction
proceedings.] 119

It is the duty of the Responsible Agency to distribute assigrunents
in light of each attomey 's duty W1der the Rules of Professional Conduct
to "provide competent representation to a client," 120 which requires the
legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation necessary for a
complex and specialized area of the law. 121 Thus, the Responsible
Agency must monitor private counsel inaccordance with Guideline 7.1,
and provide. them with additional assistance as necessary. And the
Independent Authority must monitor the defender organizations of the
jurisdiction and stand ready to .supplement their resources with those of
the private bar.
Regardless of the context, no system that involves burdening
attorneys with more cases than they can reasonably handle can provide
high quality legal representation. In the capital context, no such system
is acceptable.

119.

THE

SPANGENBERG GROUP,

AMENDED TIME

& EXPENSE ANALYSIS OF PoST·

CONVICTION CAPITAL CASES IN FLORIDA 16 (1998).
MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.1 (2002).
See id. cmt. I; see also ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FuNCTION
Standard 4-1.2(d), in ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FuNCTION AND
DEFENSE FUNCTION (3d cd. 1993); NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER AsS'N, PERFORMANCE
120.
121.

GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION 1.3(a) (1995).
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GUIDELINE 8.1-TRAINING
A.

The Legal Representation Plan should provide funds
for the effective training, professional development,
and continuing education of all members of the
·
defense team.

B.

Attorneys seel<ing to qualify to receive appointments
should be required to satisfactorily complete a
comprehensive training program, approved by the
Responsible Agency, in the defense of capital cases.
Such a program should include, but not be limited
to, presentations and training in the following areas:
1. relevant state, federal,

~d

international law;

2. pleading and motion practice;
3. pretrial investigation, preparation, and theory
development regarding guilt/innocence and
penalty;
·
4. jury selection;
5. trial preparation and presentation, including the
use of experts;
6. ethical considerations particular to capital
defense representation;
7. preservation of the record and of issues for postconviction review;
8. counsel's relationship with the client and his
family;
9. post-conviction litigation in state and federal
courts;
10. the presentation and rebuttal of scientific
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evidence, and developments in mental health
fields and other relevant areas of forensic and
biological science;
11. the unique issues relating to the defense of those
charged with committing capital offenses when
under the age of 18.
C.

Attorneys seeking to remain on the roster or
appointment roster should be required to attend and
successfully complete, at least once every two years, a
specialized training program approved by the
Responsible Agency that focuses on the defense of
death penalty cases.

D.

The Legal Representation Plan should insure that all
non-attorneys wishing to be eligible to participate on
defense teams receive continuing professional
education appropriate to their areas of expertise.

History of Guideline
The importance of training was addressed in Guideline 9.1 of the
original version of the Guidelines for lawyers seeking to receive
appointments in capital cases. Subsections A and D have been added to
this revised edition to emphasize that the Legal Representation Plan
must provide for specialized training of all members of the defense team
involved in the representation of capital defendants. Subsections B and
C are based on the original edition of the Guideline. This revised edition
of the Guideline has been amended to emphasize that qualified training
progran1s must be "comprehensive" in scope. Thus the eleven areas of
training set forth in Subsection B are new and are intended to indicate
the broad range of topics that must be covered in order for an initial
training progran1 to iueet minimum requirements. The requirement of
participation in a continuing legal education program every two years is
also a minimum; many capital defense counsel have discovered that they
must attend training programs more frequently in order to provide
effective legal representation.
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Related Standards
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMfNAL JUSTICE: PROVIDING DEFENSE
SERVICES Standard 5-1.5 (3d ed. 1992) ("Training and Professional
Development").
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMfNAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION
FUNCTION Standard 3-2.6 (3d ed. 1993) ("Training Programs"), in ABA
STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FUNCTION AND
DEFENSE FUNCTION (3d ed. 1993).
NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS &
GoALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE COURTS Standard 13.15
(1973) ("Providing Assigned Counsel").
NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS &
GoALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE COURTS Standard 13.16
(1973) ("Training and Education of Defenders").
NAT'L CONF. OF COMM'RS ON UNIF. STATE LAWS, MODEL PUBLIC
DEFENDER ACT, Section 10 (1970) ("Office of Defender General").
NAT'L LEGAL AID AND DEFENDER ASS'N, DEFENDER TRAINING
AND DEVELOPMENT Standards (1997).
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N; · GUIDELINES FOR
NEGOTIATfNG AND AWARDfNG GoVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS FOR
DEFENSE
SERVICES
Guideline
III-17
(1984)
("Professional
Development").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL
DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES, Guideline 5.7 (1976)
("Training Staff Attorneys in a Defender System").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELfNES FOR LEGAL
DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES, Guideline 5.8 (1976)
("Training Assigned Counsel").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMfNISTRA TION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 4.2 (1989)
("Orientation").
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NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 4.3 .I
(1989) ("Entry-Level Training").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 4.3.2
( 1989) ("In-Service Training").
ABA, THE TEN PRINCIPLES OF A PUBLIC DEFENSE DELIVERY
SYSTEM, Principle 9 (2002) ('"Defense Counsel Is Provided with and
Required to Attend Continuing Legal Education").
Commentary

As indicated in the commentary to Guideline 1.1, providing high
quality legal representation in capital cases requires unique ·skills.
Accordingly, the standard of practice requires that counsel have received
comprehensive specialized training before being considered qualified to
undertake representation in a death penalty case. 129 Such training is not
to be confined to instruction in the substantive law and procedure
applicable to legal representation of capital defendants, but must extend
to related substantive areas of mitigation and forensic science. In
addition, comprehensive training programs must include practical
instruction in advocacy skills, as well as presentations by experienced
practitioners.
Once an attorney has been deemed qualified to accept appointments
in capital cases, the standard of practice requires coun~el to regularly
receive fonnal training in order to., keep abreast of the field. 130
Continuing legal education, which is required by many state bars as a
matter of course for all attorneys, is critically important to capital
129. See, e.g., New York Capital Defender Office, Minimum Standards for Lead Counsel and
. Associate Counsel in Capital Cases, available at http://www.nycdo.org/3.5b/3.5b-std.html (requiring
that applicants submit "a description of specialized criminal defense training programs regularly
attended, such as the NIT A, the National Criminal Defense College, or bar association criminal
practice programs" and specifying that '1a]n attorney shall not be eligible to be appointed as lead
counsel or associate counsel in a capital case unless the Capital Defender Office shall certify that
the attorney satisfactorily has completed a basic capital training program prescribed by the Capital
Defender Office" or qualifies for an Interim Certification because she is otherwise qualified and is
"in active pursuit of such training").
130. Aa one authority has noted, capital defense counsel ~ust exhibit "constant vigilance in
keeping abreast of new developments in a volatile and highly nuanced area of the law." Vick, supra
note 4, at 3.58; see aLso Taylor-Thompson, supra note 37, at 1.510.
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defense attomeys. As the commentary to Guideline 1.1 indicates, tl1ey
must not only have mastery of current developments in law, forensics,
and related areas, but also be able to anticipate future ones. 131
In recognition of the central role that ongoing training plays in the
provision of effective capital defense representation, a number of
professional organizations, including the National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers, the National Legal Aid and Defender
Association, the Habeas Assistance Project, the NAACP Legal Defense
and Education Fw1d, Inc., t11e office of the Kentucky Public Advocate,
and the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, have regularly
devoted significant efforts to providing educational programs of tile
quality contemplated by t11is Guideline.
Many such organizations also provide resources, such as
newsletters, tilat counsel should utilize to learn of new developments and
to benefit from tile collective wisdom and experience of tile capital
defense bar.

13 I. See supra text accompanying note 28.
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GUIDELINE 10.2-APPLICABILITY OF PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS
Counsel should provide high quality legal representation in
accordance with these Guidelines for so long as the jurisdiction is
legally entitled to seck the death t>cnalty.

History of Guideline

This Guideline is based on Guideline 11.3 of the original edition
and has been revised for consistency with Guideline 1.1.
Related Standards

NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS &
GoALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE COURTS Standard 13.1
(1973) ("Availability of Publicly Financed Representation in Criminal
Cases").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 2.5 (1989)
("Early Representation").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 2.6 (1989)
("Duration and Continuity of Representation").
ABA, THE TEN PRINCIPLES OF A PUBLIC DEFENSE DELIVERY
SYSTEM, Principle 3 (2002) ("Clients Are Screened for Eligibility, and
Defense Counsel Is Assigned and Notified of Appointment, as Soon as
Feasible After Clients' Arrest, Detention, or Request for Counsel")
(footnote omitted).
Commentary

The Supreme Court has stated that the "existence [of a death
penalty statute] on the statute books provide[s] fair warning as to the
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degree of culpability which the State ascribe[s] to the act of murder." 160
In accordance with Guideline 1.1 (B). once a client is detained Wlder
circumstances in which the death penalty is legally possible, counsel
should proceed as if it will be sought. 161
As described supra in the text accompanying footnotes 13-17, early
investigation to detennine weaknesses in the State's case and uncover
mitigating evidence is a necessity, and should not be put off in the hope
that the death penalty will not be requested, or that the request will be
dropped at a later point.·
Moreover, early investigation may uncover mitigating
circumstances or other infom1ation that will convince the prosecutor to
forego pursuit of a death sentence. 162
Jurisdictions vary in whether the defense must be fonnally notified
as to whether the prosecution will seek the death penalty .163 If required
160. Dobbert v. Florida, 432 U.S. 282, 297 (1977).
161. In a number of cases, courts have found no bar to the prosecution pursuing a death
sentence, despite bel3ted notice to the defense. See, e.g., State v. Lee, 917 P.2d 692, 698-99 (Ariz.
1996) (affuming death sentence where state filed its written notice eighty-seven days late under
state law, because defendant had actual notice that State intended to pursue death penalty); People v.
DisL Court, Gilpin County, 825 P.2d 1000, 1002-03 (Colo. 1992) (concluding defendant received
adequate notice of intent to seek death penalty where prosecution never stated death penalty would
not be sought and notice was filed forty-one days before trial, even though discovery had been
completed and date for filing pretrial motions had passed).
162. See, e.g., State v. Pirtle, 904 P.2d 245, 254 (Wash. 1995) (noting that under state law,
"[b ]efore the death penalty can be sought, there must be 'reason to believe that there are not
sufficient mitigating circumstances to merit leniency"') (quoting State v. Campbell, 691 P.2d 929,
942 (Wash. 1984)); U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS' MANUAL § 9-10.030
(2001) (hereinafter UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS' MANUAL) ("In any case in which a United States
Attorney's Office is considering whether to request approval to seek the death penalty, the United
States Attorney shall give counsel for the defendant a reasonable opportunity to present any facts,
including any mitigating factors, to the United States Attorney for consideration."). "Input from the
defendant as to mitigating factors is nonnally desirable, because the subjective factors arc better
known to the defendant" State v. Pirtle, 904 ·P.2d at 254 (citation omitted); see also infra text
accompanying notes 244-45.
163 Some jurisdictions require the defense be provided fonnal notice of the govcrruncnt's
intent to seek the death penalty well before the guilt/innocence phase. See, e.g., ARIZ. R. CRJM. P.
15.l(g)( I) (requiring a prosecutor to provide the defendant notice of intent to seek the death penalty
"no later than 60 days after the arraignment in superior court''); Mo. CODE ANN., CRIM. LAW§ 2202(a) (2002) (providing that:
A defendant found guilty of murder in the first degree may be sentenced to death only if:
(I) At least 30 days before tria~ the State gave written notice to the defendant of: (i) The
State's intention to seck a sentence of death; and (ii) Each aggravating circumstance on
which the State intends to rely);
NEV. SUP. CT. R. 250(4Xc) ("No later than 30 days after the filing of an information or indictment,
the state must me in the district court a notice of intent to seck the death penalty. The notice must
allege all aggravating circumstances which the state intends to prove and allege with specificity the
facts on which the state will rely to prove each aggravating circumstance.''); N.Y. CRJM. PROC.
LAW§ 250.40(1)-(2) (McKinney 2002) (stating that:
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notice has not been given, cow1sel is under no duty to invite a death
penalty prosecution. While preparing for a capital case when notice has
not been given, cow1sel should also prepare to challenge any prosecution
efforts that should be barred for failure to give notice. 164
Counsel must continue to treat the case as capital "until the
imposition of the death penalty is no longer a legal possibility." 165

A sentence of death may not be imposed upon a defendant convicted of murder in the
first degree unless ... the people file with the court and serve upon the defendant a
notice of intent to seek the death penalty ... within one hundred twenty days of the
defendant's arraignment upon an indictment charging the defendant with murder.);
WASH. REv. CODE ANN. § 10.95.040(2)-(3) (West 2002) (stating the state is precluded from
seeking the death penalty unless written notice is served on the defendant or counsel ''within thirty
days after the defendant's arraignment upon the charge of aggravated IlfSt degree murder unless the
court, for good cause shown, extends or reopens the period for filing and service of the notice");
UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS' MANUAL, supra note 162, § 9-10.030 ("If the United States Attorney
decides to requc~t approval to seek the death penalty, the United States Attorney's Office should
inform counsel for the defendant.").
Other jurisdictions do not require notice. See, e.g., Dist. Court, Gilpin County, 82S P.2d at
1002 (''There is no Colorado statute requiring the prosecutor to give notice of intent to seck the
death penalty."); Sireci v. State, 399 So. 2d. 964, 970 (Fla. 1981) ("When one is charged with
murder.. in the firSt degree, he is well aware of the fact that it is a capital felony punishable by a
maximum sentence of death."); Williams v. State, 445 So. 2d 798, 804 (Miss. 1984) ("Aitytirric an
individual is charged with murder, he is put on notice that the death penalty may result."). In
jurisdictions where the prosecutor is not statutorily required to give notice of the intent to seck the
death penalty, due process nonetheless requires that the defendant have adequate notice. See
Lankford v. Idaho, 500 U.S. 110, 119-22 (1991) (holding due process was violated where the trial
court imposed a death sentence aflcr the prosecution stated it would not recommend a death
sentence and the trial judge was silent following the state's decision).
164. See, e.g., Holmberg v. De Leon, 938 P.2d I IJO, I 11 I (Ariz. 1997) (granting defense
motion to strike State's notice of intent to seek death penalty on ground that it violated state court
rule requiring notice within 30 days of arraignment); State v. Second Judicial Dist Court, II P.3d
1209, 121 I, 1215 (Nev. 2000) (concluding trial court acted within its discretion in denying
prosecution motion for leave to file untimely notice of intent to seck death penalty; defense opposed
motion). Counsel should be mindful of the possibility that it may be appropriate to pursue the
challenge through some collateral proceeding (e.g, application for a writ of prohibition). See infra
text accompanying note 230.
165. History of Guideline 1.1, supra.
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GUIDELINE 10.4-THE DEFENSE TEAM
A.

When it is responsible for designating counsel to
defend a capital case, the Responsible Agency should
designate a lead counsel and one or more associate
counsel. The Responsible Agency should ordinarily
solicit the views of lead counsel before designating
associate counsel.

B.

Lead counsel bears overall responsibility for the
performance of the defense team, and should
allocate, direct, and supervise its worl< in accordance
with these Guidelines and professional standards.
1. Subject to the foregoing, lead counsel may

delegate to other members of the defense team
duties imposed by these Guidelines, unless:

a. The Guideline specifically imposes the duty on
"lead counsel," or
b. The Guideline specifically imposes the duty on
"all counsel" or "all members of the defense
team."
C.

As soon as possible after designation, lead counsel
should assemble a defense team by:
1. Consulting with the Responsible Agency
_regarding the number and identity of the
associate counsel;
2. ·Subject to standards of the Responsible Agency
that are in accord with these Guidelines and in
consultation with associate counsel to the extent
practicable, selecting and making any
appropriate contractual agreements with nonattorney team members in such a way that the
team includes:
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a. at least one mitigation specialist
investigator;

~md

one fact

b. at least one member qualified by training and
experience to screen individuals for the
presence of mental or psychological disorders
or impairments; and
c. any other members needed to provide high
quality legal representation.
D.

Counsel at all stages should demand on behalf of the
client all resources necessary to provide high quality
legal representation. If such resources are denied,
counsel should make an adequate record to preserve
the issue for further review .

. History of Guideline

This Guideline is new. It supplements Guideline 4.1.
Related Standards

ABA CRIMINAL JUSTICE MENTAL HEALTH STANDARDS Standard
7-1.1 (1986) (''Roles of Mental Health and Mental Retardation
Professionals in the Criminal Process").
ABA CRIMINAL JUSTICE MENTAL HEALTH STANDARDS Standard
7-5.7 (1986) ("Evaluation and Adjudication of Competence to Be
Executed; Stay of Execution; Restoration of Competence").
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION
FUNCTION Standard 3-2.4 (''Special Assistants, Investigative Resources,
Experts") in ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION
FUNCTION AND DEFENSE FUNCTION (3d ed. 1993).
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FUNCTION
Standard 4-4.1 ("Duty to Investigate") in ABA STANDARDS FOR
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FuNCTION AND DEFENSE FUNCTION
(3d ed. 1993).
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NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline 4.1
(1995) ("Investigation").
NAT'L ADVISORY COMM',N ONCRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS &
GoALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE COURTS, Standard 13.14
(1973) ("Supporting Personnel and Facilities").
NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS &
GoALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE COURTS Standard 13.15
(1973) ("Providing Assigned Counsel").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, GUIDELINES FOR
NEGOTIATING AND AWARDING GoVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS FOR
CRIMINAL DEFENSE SERVICES, Guideline III-8 (1984) ("Support Staff
and Forensic Experts").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR
NEGOTIATING & AWARDING GOVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS FOR
CRIMINAL DEFENSE SERVICES, Guideline III-9 (1984) ("Investigators").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR
NEGOTIATING & AWARDING GOVERNMENTAL CONTRACTS FOR
CRIMINAL
DEFENSE
SERVICES,
Guideline
III-10
(1984)
('' Co111pensation").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL
DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES, Guideline 3.1 (1976)
(''Assigned Counsel Fees and Supporting Services").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL
DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES, Guideline 3.4 (1976)
(''Nonpersonnel Needs in Defender Offices").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, STANDARDS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL SYSTEMS Standard 4.6 (1989)
("Support Services").
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NAT'L CONF. OF COMM'RS ON UNIF. STATE LAWS, Model Public
Defender Act, Section 2 (1970) ("Right to Representation, Services, and
Facilities").
NAT'L CONF. OF COMM'RS ON UNIF. STATE LAWS, Model Public
Defender Act, Section 12 (1970) ("Personnel and Facilities").

Commentary
As reflected in Guideline 4.1 and the accompanying commentary,
the provision of high quality legal representation in capital cases requires
a team approach that combines the different skills, experience, and
perspectives of several disciplines. 168 The team approach enhances the
quality of representation by expanding the knowledge base available to
prepare and present the case, increases efficiency by allowing attorneys
to delegate many time-consuming tasks to skilled assistants and focus on
the legal issues in the case, 169 improves the relationship with the client
and his family by providing more avenues of communication, and
provides more support to individual team members. 170
This Guideline contemplates that the Responsible Agency will
ordinarily 171 begin by designating lead counsel for a particular case and
then, in consultation with that counsel, designate one or more associate
counsel. 172 As described in Subsection B, the role of lead counsel is to
direct the work of the defense team in such a way that, overall, it
provides high quality legal representation in accordance with these
Guidelines and professional standards. Accordingly, lead counsel is free
168. See TEXAS DEATH PENALTY MITIGATION MANUAL, supra note 105.
169. See Mlhoneyv. Pataki, 772 N.E.2d 1118, 1123 (N.Y. 2002).
170. See TEXAS DEATH PENALTY MITIGATION MANUAL, supra note 105.
171. This tcnn is meant to accommodate the variety of exigent circumstances under which the
provision of high quality legal representation might require a different procedure. For example, the
client may be so situated that the professionally responsible course is to have a relatively junior
attorney deal with the immediate situation, designating lead counsel subsequently. Alternatively, the.
client might insist on having a particular retained or pro bono attorney involved in the
representation.
172 Cf N.Y. Juo. LAW§ 35-b(2) (McKinney 2002) ("With respect to counsel at trial and at a
separate sentencing proceeding, the court shall appoint two attorneys, one to be designated 'lead'
counsel and the other to be designated 'associate' counsel."); CAL. R. Cr. R. 4.117(c)(l) (effective
Jan. 1, 2003) ("If the court appoints more than one attorney, one must be designated lead counsel
... and at least one other must be designated associate counsel ... ,"). Becawe the Responsible
Agency has a continuing duty to monitor the performance of the defense team to insure that it is
providing high quality legal representation at every stage of the case, see supra Guideline 7 .1, the
Responsible Agency may appropriately change these designations to reflect developments in the
case (e.g, it moves to a new post-conviction stage, or lead counsel becomes ill).
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to allocate the duties imposed by these Guidelines to appropriate
members of the defense team, with two exceptions: (I) duties (such as
the one contained in Subsection (C)) that are specifically imposed on
"lead counsel," and (2) duties (such as the one contained in Guideline
10.13) that are specifically imposed on "all counsel" or "all members of
the defense team."
After designation, lead counsel should assemble the rest of the
defense team. The Responsible Agency should give lead counsel
maximun1 flexibility in this regard. For example, counsel sh6uld
structure the team in such a way as to distinguish between experts who
will play a "consulting" role, serving as part of the defense team covered
by the attorney-client privilege and work product doctrine, and ex1>erts
who will be called to testify, thereby waiving such protections. 173 This
may well require, in the words of the Guideline, "appropriate contractual
arrangements" (Subsection C(2)).
However, Subsection C(2) provides that the Responsible Agency
may impose standards on the composition of the defense team that are in
accord with these Guidelines. Exantples would include a requirement
that a staff attorney of a defender organization utilize in-house resources
in the first instance, that compensation levels be limited to levels
consistent with Guideline 9.1(C), or that non-attorneys meet appropriate
professional qualifications.
The defense team should include at least two attorneys, a fact
investigator, and a mitigation specialist. The roles of these individuals
are more fully described in the commentaries to Guideline 1.1 and
Guideline 4.1. In addition, as also described in the commentary to
Guideline 4.1, the team must have a member (who may be one of the
foregoing or an additional person) with the necessary qualifications to
screen individuals (the cli~nt in the first instance, but possibly family
members · as the mitigation investigation progresses) for mental· or
psychological disorders or defe~ts and to recommend such further
·
investigation of the subject as may seem appropriate.
The teant described in the foregoing paragraph is the minimum. In
most cases, at least as trial approaches, the provision of high quality

173. See James J. Clark et al., The Fiend Unmasked: Developing the Mental Health
Dimensions of the Defense, in KY. DEP"f OF PuB. ADVOC., MENTAL HEALTH & EXPERTS MANUAL
ch. 8 (6th ed. 2002), available at http://dpa.state.ky.us/library/manuals/mcntal/chOS.html; ABA
CRIMINAL JUSTICE MENTAL HEALTH STANDARDS Standard 7-1.1 &'em!. ( 1989) (mental health and
mental retardation experts serving as consultants are agents of the attorney, subject to the attorneyclient privilege and the work-product doctrine); accord id. Standard 7-3.3 & em!; see also supra
Guideline 4.1(BX2).
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representation will require at least some contributions by additional
lawyers-for example, a specialist to assist with motions practice and
record preservation, or an attorney who is particularly knowledgeable
174
about an area of scientific evidence. As discussed in the commentary
to Guideline 4.1, because mental health issues pervade capital cases, a
psychologist or other mental health expert may well be a needed
member of the defense team. As the commentary to Guideline 4.1 also
discusses, additional expert assistance specific to the case will almost
always be necessary for an effective defense.
At every stage of the case, lead counsel is responsible, in the
exercise of sound professional judgment, for detennining what resources
are needed and for demanding that the jurisdiction provide them.
Because the defense should not be required to disclose privileged
commw1ications or strategy to the prosecution in order to secure these
resources, 175 it is com1sel's obligation to insist upon making such
.requests ex parte an d.m camera. 176
If requests for the resources needed to provide high quality legal
representation at any stage of the proceedings are denied, com1sel should
make a full record to preserve the issue for further review. m

174. Cf Freedman, supra note 52, at 1089 n. • (noting that each of six primary attorneys and
eleven other named professionals were "critical to saving Mr. Washington's life.'').
175. See Guideline 4.1(BX2); see generally Bittaker v.Woodford, 311 F.3d 715 (9th Cir.
2003).
176. Many jurisdictions provide, by statute or case law, that requests for expert assistance may
be made ex parte so that indigent defendants arc not required to diwlge confidential work product
or strategy to the prosecution. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 3006A(e)(l) (2000) (providing for ex parte
hearings for requests for investigative, expert, or other services for indigent defendants); CAL.
PENAL CODE § 987.9(a) (West Supp. 2002); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 22-4508 (1995); MINN. STAT.
ANN. § 611.21 (West Supp.' 2002); NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 7.135 (Michie 1998); N.Y. COUNTY
LAW § 722-c (McKinney Supp. 2002); S.C. CODE ANN. § 16-3-26(CXI) (Law. Co-op. 2001);
TENN. CODE ANN. § 40-14-207(b) (1997); Ex parte Moody, 684 So. 2d 114, 120 (Ala. 1996);
Brooks v. State, 385 S.E.2d 81, 84 (Ga. 1989) (holding that while state could be heard on the issue
of indigcncy, showing of need for expert should be made ex parte); McGregor v. State, 733 P.2d
416, 416 (Okla. Crim. App. 1987) (stating that "to allow participation, or even presence, by the
State would thwart the Supreme Court's attempt to place indigent defendants, as nearly as possible,
on a level of equality with non indigent defendants''); Ex parte Lexington County, 442 S.E.2d 589,
594 (S.C. 1994) (equal protection concerns require hearing to be both ex parte and in camera); State
v. Barnett, 909 S.W.2d 423, 429 (Tenn. 1995); Williams v. State, 958 S.W.2d 186, 192-94 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1997).
177. Under the AEDPA, such a record may be critical to the ability of the client to succeed on
federal habeas corpus. See Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 420, 437 (2000); see generally Stephen B.
Bright, Obtaining Funds for Experts and Investigative Assistance, THE CHAMPION, June 1997, at
31, 33; Edward C. Monahan & James J. Clark, Funds for Defense Experts: What a National
Benchmark Requires, THE CHAMPION, June 1997, at 12

•
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_....
GUIDELINE 10.5---RELATIONSHIP WITH THE CLIENT

A.

Counsel at all stages of the case should mal<e every
appropriate effort to establish a relationship of trust
with the client, and should maintain close contact
with the client.
'

B.

1. Barring exceptional circumstances, an interview
of the client should be conducted within 24 hours

of initial counsel's entry into the case.
2. Promptly upon entry into the case, initial counsel

should communicate in an appropriate manner
with both the client and the government
regarding the protection of the client's rights
against self-incrimination, to the effective
assistance of counsel, and to preservation of the
attorney-client· privilege and similar safeguards.
3. Counsel at all stages of the case should re-advise
the client and the government regarding these
matters as appropriate.

C. ·

Counsel at all stages of the case should engage in a
continuing interactive dialogue with the client
concerning all matters that might reasonably be
expected to have a material impact on the case, such
as:
1. the progress of and prospects for the factual
. investigation, and what assistance the c.lient
might provide to it;
2. current or potential legal issues;
3. the development of a defense theory;
4. presentation of the defense case;

•
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5. potential agreed-upon diSJlOSitions Of the case;
6. litigation deadlines and the projected schedule of
case-related events; and
7. relevant aspects of the client's relationship with
correctional, parole or other governmental agents
(e.g., prison medical providers or state
psychiatrists).
History of Guideline

This Guideline collects, and slightly expands upon, material that
was found in Guidelines 11.4.2, 11.6.1, and 11.8.3 of the original
edition. The major revisions make this standard apply to all stages of a
capital case and note expressly counsel's obligation to discuss potential
dispositions of the case with the client.
Related Standards
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FuNCTION
Standard 4-3.1 ("Establishment of Relationship"), in ABA STANDARDS
FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FuNCTION AND DEFENSE
FuNCTION (3d ed. 1993).
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FuNCTION
Standard 4-3.2 (''Interviewing the Client"), in ABA STANDARDS FOR
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FuNCTION AND DEFENSE FuNCTION
·(3d ed. 1993).
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAl. JUSTICE: DEFENSE FuNCTION
Standard 4-3.8 (''Duty to Keep Client Informed"), in ABA STANDARDS
FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FuNCTION AND DEFENSE
FuNCTION (3d ed. 1993).
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FuNCTION
Standard 4-5.2 (''Control and Direction of the Case"), in ABA

STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FuNCTION AND
DEFENSE FuNCTION (3d ed. 1993).

ce
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NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline
1.3(c) ( 1995) ('General Duties of Defense Counsel").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline 2.2
(1995) ('Initial Interview").
ABA, THE TEN PRINCIPLES ·oF A PUBLIC DEFENSE DELIVERY
SYSTEM, Principle 3 (2000) ("Clients Are Screened for Eligibility, and
Defense Counsel Is Assigned and Notified of Appointment, as Soon as
Feasible After Clients' Arrest, Detention, or Request For Counsel'')
(footnote omitted).
Commentary

The Problem
Immediate contact with the client is necessary not only to gain
information needed to secure evidence and crucial witnesses, but also to
try to prevent uncounseled confessions or admissions and to begin to
. establish a relationship of trust with the client.
Anyone who has just been arrested and charged with capital murder
is likely to be in a state of extreme anxiety. Many capital defendants are,
in addition,_, severely impaired in ways that make effective
communication difficult: they may have mental illnesses or personality
disorders that make them highly distrustful or impair their reasoning and
perception of reality; they may be mentally retarded or have other
cognitive impairments that affect their judgment and understanding; they
may be depressed and even suicidal; or they may be in complete denial
in the face of overwhelming evidence. 1n· fact, the prevalence of mental
illness and impaired reasoning is so high in the capital defendant
population that "[i]t must be assumed that the client is emotionally and
intellectually impaired." 178 There will also often be significant cultural
178. Rick Kammen &. Lee Norton, Plea Agreements: Working with Capital Defendants, ThE
Mar.
2000,
at
31,
available
at
http://www.dpa.st.1tc.ky.us!library/advocatclmar00/plea.html; see also Lewis, supra note 93, at 840
(finding forty percent of death row inmates to be chronically psychotic); Dorothy Otnow Lewis et
at., Neuropsychiatric, Psychoeducalional, and Family Characteristics of 14 Juveniles Condemned
to Death in the United States, i4S AM. J. PsYCHtATRY S84, S86-87 (1988) (finding fifty percent of
death sentenced juveniles in survey suffered from psychosis and almost aU were severely abused as
children).
ADVOCATE,

_....

•
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and/or language barriers between the client and his lawyers. In many
cases, a mitigation specialist, social worker or other mental health expert
can help identifY and overcome these barriers, and assist counsel in
establishing a rapport with the client.
Counsel's Dutv
Although, as described supra in the text accompanying notes 10307, ongoing communication by non-attomey members of the defense
team is important, it does not discharge the obligation of counsel at
every stage of the case to keep the client informed of developments and
progress in the case, and to consult with the client on strategic and
tactical matters. Some decisions require the client's knowledge and
agreement; 179 others, which may be made by counsel, should nonetheless
be fully discussed with the client beforehand.
Establishing a relationship of trust with the client is essential both
to overcome the client's natural resistance to disclosing the often
personal and painful facts necessary to present an effective penalty phase
defense, and to ensure that the client will listen to counsel's advice on
important matters such as whether to testify and the advisability of a
plea. 18 Client contact must be ongoing, and include sufficient time spent
at the prison to develop a rapport between attorney and client. An
occasional hurried interview with the client will not reveal to counsel all
the facts needed to prepare for trial, appeal, post-conviction review,or
clemency. Even if counsel manages to ask the right questions, a client
will not-with good reason-trust a lawyer who visits only a few times
before trial, does not send or reply to correspondence in a timely
manner, or refuses to take telephone calls. It is also essential to develop
a relationship of trust with the client's family or· others on whom the
client relies for support and advice.

°

179. See, e.g., Nixon v. Singletary, 758 So. 2d 618, 624-25 (Fla. 2000) (ineffective assistance
for counsel to fail to obtain client's explicit prior consent to strategy of conceding guilt to jury in
opening statement in effort to preserve credibility for sentencing); People v. Hattery, 488 N.E.2d
S13, S 19 (Ill. 1985) (same).
180. See ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FUNCTION Standard 4-5.2 &
cmt., in ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FUNCTION AND DEFENSE
FUNCTION (3d ed. 1993); see also Kevin M. Doyle, Heart of the Deal: Ten Suggestions for Plea
Bargaining, THE CHAMPION, Nov. 1999, at 68 (counsel should not expect client to accept plea
bargain unless opinion is founded on experience and leg work investigating the case); White, supra
note 3, at 371, 374 (thorough investigation and relationship of trust key to persuading client to
accept appropriate plea offer).
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Often, so-called "difficult" clients are the consequence of bad
lawyering-either in the ·past or present. 181 Simply treating the client
with respect, listening and responding to his concerns, and keeping him
informed about the case will often go a long way towards eliciting
confidence and cooperation. 182
Overcoming barriers to communication and establishing a rapport
with the client are critical to effective representation. Even apart from
the need to obtain vital inforn1ation, 183 the lawyer must understand the
client and his life history .184 To communicate effectively on the client's
behalf in negotiating a plea, addressing a jury, arguing to a postconviction court, or urging clemency, counsel must be able to humanize
the defendant. That cannot be done unless the lawyer knows the irunate
well enough to be able to convey a sense of truly caring what happens to
him.l85
.
Counsel's Duties Respecting Uncooperative Clients
Some clients will initially insist that they want to be executed-as
punislunent or because they believe they would rather die than spend the
rest of their lives in prison; some clients will want to contest their guilt
but not present mitigation. It is ineffective assistance for counsel to
181. See White, supra note 3, at 338 (''Often, capital defendants have had bad prior
experiences with appointed attorneys, leading them to view such attorneys as 'part of the system'
rather than advocates who will represent their interests. Appointed capital defense attorneys
sometimes exacerbate this perception by harshly criticizing their clients's [sic] conduct or making it
clear that they are reluctant to represent them. A capital defendant who experiences, or previously
has experienced, these kinds of judgments understandably will be reluctant to trust his attorney.'')
(footnotes omitted); infra note 313.
182. A lawyer can also frequently cam a client's trust by assisting him. with problems he
encounters in prison, or otherwise demonstrating concern for his well being and a willingness to
advocate for him. See id.; Lee Norton, Mitigation Investigation, in FLORIDA PuBLIC DEFENDER
AsS'N, DEFENDING A CAPITAL CASE IN FLORIDA 2S (2001). Accordingly, such advocacy is an
appropriate part of the role cif defense counsel in a capital case. Indeed, a lawyer who displays a
greater concern with habeas corpus doctrine than with recovering the radio that prison authorities
have confiscated from the client is unlikely to develop the sort of relationship that will lead to a
satisfactory legal outcome.
183. One important example is the fact that the client is mentally retarded-a fact that the
client may conceal with great skill, see, e.g., James W. Ellis & Ruth A. Luckasson, Mentally
Retarded Crimina/ Defendants, 53 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 414,430-31 (1985), but one which counsel
absolutely must know. See Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 321 (2002) (holding that mentally
retarded defendants may not constitutionally be executed). The issue of mental illness presents a
very similar set of challenges.
184. See Goodpaster, supra note 3, at 321.
185. See Norton, supra note 182, at 5; White, supra note 3, at 375 (jury will be less likely to
empathize with defendant if it does "not perceive a bond between the defendant and hia attorney'').
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simply acquiesce to such wishes, which usually reflect the distorting
effects of overwhelming feelings of guilt and despair rather than a
rational decision in favor of a state-assisted suicide. 186 Counsel should
initially try to identify the source of the client's hopelessness. Counsel
should consult lawyers, clergy or others who have worked with similarly
situated death row inmates. Cow1sel should try to obtain treatment for
the client's mental and/or emotional problems, which may become
worse over time. One or more members of the defense team should
always be available to talk to the client; members of the client's family,
friends, or clergy might also be enlisted to talk to the client about the
reasons for living; i.Jm1ates who have accepted pleas or been on death
row and later received a life sentence (or now wish they had), may also
be a valuable source of information about the possibility of makmg a
constructive life in prison. A client who i.J1sists on his innocence should
be reminded that a waiver of mitigation will not persuade an appellate
court of his irmocence, and securmg a life sentence may bar the state
from seeking death in the event of a new triai. 187
Counsel m any event should be familiar enough with the client's
mental condition to make a reasoned decision-fully documented, for
the benefit of actors at later stages of the case-whether to assert the
position that the client is not competent to waive further proceedmgs. 188
The Temporal Scope of Counsel's Duties
The obligations imposed on counsel by this Guidelme apply to all
stages of the case. Thus, post-conviction counsel, from direct appeal
through clemency, must not only consult with the client but also monitor
the client's personal condition for potential legal consequences. 189 For
example, actions by prison authorities (e.g., solitary confmement,
administration of psychotropic medications) may i.Jnpede the ability to
present the client as a witness at a hearing or have legal implications, 190
186. See infra Guideline 10.7(A) and accompanying commentary; Kammen & Norton, supra
note 178.
187. See Bullington v. Missow-i, 451 U.S. 430, 445-46 (1981); see also Sattazahn v.
Pennsylvania, 537 U.S. 101 (2003). Moreover, if a mitigation investigator is productive, it may
persuade the prosecutor to forgo the death penalty. In that event, the jury will not be "deathqualified" and the c:lient's c:hanc:es of an acquittal will be enhanced.
188. See generally Godinez v. Moran, 509 U.S. 389, 396-402 (1993) (setting forth minimum
competency standard that the Constitution requires).
189. See infra text accompanying notes 341.
190. Cf Sell v. United States, 123 S. Ct. 2174, 2184 (2003) (holding that ''the Constitution
pennits the Government involuntarily to administer antipsychotic: drugs to a mentally ill defendant
facing serious criminal charg.es in order to render that defendant competent to stand trial, but only if
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and changes in the client's mental state (e.g., as a result of the breakup
of a close relationship or a worsening physical condition) may bear upon
his capacity to assist counsel and, ultimately, to be executed. 191 In any
event, as already discussed, maintaining an ongoing relationship with the
client minimizes the possibility that he will engage in counter-productive
behavior (e.g., attempt to drop appeals, act out before a judge, confess to
the media). Titus, the failure to maintain such a relationship is
. IIY. IITesponsi
.
'bl e. 192
pro fiess10na

the treatment is medically appropriate, is substantially unlikely to have side effects that may
undermine the fairness of the trial, and, taking account of less intrusive alternatives, is necessary
significantly to further important governmental trial-related interests''); Riggins v. Nevada, 504 U.S.
127, 137-38 (1992) (defendant was constitutionally entitled to have administrat.ion of anti-psychotic
drugs cease before trial). The Supreme Court has not addressed the application of these principles to
phases of the criminal process other than the trial itself, but those cases should alert capital defense
counsel to do so. See, e.g., Rohan v. Woodford, 334 F.3d 803, 818-19 (9th Cir. 2003) (Kozinski, J.)
(holding as a matter of statutory construction that mentally incompetent federal habeas petitioner is
entitled to a stay of execution and of proceedings until he recovers).
191. See infra text accompanying note 341.
192 See ABA MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUcr R. 1.4(a) (2002) ("A lawyer shall ... keep
a client reasonably informed about the status of a matter and promptly comply with reasonable
requests for information.'').
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GUIDELINE 10.7-INVESTIGATION
A.

Counsel at every stage have an obligation to conduct
thorough and independent investigations relating to
the issues of both guilt and penalty.
1. The investigation regarding guilt should be
conducted regardless of any admission or
statement by the client concerning the facts of the
alleged crime, or ovenvhelming evidence of guilt,
or any statement by the client that evidence
bearing upon guilt is not to be collected or
presented.
2. The investigation regarding penalty should be
conducted regardless of any statement by the
client that evidence bearing upon penalty is not to
be collected or presented.

B.

1. Counsel at every stage have an obligation to
conduct a full examination of the defense
provided to the client at all prior phases of the
case. This obligation includes at minimum
interviewing prior counsel and members of the
defense team and examining the files of prior
counsel.
2. Counsel at every stage have an obligation to
satisfy themselves independently that the official
record of the proceedings is complete and to
supplement it as appropriate.

History of Guideline
This Guideline is based on portions of Guideline 11.4.1 of the
original edition. Changes in this Guideline clarify that counsel should
conduct thorough and independent investigations relating·to both guilt
and penalty issues .regardless of overwhelming evidence of guilt, client
statements concerning the facts of the alleged crime, or client statements

ce
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that counsel should refrain from collecting or presenting evidence
bearing upon guilt or penalty.
Subsection B(l) is new and describes the obligation of counsel at
every stage to examine the defense provided to the client at all prior
phases of the case. Subsection B(2) is also new and describes counsel's
ongoing obligation to ensure that the official record of proceedings is
complete.
Related Standards

ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FuNCTION
Standard 4-4.1 ("Duty to Investigate"), in ABA STANDARDS FOR
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FuNCTION AND DEFENSE FuNCTION
(3d ed. 1993).
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline 4.1
(1995) ("Investigation").
·
Commentary

At every stage of the proceedings, counsel has a duty to investigate
the case thoroughly. 195 This duty is intensified (as are many duties) by
the unique nature of the death penalty, has been emphasized by recent
statutory changes, 196 and is broadened by the bifurcation of capital
trials. 197 This Guideline outlines the scope of the investigation required
by a capital case, but is not intended to be exhaustive.
195. See Powe\1 v .. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 57 (1932) (describing ''thorough-going
investigation" as "vil:IUy imporl:lnt''); ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE
FuNCTION Sl:lndard 4-4.1, 4-6.1, in ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION
fUNCTION AND DEFENSE FuNCTION (3d ed. 1993); NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER AsS'N,
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline 4.1 (1997)
("Investigation''); see also HERTZ & LEIBMAN, supra note 28 at 489 n.41 (discussing duty described
in Subsection (B) to conduct full investigation of prior proceedings); infra text and accompanying
note 240 (same); infra note 351 (discussing duty of post-conviction counsel to investigate all
potential claims, whether or not previously asserted).
196. See 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(2) (2000), which, as amended by the AEDPA, precludes certain
claims from federal habeas corpus review if the petitioner ''has failed to develop the factual basis"
of them "in State court proceedings." See Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 420, 424 (2000) (construing
this section).
197. See generally Lyon, supra note 3; Vick, supra note 4. Numerous courts have found
counsel to be ineffective when they have failed to conduct an adequate investigation for sentencing.
See, e.g., Wiggins v. Smith, 123 S. Ct. 2543-44 (2003) (counsel ineffective because, although they
obtained some mitigation evidence, they failed to investigate client's social history or explore the
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Guilt/Innocence
As noted supra in the text accompanying notes 48-51, between
1976 and 2003 some 110 people were freed from death row in the
United States on the grow1ds of innocence. 198 Unfortunately, inadequate
investigation by defense attomeys-as well as faulty eyewitness
identification, coerced confessions, prosecutorial misconduct, false
199
200
jailhouse infonuant testimony,
flawed or false forensic evidence,
and the special vulnerability of juvenile suspects-have contributed to
201
wrongful convictions in both capital and non-capital cases. In capital
cases, the mental vulnerabilities of a large portion of the client

numerous areas of mitigation listed in first edition of these guidelines); Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S.
362, 395-96 (2000) (counsel ineffective for failing to uncover and present evidence of defendant's
"nightmarish childhood," borderline mental retardation, and good conduct in prison); Douglas v.
Woodford, 316 F.3d 1079, 1087-89 (9th Cir. 2003) (although counsel did uncover and present some
mitigating evidence, his investigation "was constitutionally inadequate" for failing to dig deeply
enough into client's social, medical, and psychological background; nor did counsel adequately
prepare the penalty phase witnesses in order to present the material that he did have ''to the jury in a
sufficiently detailed and sympathetic manner''); Brownlee v. Haley, 306 F.3d 1043, 1070 (lith Cir.
2002) (counsel ineffective for failing to "investigate, obtain, or present any mitigating evidence to
the jury, let alone the powerful mitigating evidence of Brownlee's borderline mental retardation,
psychiatric disorders, and history of drug and alcohol abuse''); infra note 205.
All discussed infra note 261, another consequence of bifurcation is that counsel must
investigate the possibility that the defendant was judged at either the guilt or penalty phases by one
or more jurors who were not impartial.
198. See DEATH PENALTY INFORMATION CENTER, Innocence and the Death Penalty (2003), at
http://www.dcathpenaltyinfo.org/articlc.php?did=412&scid=6 (stating that, "[s]ince 1973, Ill
people in 25 states have been released from death row with evidence of their innocence'') (latest
release July .28, 2003); see generally infra note 231 (suggesting legal implications of these
developments).
199. See, e.g., Dodd v. State, 993 P.2d 778, 783-84 (Okla. Crim. App. 2000) (canvassing
special unreliability of such testimony and restricting its usc); supra note SO.
200. Recent years have seen a series of scandals involving the prosecution's usc, knowingly or
unknowingly, of scientifically unsupportable or simply fabricated forensic evidence by
governmental agents. See generally U.S. DEP'T JUSTICE, OFF. INSP. GEN., THE FBI LABORATORY:
AN INVESTIGATION INTO LABORATORY PRACTICES AND ALLEGED MISCONDUCT IN EXPLOSIVES·
RELATED AND OTHER CASES ( 1996) (detailing results of eighteen-month investigation into charges
by whistleblower Frederic Whitehurst that FBI Laboratory mishandled "some of the most
significant prosecutions in the recent history of the Department of Justice" and fmding "significant
instances of testimonial errors, substandard analytical work, and deficient practices''); Paul C.
Giannelli, The Abuse of Scientific Evidence in Criminal Cases: The Need for Independent Crime
Laboratories, 4 VA. J. Soc. POL'Y & L. 439, 442-69 (1997) (summarizing numerous cases); supra
note Sl.
20 l. See generally BARRY SCHECK ET AL., ACTUAL INNOCENCE: WHEN JUSTICE GOES WRONG
AND How TO MAKE IT RIGHT (200 1).

•
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·population compound the possibilities for error. 202 This w1derscores the
importance of defense cow1sel's duty to take seriously the possibility of
203
the client's innocence, to scrutinize carefully the quality of the state's
case, and to investigate and re-investigate all possible defenses. 204
In this regard. the elements of an appropriate investigation include
the following:
1. Charging Documents:
Copies of all charging documents in. the case should
be obtained and examined in the context of the
applicable law to identify:
a. the elements of the charged offense(s), including
the element(s) alleged to make the death penalty
applicable;
b. the defenses, ordinary and affirmative, that may
be available to the substantive charge and to the
applicability of the death penalty;

\

202 See Atkins v. Virginia, S36 U.S. 304, 320-21 (2002) ("Mentally retarded defendants may
be less able to give meaningful assistance to their counsel and arc typically poor witnesses, and their
demeanor may create an unwarranted impression of lack of remorse for their crimes."); see also
Jurek v. Estelle, 623 F.2d 929, 938, 941 (Sth Cir. 1980) (reviewing ''with that suspicion mandated
by the Supreme Court" the voluntarincss of a confession made by a defendant of "limited
intelligence"); Freedman, supra note S2, at 1104-06 (noting characteristics of mentally retarded
persons making them more likely to confess falsely).
203. As this Guideline emphasizes, that is so even where circumstances appear
ovenvhelmingly indicative of guilt. A recent study that inclu.des both capital and non-capital ON A
exonerations has found that in twenty-two percent of the cases the client had confessed
notwithstanding his innocence. See SCHECK ET AL., supra note 201, at 120. See Dan Morain, Blind
Justice John Cherry's Killing Left Many Victims; Was the Accused One of Them?, L.A. TIMES, July
16, 1989, View, at 6 (noting that Jerry Bigelow confessed many times, including to the media, and
was eventually found to be innocent).
204. See Henderson v. Sargent, 926 F.2d 706, 711-12 (8th Cir. 1991) (granting writ where trial
counsel's performance at guilt phase was ineffective in lacking "an adequate investigation of the
facts of the case, consideration of viable theories, and development of evidence to support those
theories," and state post-i:onviction counsel was ineffective for failing to perform full analysis of
"trial testimony and the police record [and failing to conduct] interviews with the persons who
testified at trial or had firsthand knowledge of the events surrounding the murder"); People v.
Johnson, 609 N.E.2d 304, 310-12 (Ill. 1993) (holding state post-conviction counsel ineffective for
failing to interview witnesses that client claimed trial attorneys should have called); Steven M.
Pincus, "It's Good to be Free" An Essay About the Exoneration of Albert Burrell, 28 WM.
MITCHELL L. REV. 27, 33-34 (200 1).
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c. any issues, constitutional or othenvise, (such as
statutes of limitations or double jeopardy) that
can be raised to attack the charging docwnents;
and
d. defense cowtsel's right to obtain infomtation in
the possession of the govenuuent, and the
applicability, extent, and validity of any
obligation that might arise to provide reciprocal
·
discovery.
2. Potential Witnesses:
a. Barring exceptional circwnstances, counsel
should seek out and interview potential
witnesses, including, but not limited to:
(1) eyewitnesses or other witnesses having
purported knowledge of events surrounding the
alleged offense itself;
(2) potential alibi wibtesses;

1

(3) witnesses familiar with aspects of the client's
life history that might affect the likelihood that
the client committed the charged offense(s), and
the degree of culpability for the offense,
including:
(a) members ofthe client's immediate
and extended family
(b) neighbors, friends and
acquaintances who knew the client or
his family
(c) fomter teachers, clergy, employers,
co-workers, social service providers,
and doctors
(d) correctional, probation, or parole
officers;
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(4) members of the victim's family.
b. Counsel should conduct interviews of potential
witnesses in the presence of a third person so that
there is someone to call as a defense witness at
trial. Altematively, counsel should have an
investigator or mitigation specialist conduct the
interviews. Cowtsel should investigate all
sources of possible impeachment of defense and
prosecution witnesses.
3. The Police and Prosecution:
Counsel should make efforts to secure information
in the possession of the prosecution or law
enforcement authorities, including police reports,
autopsy reports, photos, video or audio tape
recordings, and crime scene and crime lab reports
together with the underlying data therefor. Where
necessary, counsel should pursue such efforts
through formal and informal discovery.
4. Physical Evidence:
Counsel should make a prompt request to the
relevant government agencies for any physical
evidence or expert reports relevant to the offense or
sentencing, as well as the underlying materials. With
the assistance of appropriate experts, cowtsel should
then aggressively re-examine all of the government's
forensic ·evidence, and conduct appropriate analyses
of all other available forensic evidence.
5. The Scene:
Counsel should view the scene of the alleged offense
as soon as possible. This should be done under
circumstances as similar as possible to those existing
at the time of the alleged incident (e.g., weather,
time of day, and lighting conditions).

ce
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Penalty
Counsel's duty to investigate and present mitigating evidence is
205
now well established. The duty to investigate exists regardless of the
206
expressed desires of a client. Nor may counsel "sit idly by; thinking
that investigation would be futile." 207 Cowtsel cmmot responsibly advise
a client about the merits of different courses of action, the client cannot
make infonned decisions, and cowtsel cannot be sure of the client's
competency to make such decisions, wtless cowtsel has first conducted a
thorough investigation with respect to both phases of the case?08
205. See, e.g., Wiggins v. Smith, 123 S. Ct. 2526 (2003) (counsel failed to uncover evidence
that client never had a stable home and was repeatedly subjected to gross physical, sexual, and
psychological abuse); Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 395-96 (2000) (counsel ineffective for
failing to uncover and present evidence of defendant's ''nightmarish childhood," borderline mental
retardation, and good conduct in prison); Caro v. Woodford, 280 F.3d 1247, 1255 (9th Cir. 2002)
(counsel ineffective for failing to investigate and present evidence of client's brain damage due to
prolonged pesticide exposure and repeated head injuries, and failing to present expert testimony
exp13ining ''the effects of the severe physical, emotional, and psychological abuse to which Caro
was subjected as a child"), cert. denied, 536 U.S. 951 (2002); Coleman v. Mitchell, 268 F.3d 417,
449-51 (6th Cir. 2001) (though counsel's duty to investigate mitigating evidence is well established,
. counsel failed to investigate and present evidence that defendant had been abandoned as an infant in
a garbage can by his mentally ill mother, was raised in a brothel run by his grandmother where he
was exposed to group set, bestiality and pedophilia, and suffered from probable brain damage and
borderline personality disorder), cert. denied, S35 U.S. 1031 (2002); Jermyn v. Hom, 266 F.3d 2S7,
307-08 (3d Cir. 2001) (counsel ineffective for failing to investigate and present evidence of
defendant's abusive childhood and "psychiatric testimony explaining how Jermyn's development
was thwarted by the torture and psychological abuse he suffered as a child''); supra note 197.
206. See Hardwick v. Crosby, 320 F.3d 1127, 1190 n.215 (lith Cir. 2003) ("Even if Hardwick
did ask [counsel] not to present witnesses at the sentencing proceeding, ... [counsel] had a duty to
Hardwick at the sentencing phase to present available mitigating witnesses as Hardwick's defense
against the death penalty."); Blanco v. Singletary, 943 F.2d 1477, 1501-03 (lith Cir. 1991) (counsel
ineffective for "latch[ing) onto" client's assertions he did not want to call penalty phase witnesses
.and failing to conduct an investigation sufficient to allow their client to make an informed decision
to wai~e mitigation); see also Karis v. Calderon, 283 F.3d 1117, 1136-41 (9th Cir. 2002), cert.
denied, 126 S. Ct. 2637 (2003).
207. Voyles v. Watkins, 489 F. Supp. 901, 910 (N.D. Miss. 1980); accord Austin v. Bell, 126
F.3d 843, 849 (6th Cir. 1997) (counsel's failure to investigate and present mitigating evidence at the
penalty phase of the trial "because he did not think that it would do any good" constituted
ineffective assistance).
208. See, e.g., Wiggins, 123 S. Ct. at 2526 (2003) (counsel's ineffectivent'ls lay not in failure
to present evidence of client's family background, but rather in failure to conduct an investigation
sufficient to support a professionally reasonable decision whether to do so); Douglas v. Woodford,
316 F. 3d 1079, 1089 (9th Cir. 2003) ("It is, of coune, difficult for an attorney to advise a client of
the prospects of success or the potential consequences of failing to present mitigating evidence
when the attorney docs not know that such evidence exists."); Silva v. Woodford, 279 F.3d 825,
838-39 (9th Cir. 2002), cert. denied, 123 S. Ct. 342 (2002); Coleman, 268 F.3d at 447; Battenfield
v. Gibson, 236 F.3d 1215, 1229 (lOth Cir. 2001) ("In addition to hampering [defense counsel's]
ability to make strategic decisions, [defense counsel's] failure to investigate [defendant's
background) clearly affected his ability to competently advise [defendant] regarding the meaning of
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Because the sentencer in a capital case must consider in mitigation,
"anything in the life of a defendant which might militate against the
appropriateness of the death penalty for that defendant,'' 209 "penalty
phase preparation requires extensive and ~enerally unparalleled
investigation into personal and family history .'' 21 At least in the case of
the client, this begins with the moment of conception. 211 Counsel needs
to explore:
·
""(I) Medical history (including hospitalizations, mental
and physical illness or injury, alcohol and drug use,
pre-natal and birth trauma, malnutrition,
developmental delays, and neurological damage);

(2) Fan1ily and social history (including physical,
sexual, or emotional abuse; family history of mental
illness, cognitive impairments, substance abuse, or
domestic violence; poverty, familial instability,
neighborhood environment, and peer influence);
other traumatic events such as exposure to criminal
violence, the loss of a loved one, or a natural
disaster; experiences of racism or other social or
ethnic bias; cultural or religious influences; failures
of government or soCial intervention (e.g., failure to
intervene or provide necessary services, placement
in poor quality foster care or juvenile detention
facilities);

mitigation evidence and the avai1abi1i!y of possible mitigation strategies."); United States v. Gray,
878 F.2d. 702, 711 (3d Cir. 1989) f1C]ounsel can hardly be said to have made a strategic choice
against pursuing a certain line of investigation when slhe has not yet obtained the facts on which
such a decision could be made.''); Knighton v. Maggio, 740 F.2d 1344, 1350 (5th Cir. 1984)
(petitioner entitled to relief if record shows that counsel "could not make a valid strategic choice
because he had made no investigation").
209. Brown v. State, 526 So. 2d 903, 908 (Fla. 1988) (citing Hitchcock v. Dugger, 481 U.S.
393, 394 (1987)); see also Eddin~ v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104, 113-15 (1982); Lockett v. Ohio,
438 U.S. 586, 604 ( 1978); infra text accompanying note 2TI.
210. Russell Stetler, Mitigation Evidence in Death Penalty Cases, THE CHAMPION, Jan./Feb.
1999, at 35; see also ABA CRiMINAL JUSTICE SECTION, supra note 86, at 63.
211. See Norton, supra note 182, at 2 (mitigation investigation must encompass client's ''whole
life''); EQUAL JUSTICE INITIATIVE OF ALA., ALABAMA CAPITAL DEFENSE TRIAL MANUAL ch. 12
(3d ed. 1997) [hereinafter ALABAMA CAPITAL DEFENSE TRIAL MANUAL]; Lyon, supra note 3, at
703 (observing that "mitigation begins with the onset of the [defendant's] life" because '1m]any
[defendants'] problems start with things like fetal alcohol syndrome, head trauma at birth, or their
mother's drug addiction during pregnancy''); Vick, supra note 4, at 363.
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(3) Educational history (including achievement,
perfonnance, behavior, and activities), special
educational needs (including cognitive limitations
and teaming disabilities) and opportunity or lack
thereof, and activities;
(4) Military service, (including length and type of

service, conduct, special training, combat exposure,
health and mental health services);
(5) Employment and training history (including skills

and perfom1ance, and barriers to employability);
(6) Prior juvenile and adult correctional experience

(including conduct while under supervision, in
institutions of education or training, and regarding
clinical services);
Tite mitigation investigation should begin as quickly as possible,
because it may affect the investigation of first phase defenses (e.g., by
suggesting additional areas for questioning police officers or other
witnesses), decisions about the need for expert evaluations (including
competency, mental retardation, or insanity), motion practice, and plea
negotiations. 212
Accordingly, immediately upon counsel's entry into the case
appropriate member(s) of the defense team should meet with the client
to:
1. discuss the alleged offense or events giving rise to
the charge(s), and any improper police investigative
practice or prosecutorial conduct which affects the
client's rights;
2. explore the existence of other potential sources of
information relating to the offense, the client's
mental state, and the presence or absence of any
aggravating factors under the applicable death
penalty statute and any mitigating factors; and

212 See supra text accompanying notes 13-27.
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3. obtain necessary releases for securing confidential
records relating to any of the relevant histories.
Counsel should bear in mind that mucli of the infonnation that must
be elicited for the sentencing phase investigation is very personal and
may be extremely difficult for the client to discuss. Topics like
childhood sexual abuse should therefore not be broached in an initial
interview. Obtaining such infonuation typically requires overcoming
considerable barriers, such as shame, denial, and repression, as well as
other mental or emotional impainuents from which the client may suffer.
As noted supra in the text accompanying note 103, a mitigation
specialist who is trained to recognize and overcome these barriers, and
who has the skills to help the client cope with the emotional impact of
such painful disclosures, is invaluable in conducting this aspect of the
investigation.
It is necessary to locate and interview the client's family members
(who may suffer from some of the same impairments as the client), and
virtually everyone else who knew the client and his family, including
neighbors, teachers, clergy, case workers, doctors, correctional,
probation, or parole officers, and others. 213 Records-from courts,
government agencies, the military, employers, etc.-can contain a
wealth of mitigating evidence, documenting or providing clues to
childhood abuse, retardation, brain damage, and/or mental illness,214 and
corroborating witnesses~ recollections. Records should be requested
213. See Goodpaster, supra note 3, at 321; Lyon, supra note 3, at 704-06; Viele, supra note 4,
at 366-67.
214. See Wiggins v. Smith, 123 S. Cl 2527 (2003) (inadequacy of trial counsel's mitigation
investigation demonstrated by post-conviction presentation of expert's report that demonstrated ''the
severe physical and sexual abuse petitioner suffered at the hands of his mother and while in the care
of a series of foster parents" through "state social services, medical, a'nd school records, as well as
interviews with petitioner and numerous family members"); Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 395
(2000) (counsel ineffective where they:
failed· to conduct an investigation that would have uncovered extensive records
graphically describing Williams' nightmarish childhood, not because of any strategic
calculation but because they incorrectly thought that state law barred access to such
records. Had they done so, the jury would have learned that Williams' parents had been
imprisoned for the criminal neglect of Williams and his siblings, that Williams had been
severely and repeatedly beaten by his father, that he had been committed to the custody
of the social services bureau for two years during his parents' incarceration (including
one stint in an abusive foster home), and then, after his parents were released from
prison, had been retwned to his parents' custody.)
(footnote omitted); Jermyn v. Hom, 266 F.3d 257, 307 (3d Cir. 2001) (counsel ineffective for
failing to obtain school records that disclosed childhood abuse); see also ALABAMA CAPITAL
DEFENSE TRIAL MANUAL, supra note 211; TEXAS DEATH PENALTY MITIGATION MANUAL, supra
note 105, ch. 3; Norton, supra note 182, at 32-38.
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concerning not only the client, but also his parents, grandparents,
siblings: cousins, and children. 215 A multi-generational investigation
extending as far as possible vertically and horizontally frequently
discloses significant patterns of family dysfw1ction and may help
establish or strengthen a diagnosis or w1derscoi-e the hereditary nature of
a particular impainnent. 216 The collection of corroborating infonnation
from multiple sources-a time-conswning task-is important wherever
possible to ensure the reliability and thus the persuasiveness of the
evidence. 217
Counsel should use all appropriate avenues including signed
' releases, subpoenas, court orders, and requests or litigation pursuant to
applicable open records statutes, to obtain all potentially relevant
infom1ation pertaining to the client, his or her siblings and parents, and
other family members, including but not limited to:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

school records
social service and welfare records
juvenile dependency or family court records
medical records
·
military records
employment records
criminal and correctional records
fan1ily birth, marriage, and death records
alcohol and drug abuse assessment or treatment records
INS records

If the client was incarcerated, institutionalized or placed outside of
the home, as either a juvenile or an adult, the defense team should
inyestigate the possible effect of the facility's conditions on the client's

215. In order to verify or corroborate witness testimony about circumstances and events in the
defendant's life, defense counsel must "assemble the document_ary record of the defendant's life,
collecting schoo~ work, and prison records" which might serve as sources of relevant facts. Vick,
supra note 4, at 367; see also Lyon, supra note 3, at 705-06. Contemporaneow records arc more
credible than witnesses sharing previously undisclosed memories or experts offering opinions that
were formed only after the client faced capital charges. Records may also document events that
neither the client nor family members remember. See, e.g., Williams, 362 U.S. at 395 n.l9 (relying
on a social worker's graphic description of the Williams home that could not have been provided by
client, who was too young, or the adult family members, who were too intoxicated, to recall the
scene).
216. See Norton, supra note 182, at 3 (counsel should "investigate at least three generations" of
the client's family).
217. See /d. (advocating "triangulation" of data).
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contemporaneous and later conduct 218 . The investigation should also
explore the adequacy of institutional responses to childhood trauma,
mental illness, or disability to detennine whether the client's problems
were ever accurately identified or properly addressed. 219 Even if the
institution tliat responded to the client was not grossly abusive or
neglectful, it may have been incompetent in a nwnber of ways. For
example, IQ testing or other psychological evaluations may have been
performed by untrained personnel or using inappropriate instrumentsflaws that might not appear on the face of the institutional records.
The circumstances of a particular case will often require specialized
research and expert consultation. For example, if a client grew up in a
migrant farm worker community, counsel should investigate what
pesticides the client may have been exposed to and their possible effect
on a child's developing brain?20 If a client is a relatively recent
immigrant, counsel must learn about the client's culture, about the
circumstances of his upbringing in his country of origin, and about the
difficulties the client's immigrant community faces in this country. 221
Counsel should also be particularly sensitive in these circumstances to
language or translation difficulties that may unwittingly have led to
misunderstandings between the client and others, including govenunent
officials and members of the community at large, with whom he may
have come into contact

218. See TERRY A. KUPERS, MD., PRISON MADNESS THE MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS BEHIND
BARs AND WHAT WE MUST Do ABOUT IT, 33-34 (1999); David M Halbfmger, Care of Juvenile
Offenders in Mississippi is Faulted, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. I, 2003 at Al3 (describing allegations of
severely abusive conditions in Mississippi juvenile detention facilities and noting that "what is
happening in Mississippi is by no means rare. Arizona, Arkansas, California, Georgia, Louisiana,
Maryland, and South Dakota, among other states, have aU had scandals in recent years," although
the conditions in Mississippi were supposed to have been corrected pursuant to a court order issued
in 1977).
219. See Craig Haney, Violence and the Capital Jury: Mechanisms ofMoral Disengagement
and the Impulse to Condemn to Death, 49 STAN. L. REV. 1447, ·1467 (1997) (noting damaging
effects of''social conditions and experiences" often inflicted on institutionalized juvenile offenders).
220. See Caro v. Woodford, 280 F.3d 1247, 12SS .(9th Cir. 2002), cert. denied, S36 U.S. 951
(2002).
221. See Mak v. Blodgett, 970 F.2d 614,616-18 & n.S (9th Cir. 1992) (positive testimony from
defend.1nt's family, combined with expert testimony about difficulty of adolescent immigrants from
Hong Kong assimilating to North America, would have humanized client and could have resulted in
a life sentence for defendant convicted of thirteen murders). See also Guideline 10.6 and
accompanying commentary (noting that foreign government might recognize an American citizen as
one of its nationals and provide counsel with extremely valuable assistance).
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Miscellaneous Concems
Counsel should maintain copies of media reports about the case for
various purposes, including to support a motion for change of venue, if
appropriate, to assist in the voir dire of the jury regarding the effects of
pretrial publicity, to monitor the public statements of potential witnesses,
and to facilitate the work of counsel who might be involved in later
stages of the case.
Counsel must also investigate prior convictions, adjudications, or
unadjudicated offenses that could be used as aggravating circumstances
or otherwise come into evidence. If a prior conviction is legally flawed,
cowtsel should seek to have it set aside. 222 Cow1sel may also find
extenuating circumstances that can be offered to lessen the weight of a
conviction, adjudication, or unadjudicated offense. 223
Additional investigation may be required to provide evidentiary
support for other legal issues in the case, such as challenging racial
discrimination in the imposition of the death penalty or in the
composition of juries?24 Whether within the criminal case or outside it,
counsel has a duty to pursue appropriate remedies if the investigation
reveals that such conditions exist. 225
As discussed infra in the text accompanying notes 249-52, counsel
should consider making overtures to members of the victim's familypossibly through an intermediary, such as a clergy member, defensevictim liaison, or representative of an organization such as Murder
Victim's Families for Reconciliation-to ascertain their feelings about
the death penalty and/or the possibility of a plea.226

222 See Johnson v. Mississippi, 486 U.S. 578, 586-87 (1988); supra notes 7, 22.
223. See supra tc:xt accompanying notc:s 20-28.
224. See, e.g., Miller-el v. Cockrell, 537 U.S. 322, 329-33 (2003) (ruling for habeas petitioner
in reliance on evidence regarding prosecutors' racial discrimination during voir dire presented at a
pre-trial hearing and in state post-conviction proceedings); Sara Rimer, In Dallas, Dismissal of
Black Jurors Leads to Appeal by Death Row Inmate, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 13, 2002, at A24 (discussing
memoranda and training manuals from prosecutor's office documenting policy of racial
discrimination in jury selection); Stc:phen B. Bright, Challenging Racial Discrimination in Capital
Cases, THE CHAMPION, JanJFeb. 1997, at 22.
225. See infra Guideline 10.10.2; supra text accompanying note 7; infra text accompanying
notes 264-70.
226. See Russell Stetler, Working with the Victim's Survivors in Death Penalty Cases, THE
CHAMPION, June 1999, at 42; see also Michael 1anofsky, Parents of Gay Obtain Mercy for His
Killer, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 5, 1999, at AI (describing widely publicized case in which the prosecutor
decided to drop his request for the death penalty because the parents of the victim so requested).
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GUIDELINE 10.8-THE DUTY TO ASSERT LEGAL CLAIMS
A.

Counsel at every stage of the case, exercising
professional judgment in accordance with these
Guidelines, should:
1. consider all legal claims potentially available; and
2. thoroughly investigate the basis for each potential
claim before reaching a conclusion as to whether
it should be asserted; and
3. evaluate each potential claim in light of:

a. the unique characteristics of death penalty
law and practice; and
b. the near certainty that all available avenues of
post-conviction relief will be pursued in the
event of conviction and imposition of a death
sentence; and
c. the importance of protecting the client's
rights against later contentions by the
government that the claim has been waived,
defaulted, not exhausted, or otherwise
forfeited; and
d. any other professionally appropriate costs and
benefits to the assertion of the claim.
B.

Counsel who decide to assert a particular legal claim
should:

1. present the claim as forcefully as possible,
tailoring the presentation to the particular facts
and circumstances in the client's case and the
applicable law in the particular jurisdiction; and
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2. ensure that a full record is made of all legal
proceedings in connection with the claim.
C.

Counsel at all stages of the case should keep under
consideration the possible advantages to the client of:
1. asserting legal claims whose basis has only
recently become known or available to counsel;
and

2. supplementing claims previously made with
additional factual or legal information.
History of Guideline

This Guideline is based on Guideline 11.5.1 ("The Decision to File
Pretrial Motions") and Guideline 11. 7.3 ("Objection to Error and
Preservation of Issues for Post Judgment Review") of the original
edition. New language makes clear that the obligations imposed by this
Guideline exist at every stage of the proceeding and extend to procedural
vehicles other than the submission of motions to the trial court.
In Subsection A(3)(b), the phrase "near certainty" is new and
replaces the word "likelihood" from the original edition. The change
reflects recent scholarship indicating that appellate and post-conviction
remedies are pursued by almost 100% of capital defendants who are
convicted and sentenced to death.
Subsections B and C are new to this edition.
Related Standards

ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE fUNCTION
Standard 4-3.6 C'Prompt Action to Protect the Accused"), in ABA
STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION fUNCTION AND
DEFENSE FUNCTION (3d ed. 1993).
ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FuNCTION
Standard 4-4.5 C'Compliance with Discovery Procedure"), in ABA
STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROSECUTION fUNCTION AND
DEFENSE FUNCTION (3d ed. 1993).
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NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline 5.1
(1995) ("The Decision to File Pretrial Motions").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASS'N, PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline 5.3
(1995) ("Subsequent Filing of Pretrial Motions").
Commentary

"One of the most fundamental duties of an attorney defending a
capital case at trial is the preservation of any and all conceivable errors
for each stage of appellate and post-conviction review. Failure to
preserve an issue may result in the client being executed even though
reversible error occurred at trial." 227 For this reason, trial counsel in a
death penalty case must be especially aware not only of strategies for
winning at trial, 228 but also of the heightened need to fully preserve all
potential issues for later review.
As the text of the first sentence of Subsection A makes clear, this
obligation is not limited to trial counsel or to motions made to the trial
court. For example, if a state post-conviction court rules on the merits of
a claim for relief,. the claim will be available for federal review even if
the state's rules required the issue to be raised at trial. 229 So, too, it may
be appropriate for counsel to proceed on some claims (e.g., double
jeopardy) by seeking an interlocutory supervisory writ from an appellate

227. Stephen B. Bright, Preserving Error at Capital Trials, THE CHAMPION, Apr. 1997, at 4243. For example, John Eldon Smith was executed by the State of Georgia even though he was
sentenced to death by a jury selected from a jury pool from which women were unconstitutionally
excluded. The federal courts refused to consider the issue because Mr. Smith's lawyers failed to
preserve it. Mr. Smith's co-defendant was also sentenced to death from a jury selected from the
same pool. The issue was preserved in the co-defendant's case, and the co-defendant's conviction
and death sentence were vacated. At retrial, the co-defendant was sentenced to life imprisonment.
See Smith v. Kemp, 715 F.2d 1459, 1476 (lith Cir. 1983) (Hatchett, J., concurring in part and
dissenting in part).
228. See NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER AsS'N, PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL
DEFENSE REPRESENTATION Guideline 5.1 ( 1995) (listing potential motions).
229. See Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 U.S. 68, 75 (1985); see also Stewart v. Smith, 536 U.S. 856,
859-60 (2002) (per curiam).
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court230 or by otherwise seeking relief outside the confines of the capital
. . . 1tse
. lf231
11t1gat1on
.
As discussed supra in the text accompanying note 28, most
jurisdictions have strict waiver rules that will forestall post-judgment
relief if an issue was not litigated at the first opportunity. An issue may
be waived not only by the failure to timely file a pretrial motion, but also
because of the lack of a contemporaneous objection at trial, or the failure
to request a jury instruction, or counsel's failure to comply with some
other procedural requirement established by statute, court rule, or case
Jaw. Counsel must therefore. know and follow the procedural
requirements for issue preservation and act with the understanding that
the failure to raise an issue by motion, objection, or other appropriate
procedure may well forfeit the ability of the client to obtain relief on that
issue in subsequent proceedings.
Whether raising an issue specific to a capital case (such as
requesting individual, sequestered voir dire on death-qualification of the
jury) or a more common motion shaped by the capital aspect of the case
(such as requesting a change of venue because of publicity), counsel
should be sure to litigate all of the possible legal 232 and factual 233 bases

230. See, e.g., Schumer v. Holtzman, 454 N.E.2d 522, 526 (N.Y. 1983) (granting writ of
prohibition sought by non-capital suspect to preclude investigation by improperly designated
prosecutor); cf Hynes v. Tomei, 706 N.E.2d 1201, 1207 (N.Y. 1998) (invalidating portion of New
York death penalty statute in proceeding for writ of prohibition brought by prosecutor).
231. See Brodley v. Pryor, 305 F.3d 1287, 1289-90 (11th Cir. 2002) (holding that action
seeking DNA samples for testing to establish the innocence of a capital prisoner is properly brought
under Section 1983 rather than as habeas corpus petition), cert~ denied, 123 S. Ct. 1909 (2003);
supra text accompanying notes 5-9. As this example suggests, developments in DNA technology
and increasing knowledge of the extent and causes of wrongful convictions in capital cases, see
supra text and accompanying notes 48-51, 198-204, should lead defense attorneys to be aggressive
in pursuing the implication of the Court's assumption in Herrerra v. Collins, 506 U.S. 390, 417
(1993), "that in a capital case a truly persuasive demonstration of 'actual iMocence' made after trial
would render the execution of a defendant unconstitutional, and warrant federal habeas relief if
there was no state avenue open to process such a claim." See House v. Bell, 311 F.3d 767 (6th Cir.
2002) (en bane), cert. denied, 123 S. Ct. 2575 (2003) (relying upon this passage and opinion of
Justice O'Connor in Schlup v. Delo, S 13 U.S. 298 (1995), in certifying to state courts issue of .
whether procedural vehicle existed to present to them evidence of innocence first uncovered during ·
federal h01beas proceedings).
232. Counsel should always cite to any arguably applicable provision of the United States
Constitution, the state constitution, and state law as bases for granting a claim. A reviewing court
may refuse to consider a legal theory different from that put forward originally. See Anderson v.
Harless, 459 U.S. 4, 6 ( 1982) (refusing to consider violation of Due Process Clause of federal ·
Constitution because defense counsel in state courts relied solely upon due process clause of state
constitution). For example, courts have refused to consider an assertion that a statement was taken
in viol01tion of the Sixth Amendment right to counsel because it was argued in earlier proceedings
only that the statement was obtained in violation of the Fifth Amendment protection against self-
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for the request. This will increase the likelihood that the request will be
granted and will also fully preserve the issue for post-conviction review
in the event the claim is denied.
Because of the possibility that the client will be sentenced to death,
cow1sel must be significantly more vigilant about litigating all potential
234
As
issues at all levels in a capital case than in any other case.
described in the commentary to Guideline 1.1, counsel also has a duty,
pursuant to Subsection (A)(3)(a)-(c) of this Guideline, to preserve issues
calling for a change in existing precedent; the client's life may well
depend on how zealously cow1sel discharges this duty. 235 Counsel
should object to anything that appears unfair or unjust even if it involves
236
challenging well-accepted practices.
incrimination. See McCleskey v. Zant, 499 U.S. 467, S02 (1991). Counsel should also present all of
the relevant facts as early as feasible. See generally Bright, supra note 227, at 43, 44.
233. In this regard, as Subsection C indicates, counsel should bear in mind that in capital
litigation the courts tend to be much more responsive to supplemental presentations than they might
be in other contexts. See, e.g., Brooks v. Estelle, 702 F.2d 84, 84-8S (Sth Cir. 1983) (noting
petitioner's multiple applications to the court and addressing them on the merits); Spaziano v. State,
660 So. 2d 1363, 1364, 65-66 (Fla. 1995) (granting motions filed by defendant facing fdlh death
warrant that "(sought] to open by rehearing an appeal that was finalized more than thirteen years
ago and a post-conviction proceeding that was terminated with a denial of rehearing more than nine
years ago" and ordering a remand that eventually resulted in an in-court recantation by a key
witness and a life sentence); see also DNA Tests to be Done In '74 Case, ORLANDO SENTINEL, Dec.
13, 2002, at B3.
234. See Bright, supra note 227, at 43 (''Failure to make an objection for fear of alienating the
judge or jury may be a valid consideration in a case in which there is a good chance of acquittal or
the length of sentence will be so short that appellate review will be irrelevant to the client. But in a
capital case, it may deprive the client of a life-saving revenal on direct appeal or in habeas corpus
proceedings.").
235. See supra text accompanying note 28. If a claim, whether meritorious or not, is being
litigated anywhere in the country, counsel is likely to be charged with knowledge that the "tools to
construct their constitutional claim" exist and be expected to raise il Engle v. Isaac, 456 U.S. 107,
133 (1982). In Smith v. Murray, 471 U.S. S27 (1986), counsel failed to raise a particular issue on
behalf of Mr. Smith in one state court because the state supreme court had recently rejected il See
id at S31. Mr. Smith raised the issue in subsequent state and federal collateral proceedings, see id.,
and, well after these were concluded, the United States Supreme Court ruled favorably on the
question. See id. at 536. However, because of counsel's previous decision to forego the presentation
of a claim that was then meritless, the Court "conclude(d) that ... (Mr. Smith] must therefore be
executed," !d. at 540 (Stevens,]., dissenting}, and he was. See Legislative Modification, supra note
12, at 852; see also infra note 343.
236. For example, execution by electrocution has become de facto unconstitutional because
state governments have concluded that challenges to the practice have merit, even though the
contrary precedent remains in place. See In re Kcmmler, 136 U.S. 436, 449 (1890); cf. Alabama:
Optional Execution by Injection, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 26, 2002, at A20 (discussing how Alabama
enacted a law making lethal injection the state's primary method of execution when it looked as if
the Supreme Court might rule that the electric chair was cruel and unuaual punishment); Sara
Rimer, Florida Lawmakers RI!:Ject Electric .Chair, N.Y. TIMES, Ian. 7, 2000, at Al3 (same in
Florida}.
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Because "[p ]reserving all [possible] grounds can be very difficult in
the heat of battle during trial,'' 237 cow1sel should file written motions in
limine prior to trial raising any issues that counsel anticipate will arise at
trial. All of the grow1ds should be set out in the motion. 238 Similarly,
requests for rulings during the course of post-conviction proceedings
(e.g., for investigative resources pursuant to Guideline l0.4(D)) should
be made fully and fonnally.
In accordance with Subsection B(2), counsel at every stage must
ensure that there is a complete record respecting all claims that are
made, including objections, motions, statements of grounds, questioning
of witnesses or venire members, oral and written arguments of both
sides, discussions among counsel and the court, evidence proffered and
received, rulings of the court, reasons given by the court for its rulings,
and any agreements reached between the parties. If a court refuses to
allow a proceeding to be recorded, counsel should state the objection to
the court's refusal, to the substance of the court's ruling, and then at the
first available opportunity make a record of what transpired in the
unrecorded proceeding. 239 Counsel should also ensure that the record is
clear with regard to the critical facts to support the claim. For example,
if counsel objects to the peremptory strike of a juror as race-based,
counsel should ensure that it is clear from the record not only that the
prosecutor struck a particular juror, but the race of the juror, of every
other member of the venire, and the extent to which the unchallenged
venire members shared the characteristics claimed to be justifYing the
challenge. 240
Further, as reflected in Guideline 10. 7(B)(2), counsel at all stages
of the case must detennine independently whether the existing official
record may incompletely reflect the proceedings, e.g., because the court
reporter took notes but did not transcribe them or an interpreter's
translation was inaccurate, or because the court clerk did not include
legal memoranda in the record transmitted to subsequent courts, or there
was official negligence or misconduct.
As the nonexclusive list of considerations in Subsection A(3)
suggests, there are many instances in which counsel should assert legal
claims even though their prospects of immediate success on the merits

237. Bright, supra note 227, at 45.
238. See ALABAMA CAPITAL DEFENSE TRIAL MANUAL, supra note 211, at 53.
239. See Dobbs v. Zant, 506 U.S. 357, 358 (1993); Robinson v. Robinson, 487 S. W.2d 713,
714-15 (Tex. 1972); 4M Linen & Unif. Supply Co. v. W.P. Ballard & Co., 793 S.W.2d 320, 323
(Tex. Ct. App. 1990).
240. See Bright, supra note 227, at 46.
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are at best modest. Examples of such circwustances (in addition to those
in which cow1sel need to forestall later procedural defenses (Subsection
A(3)(c)), include instances where:
• the claim should be preserved in light of foreseeable future events
(e.g., the completion of an investigation, a ruling in a relevant
case); or
• asserting the claim may increase the government's incentive to
reach an agreed-upon disposition; or
• the presentation made in support of the claim may favorably
influence other relevant actors (e.g., the Govemor). 241

241. See 3 CAL. AIT'YS FOR CRJM. JUSTICE, 3 CALIFORNIA DEATH PENALTY DEFENSE
MANUAL 4 ( 1993 ).
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GUIDELINE 10.10.1-TRIAL PREPARATION OVERALL
As the investigations mandated by Guideline 10.7
produce information, trial counsel should formulate a
defense theory. Counsel should seck a theory that will be
effective in connection with both guilt and penalty, and
should seek to minimize any inconsistencies.

History of Guideline
The revisions to this Guideline, which was formerly Guideline
11. 7.1, are stylistic.

Related Standards
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER AsS'N; PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline 4.3
(1995) ("Theory of the Case").

Commentary
Fonuulation of and adherence to a persuasive and understandable
defense theory are vital in any criminal case. In a capital trial, the task of
constructing a viable strategy is complicated by the fact that the
proceedings are bifurcated. The client is entitled to have counsel insist
that the state prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 255 At the same time,
if counsel takes contradictory positions at guilt/innocence and
1
sentencing, credibility with the sentencer may be damaged and the
defendant's chances for a non-death sentence reduced. Accordingly, it is
critical that, -well before trial, counsel formulate an integrated defense
theory 256 that will be reinforced by its presentation at both the guilt.and

255. See Nixon v. Singletary, 758 So. 2d 618, 624-25 (Fla. 2000) (ineffective assistance where
counsel failed to obtain client's explicit prior consent to strategy of conceding guilt to jury in
opening statement in effort to preserve credibility for sentencing); People v. Hattery, 488 N.E.2d
513, 518-19 (Ill. 1985)(same).
256. See infra text accompanying notes 273-75; McNally, supra note 242, at 8-11; White,
supra note 3, at 356-58.
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257

mitigation stages. Counsel should then advance that theory during all
phases of the trial, including jury selection, witness preparation, pretrial
motions, opening statement, presentation of evidence, and closing
argument. 258

257. AJ the text accompanying notes 104-07, supra, suggests, for counsel to gamble that there
never will be a mitigation phase because the client will not be convicted of the capital charge is to
render ineffective assistance.
258. See Bright, supra note 227, at 40.
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GUIDELINE 10.11-THE DEFENSE CASE CONCERNING
PENALTY
A.

As set out in Guideline 10.7(A), counsel at every
stage of the case have a continuing duty to
investigate issues bearing upon penalty and to seek
information that supports mitigation or rebuts the
prosecution's case in aggravation.

B.

Trial counsel should discuss with the client early in
the case the sentencing alternatives available, and the
relationship between the strategy for the sentencing
phase and for the guilt/innocence phase.

C.

Prior to the sentencing phase, trial counsel should
discuss with the client the specific sentencing phase
procedures of the jurisdiction and advise the client of
steps being taken in preparation for sentencing.

D.

Counsel at every stage of the case should discuss with
the client the content and purpose of the information ·
concerning penalty that they intend to present to the
sentencing or reviewing body or individual, means
by which the mitigation presentation might be
strengthened, and the strategy for meeting the
prosecution's case in aggravation.

E.

Counsel should consider, and discuss with the client,
the possible consequences of having the client testify
or make a statement to the sentencing or reviewing
body or individual.

F.

In deciding \vhich witnesses and evidence to prepare
concerning penalty, the areas counsel should
consider include the following:
1. Witnesses familiar with and evidence relating to
the client's life and development, from conception
to the time of sentencing, that would be
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explanatory of the offense(s) for which the client
is being sentenced, would rebut or explain
evidence presented by the prosecutor, would
present positive aspects of the client's life, or
would othenvise support a sentence less than
death;

2. Expert and lay witnesses along with supporting
documentation (e.g., school records, military
records) to provide medical, psychological,
sociological, cultural or other insights into the
client's mental and/or emotional state and life
history that may explain or lessen the client's
culpability for the underlying offense(s); to give a
favorable opinion as to the client's capacity for
rehabilitation, or adaptation to prison; to explain
possible treatment programs~ or othenvise
support a sentence less than death; and/or to
rebut or explain evidence presented by the
prosecutor;
3 . Witnesses who can testify about the applicable
.alternative to a death sentence and/or the
conditions under which the alternative sentence
would be served;

4. Witnesses who can testify about the adverse
impact of the client's execution on the client's
family and loved ones.
5. Demonstrative evidence, such as photos, videos,
and physical objects (e.g., trophies, artwork,
military medals), and documents that humanize
the client or portray him positively, such as
certificates of earned awards, favorable press
accounts, and letters of praise or reference.

G.

In determining what presentation to make
concerning penalty, counsel should consider whether
any portion of the defense case will open the door to
the prosecution's presentation of othenvise
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inadmissible aggravating evidence. Counsel should
pursue all appropriate means (e.g., motions in
limine) to ensure that the defense case concerning
penalty is constricted as little as possible by this
consideration, and should mal~e a full record in
order to support any subsequent challenges.
H.

Trial counsel should determine at the earliest
possible time what aggravating factors the
prosecution will rely upon in seet.::ing the death
penalty and what evidence will be offered in support
thereof. If the jurisdiction has rules regarding
notification of these factors, counsel at all stages of
the case should object to any non-compliance, and if
such rules are inadequate, counsel at all stages of the
case should challenge the adequacy of the rules.

I.

Counsel at all stages of the case should carefully
consider whether all or part of the aggravating
evidence may appropriately be challenged as
improper, inaccurate, misleading or not legally
admissible.

J.

If the prosecution is granted leave at any stage of the
case to have the client interviewed by witnesses
associated with the government, defense counsel
should:

1. carefully consider

a. what legal challenges may appropriately be
made to the interview or the conditions
surrounding it, and
b. the legal and strategic issues implicated by the
client's co-operation or non-cooperation;
2. insure that the client understands the significance
of any statements made during such an interview;
and
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3. attend the interview.
K.

Trial counsel should request jury instructions and
verdict forms that ensure that jurors will be able to
consider and give effect to all relevant mitigating
evidence. Trial counsel should object to instructions
or verdict forms that are constitutionally flawed, or
arc inaccurate, or confusing and should offer
alternative instructions. Post-conviction counsel
should pursue these issues through factual
investigation and legal argument.

L.

Counsel at every stage of the case should tal<e
advantage of all appropriate opportunities to argue
why death is not suitable punishment for their
particular client.

History of Guideline

The substance of this Guideline is drawn from Guideline 11.8.3 of
the original edition. The principal changes are the expansion of coverage
to counsel at all stages of the proceedings, and language changes to
underscore the range and importance of expert testimony in capital
cases, the breadth of mitigating evidence, and counsel's duty to present
arguments in mitigation.
Related Standards

ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: DEFENSE FuNCTION
Standard 4-8.1 (''Sentencing"), in ABA STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL
JUSTICE: PROSECUTION FuNCTION AND DEFENSE FuNCTION (3d ed.
1993).
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline 8.1
(1995) ("Obligations of Counsel in Sentencing").
NAT'L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER Ass'N, PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, Guideline 8.2
(1995) ("Sentencing Options, Consequences and Procedures").
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Commentary
Capital sentencing is unique in a variety of ways, but only one
ultimately matters: the stakes are life and death.
This commentary is written primarily from the perspective of trial
cowtsel. But corresponding obligations rest on successor cowtsel. This
Guideline has been broadened to include them because of the realities
that in capital cases (a) more evidence tends to become available to the
defense as time passes, 271 and (b) updated presentations of the defense
case on penalty in accordance with Guideline 10.15.l(E)(3) may
influence decisionmakers both on the bench (e.g., an appellate court
considering a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel) and off it (e.g.,
the prosecutor, the Governor).
The Importance of an Integrated Defense
During the investigation of the case, cow1sel should begin to
develop a theme that can be presented consistently through both the first
and second phases of the trial. Ideally, "the theory of the trial must
complement, support, and lay the groundwork for the theory of
mitigation." 272 Consistency is crucial because, as discussed in the
commentary to Guideline 10.10.1, counsel risks losing credibility by
making an unconvincing argun1ent in the first phase that the defendant
did not commit the crime, then attempting to show in the penalty phase
why the client committed the crime. 273 First phase defenses that seek to
reduce the client's culpability for the crime (e.g., by negating intent)
rather than to deny involvement altogether are more likely to be
consistent with mitigating evidence of mental illness, retardation,
domination by a co-defendant, substance abuse, or trawna. 274 But
whether or not the guilt phase defense will be d1at the defendant did not
271. See supra text accompanying note 39.
272 Lyon, supra note 3, at 711.
273. See id. at 708; Scott E. Sundby, The Capital Jury and Absolution, 38 CORNELL L. REv.
1557, 1596-97 (1998).
274. In fact, most statutory mitigating circumstances, which were typically adapted from the
Model Penal Code, arc "imperfect" vcnions of first phase defenses such as insanity, diminished
capacity, duress, and self-defense. See Carol S. Stcikcr & Jordan M Stcikcr, Let God Sort Them
Out? Refining the Individualization Requirement in Capital Sentencing, 102 YALE L.J. 835, 856-57
(1992) (reviewing BEVERLY LOWRY, CROSSED OVER: A MURDER, A l'viEMOIR (1992)). Of course,
the defendant's penalty phase presentation may not constitutionally be limited to statutory
mitigating circumstances and the jury must be allowed to give full consideration to any non·
statutory ones he advances. See Hitchcock v. Dugger, 481 U.S. 393, 394 (1987); Lockett v. Ohio,
438 u.s. 586, 604 ( 1978).
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commit the crime, counsel must be prepared from the outset to make the
transition to the penalty phase. 275
The Defense Presentation at the Penalty Phase
As discussed in the commentary to Guideline 10. 7, areas of
mitigation are extremely broad and encompass any evidence that tends
to lessen the defendant's moral culpability for the offense or otherwise
276
supports a sentence less than death. Often, a mitigation presentation is
offered not to justify or excuse the crime "but to help explain it." 277 If
cow1sel cannot establish a direct cause and effect relationship between
any one mitigating factor and the commission of a capital offense,

275. For an example of an argument making an effective transition, see Edith Georgi Houlih.in,
Defending the Accused Child Killer, THE CHAMPION, Apr. 1998, at 23. Jurisdictions vary as to
whether the defendant has a right to present lingering doubt as a mitig.1ting circumstance. Compare
People v. S.1nchez, 906 P.2d 1129, 1178 (Cal 1995) (stating th.1t under California law, "the jury's
consideration of residu.1l doubt is proper"), with Way v. State, 760 So. 2d 903, 916-17 (Fla. 2000)
(rejecting cl.1im under Florida constitution that a defendant must be permitted to present mitigating
"evidence relevant only to establish a lingering doubt"). Existing case law in the United States
Supreme Court suggests that a capital defendant bas no federal constitutional right to have lingering
doubt considered as a mitigating circumstance at the penalty phase. See Franklin v. Lynaugh, 487
U.S. 164, 174 (1988). Given the significant number of death row exonerations, see supra text
accompanying notes 48-51 & 198-204, and the degree to which these have plainly troubled many
Justices, see Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 320 n.25 (2002) ("Despite the heavy burden that the
prosecution must shoulder in capital cases ... in recent years a disturbing number of inmates on
death row have been exonerated."), supra text accompanying note 31, there is ample reason to
doubt the force of this precedent. See CONSTITIJTION PROJECT, supra note 50, at 40-41 (advoc.1ting
allowing lingering doubt to be considered as a mitig.1ting circumstance); see generally Christina S.
Pignatelli, Residual Doubt: It's a Life Saver, 13 CAP. DEF. J. 307 (2001).
276. See Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302, 327-28 (1989) (stating that "it is precisely because
the punishment should be directly related to the personal culpability of the defendant that the jury
must be allowed to consider and give effect to mitigating evidence relevant to a defendant's
character or record or the circumstances of the offense"); McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 306
(1987) (reaff11llling that ''States caMot limit the sentencer's consideration of any relevant
circumstance that could cause it to decline to impose the penalty. In this respect, the State cannot
chaMel the sentcncer's discretion, but must allow it to consider any relevant information offered by
the defendant''); Skipperv. South Carolina, 476 U.S. 1, 4-5 (1986) (holding evidence of defendant's
positive adaptation to prison is relevant and admissible mitigating evidence even though .it does ''not
relate specifically to petitioner's culpability for the crime he committed''). Similarly, counsel could
appropriately argue to the jury that the death sentence should not be imposed on a client because
doing so would tend to incite the client's political followers to avenge him by committing further
crimes. See, e.g., Benjamin Weiser, Jury Rejects Death Penalty for Terrorist, N.Y. TIMES, July 11,
2001, at B I (reporting successful use of this argument at trial of defendant convicted of bombing
American embassy).
217. Haney, supra note 93, at 560. See Simmons v. Luebbers, 299 F.3d 929, 938-39 (8th Cir.
2002) ("Mitigating evidence was essential to provide some sort of explanation for Simmons's
abhorrent behavior. Despite the availability of such evidence, however, none was presented.
Simmons's attorneys' representation was ineffective.''), cert. denied 123 S. Ct. 1582 (2003).
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counsel may wish to show the combination of factors that led the client
to commit the crimc. 278 But mitigation evidence need not be so limited.
Depending on the case, counsel may choose instead to emphasize the
impact of an execution on the client's family, the client's prior positive
contributions to the community, or other factors wtconnected to the
crime which militate against his execution (Subsection F). In any event,
it is critically important to construct a persuasive narrative in support of
the case for life, rather than to simply present a catalog of seemingly
279
unrelated mitigating factors.
·
Since an understanding of the client's extended, multi-generational
history is often needed for an wtderstanding of his functioning,
construction of the narrative nomtally requires evidence that sets forth
and explains the client's complete social history from before conception
to the present. Expert witnesses may be useful for this purpose and may
assist the jury in w1derstanding the significance of the observations. 280
For example, expert testimony may explain the pennanent neurological
damage caused by fetal alcohol syndrome or childhood abuse, or the
hereditary nature of mental illness, and the effects of these impairments
on the client's judgment and impulse control. 281 Counsel should choose
experts who are tailored specifically to the needs of the case, rather than
relying on an "all-purpose" expert who may have insufficient knowledge
or experience to testifY persuasively .282 In order to prepare effectively
for trial, and to choose the best experts, counsel should take advantage of
training materials and seminars and remain current on developments in
fields such as neurology and psychology, which often have important
implications for understanding clients' behavior. 283 Counsel should also

278. See lliney, supra note 93, at 600.
279. For an example of the process working as it should, sec Alex Kotlowitz, In the Face of
Death, N.Y. TIMES MAO., July 6, 2003, at 32. See generally Scott E. Sundby, The Jury as Critic: An
Empirical Look at How Capital Juries Perceive Expert and Lay Testimony, 83 VA. L. REV. 1109,
1140-41 (1997) (noting that jurors find expert testimony unpersuasivc if it is not tied into other
evidence presented in the case).
280. See White, supra note 3, at 342-43.
281. See, e.g., Ainsworth v. Woodford, 268 F.3d 868, 876 (9th Cir. 2001) (stating that "the
introduction of expert testimony would also have been important" to explain the effects that
'"serious physical and psychological abuse and neglect as a child"' had on the defendant).
282. See Caro v. Calderon, 165 F.3d 1223, 1226-27 (9th Cir. 1999) (although counsel
consulted four experts, including a medical doctor, a psychologist, and a psychiatrist, counsel failed
to consult neurologist or toxicologist who could have explained neurological effects of defendant's
extensive exposure to pesticides).
283. High quality continuing legal education programs on the death penalty, such as those
noted supra in the commentary to Guideline 8.1, regularly present such information.
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seek advice and assistance from colleagues and experts in the field of
capital litigation.
Counsel should ordinarily use lay witnesses as much as possible to
284
provide the factual foundation for the expert's conclusions.
Community members such as co-workers, prison guards, teachers,
military personnel, or clergy who interacted with the defendant or his
family. or have other relevant personal know ledge or experience often
speak to the jury with particular credibility ." 85
Family members and friends can provide vivid first-hand accowlts
of the povert)' and abuse that characterize the lives of many capital
defendants. These witnesses can also hwnanize the client by allowing
the jury to see him in the context of his family, showing that they care
about him, and providing exan1ples of his capacity to behave in a caring,
positive way, such as attempting to protect other family members from
domestic violence or trying to be a good parent and provider. 286
Similarly, acquaintances who can testify to the client's performance of
good works in the community may help the decisionmaker to have a
more complete view of him. None of this evidence should be offered as
counterweight to the gravity of the crime, but rather to show that the
person who committed the crime is a flawed but real individual rather
than a generic evildoer, someone for whom one could reasonably see a
constricted but worthwhile future.
In addition to humanizing the client, counsel should endeavor to
show that the alternatives to the death penalty would be adequate
punishment. Studies show that "future dangerousness is on the minds of
most capital jurors, and is thus 'at issue' in virtually all capital trials,"
whether or not it is argued by the prosecution or is a statutorily
mandated sentencing consideration. 287 Accordingly, counsel should give
serious consideration to making an explicit presentation of information
on this subject. Evidence that the client has adapted well to.prison and
has had few disciplinary problems can allay jurors' fears and reinforce
other positive mitigating evidence. 288 Counsel should therefore always

284. See Sundby, supra note 279, at 1163-84.
285. See id. at 1118, 1151.
286. See id at 1152-62; see also Wayne A. Logan, When Balance and Fairness Collide: An
Argument for Execution Impact Evidence in Capital Trials, 33 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM 1, 12-14
(1999).
287. John H. Blume et al., Future Dangerousness in Capital Cases: Always "At Issue," 86
CORNELL L. REV. 397, 398-99 (2001).
288. See Skipper v. South Carolina, 476 U.S. 1, 8 ( 1986) (stating that jury would "quite
naturally" give great weight to "[t]he testimony of ... disinterested witnesses" such. as ·~ailen who
would have had no particular reason to be favorably predisposed toward one of their charges'');
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encourage the client not only to avoid any disciplinary infractions but
also to participate in treatment programs and/or educational, religious or
other constructive activities.
Counsel is entitled to impress upon the sentencer through evidence,
argument, and/or instruction that the client will either never be eligible
for parole, will be required to serve a lengthy minimum mandatory
sentence before being considered for parole, or will be serving so many
lengthy, consecutive sentences that he has no realistic hope of release. 289
In at least some jurisdictions, counsel may be allowed to present
evidence· concerning the conditions under which such a sentence would
290
. be served.
Counsel should also consider, in consultation with the client, the
possibility of the client expressing remorse for the crime in testimony, in
allocution, or in a post-trial statement. If counsel decides that a trial
presentation by the client is desirable, and the proposed testimony or
allocution is forestalled by evidentiary rulings of the court either
Sundby, supra note 279, at 1147 (noting tendency of juries to respond favorably to testimony of
prison employees).
289. The Supreme Court has held that:
where a capital defendant's future dangerousness is at issue, and the only sentencing
alternative to death available to the jury is life imprisonment without possibility of
pa~ole, due process entitles the defendant 'to inform the jury of[his] parole ineligibility,
either by a jury instruction or in arguments by counsel.'
Shaferv. South Carolina, 532 U.S. 36,39 (2001) (quoting Ramdass v. Angelone, 530 U.S. 156, 165
(2000) (plurality opinion)). The precise contours of this rule remain in dispute, see Brown v. Texas,
522 U.S. 940,940-41 (1997), and counsel may appropriately seek to extend them (e.g., by applying
the rule to other alternative sentences than life imprisonment without parole or by requiring that the
jury receive the information through instructions).
Some state courts have held that the trial court must resolve, before the capital sentencing
hearing, issues such as the length of other sentences the defendant would serve and whether he
would be eligible for parole. See Clark v. Tansy, 882 P.2d 527, 534 (N.M. 1994) (holding that trial
court must, upon defendant's request, impose sentence for non-capital convictions prior to jury
deliberations on death penalty); Turner v. State, 573 So. 2d 657, 674-75 (Miss. 1990) (stating that
trial court should determine defendant's habitual offender status before capital sentencing hearing
so jury could be accurately informed of defendant's parole ineligibility). In other jurisdictions, the
defense can at least argue that the defendant is likely to receive lengthy, consecutive sentences. See
Jones v. State, 569 So. 2d 1234, 1239-40 (Fla. 1990) (finding length of time a defendant would be
"removed from society" if sentenced to life imprisonment is relevant mitigating evidence that the
jury must be permitted to consider); Turner v. State, 645 So. 2d 444, 448 (Fla. 1994) (holding that
jury could properly consider in mitigation that alternative to death sentences would have been two
life sentences with combined minimum mandatory of fifty years).
290. In the federal capital sentencing of a defendant convicted of bombing American
embassies overseas, the defense presented evidence about conditions at the federal "Super Max"
prison in Florence, Colorado, where the defendant would be incarcerated if sentenced to life without
parole. See Benjamin Weiser, Lawyers for Embassy Bomber Push for Prison Over ExecuJion, N.Y.
TIMES, June 27,2001, at B4; see also infra note 311. TI1e defendant was subsequently sentenced to
life without parole. See Weiser, supra note 276.
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disallowing it or conditioning it on unacceptable cross-examination,
cow1sel should take care to make a full record of the circumstances,
including the content of the proposed statement. In light of the strong
common law w1derpinnings of allocution and the broad constitutional
right to present mitigation that has already been described, any such
issue is likely to merit the careful examination of successor counsel.
Finally, in preparing a defense presentation on mitigation, counsel
must try to anticipate the evidence that may be admitted in response and
to tailor the presentation to avoid opening the door to da111aging rebuttal
evidence that would otherwise be inadmissible. 291
The Defense Response to the Prosecution's Penalty Phase Presentation
Counsel should prepare for the prosecutor's case at the sentencing
phase in much the same way as for the prosecutor's case at the
guilt/innocence phase. 292 Counsel should use available discovery
mechanisms to ascertain the aggravating and rebuttal evidence the
prosecution intends to introduce, and then thoroughly investigate to
determine whether this evidence can be excluded, rebutted, or undercut.
As discussed in the commentary to Guideline 10.2, jurisdictions vary in
whether the defense must be formally notified as to whether the
prosecution will seek the death penalty. If required notice has not been
given, counsel should also prepare to challenge at the sentencing phase
any prosecution efforts that should be barred for failure to give notice. 293
Counsel should carefuliy research applicable state and federal law
governing the admissibility of evidence in aggravation. Where possible,
counsel should move to exclude aggravating evidence as inadmissible,
and, if that fails, rebut the evidence or offer mitigating evidence that will
blWlt its in1pact. 294

291. However, as Subsection G suggests, if there is uncertainty as to the scope of how wide
this opening would be or if counsel believes that excessive rebuttal is to be admitted, they should
object and make a full record on the issue.
292 See White, supra note 3, at 358.
293. See supra text accompanying notes 163-64.
294. See Smith v. Stewart, 189 F.3d 1004, 1010-11 (9th Cir. 1999) (concluding counsel was
ineffective in part for failing to challenge the state's use of prior rape convictions in aggravation as
prior violent offenses where both of the convictions occurred when Arizona law did not include
violence as an clement of npc); Parker v. Bowersox, 188 F.3d 923, 929-31 (8th Cir. 1999)
(concluding trial counsel was ineffective for failing to present evidence to rebut the only
aggravating circumstances); Summit v. Blackburn, 795 F.2d 1237, 1244-45 (5th Cir. 1986)
(concluding trial counsel was ineffective for failing to argue the lack of corroborating evidence of
the sole aggravating factor when under state law a defendant cannot be convicted based solely on an
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295

If (but only if) the defense presents an expert who has examined
the client, a prosecution expert may be entitled to examine the client to
296
prepare for rcbuttal.
Cow1sel should become familiar with the
goveming law regarding limitations on the scope of expert evaluations
conducted by prosecution experts, and file appropriate motions to ensure
that the scope of the examination is no broader than legally
pennissible. 297 If the examination is not limited as counsel deem
appropriate, Subsection J(l) requires them to give careful consideration
to their response (e.g., refuse to participate on possible pain of
preclusion, participate at the cost of an irretrievable surrender of
infonnation, seek relief from a higher court). Counsel must discuss with
the client in advance any evaluation that is to take place and attend the
examination in order to protect the client's rights (Subsections 1(2)-(3)).
Counsel may also seek to have the evaluation observed by a defense
. expert.
Counsel should integrate the defense response to the prosecution's
evidence in aggravation with the overall theory of the case: In some
cases, counsel's response to aggravating evidence at the penalty stage
converges with the defense presentation at the guilt/innocence phase.
The prosecutor will offer no additional evidence at the penalty phase but
will simply rely on aggravating factors established by the evidence at the
uncorroborated confession and the only evidence supporting the aggravating factor was defendant's
confession).
295. See, e.g., Estelle v. Smith, 451 U.S. 454, 468 (1981) (per curiam) (stating "[a] criminal
defendant, who neither initiates a psychiatric evaluation nor attempts to introduce any psychiatric
evidence, may not be compelled to respond to a psychiatrist if his statements can be used against
him at a capital sentencing proceeding").
·
296. A3 described infra in note 297, several states explicitly limit this right in various ways.
297. See, e.g., FED. R. CRIM. P. 12.2(cX4) (2003) ("No statement made by a defendant in the
course of any [court-ordered psychiatric) examination ... may be admitted into evidence against the
.defendant in any criminal proceeding except on an issue regarding mental condition on which the
defendant ... has introduced evidence''); Abernathy v. State, 462 S.E.2d 615, 616 (Ga. 1995)
(holding that where defendant intends ''to introduce evidence of mental illness in any phase of trial,"
he may be required ''to submit to an independent psychiatric evaluation or be barred from presenting
such evidence, even in mitigation''); State v. Reid, 981 S.W.2d 166, 168 (Tenn. 1998) (stating that
once defendant files notice of intent to present expert testimony regarding mitigating evidence, state
expert may examine defendant; however, state expert report will be provided only to the defense
until after conviction and after defendant confirms intent to rely on expert testimony as part of case
in mitigation); see also FLA. R. CRJM. P. 3.202(d) (2002) ("After the filing of [notice) ... to seek
the death penalty, the court shall order that, within 48 hours after the defendant is convicted of
capital murder, the defendant be examined by a mental health expert chosen by the state.... The
examination shall be limited to those mitigating circumstances the defendant expects to establish
through expert testimony.''); Dillbcck v. State, 643 So. 2d 1027, 1030-31 (Fla. 1994) ("[W]hcrc the
defendant plans to usc only in the penalty phase the testimony of an expert who has interviewed him
or her, the State is entitled to examine the defendant only after conviction and after the State has
certified that it will seek the death penalty.''); State v. Johnson, 576 S.E.2d 831, 835-37 (Ga. 2003).
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guilt/innocence phase, such as that the murder was committed during the
course of a felony. 298 In such cases,· counsel's rebuttal presentation
should focus on the circumstances of the crime, and defendant's conduct
as it relates to the elements of the applicable aggravating circumstances.
In other cases, the prosecution will introduce additional aggravating
evidence at the penalty stage. If the prosecutor seeks to introduce
evidence of unadjudicated prior criminal conduct as aggravating
evidence. cow1sel should fully investigate the circumstances of the prior
conduct and determine whether it is properly admissible at the penalty
stage. 299
If the prosecution relies upon a prior conviction (as opposed to
conduct), cow1sel should also detenuine whether it could be attacked as
the product of an invalid guilty plea, 300 as obtained when the client was
unrepresented by counsel,301 as a violation of double jeopardy ,3m or on
some other basis. Counsel should detenuine whether a constitutional
challenge to a prior conviction must be litigated in the jurisdiction where
303
the conviction occurred.

298. See, e.g., Lowenfield v. Phelps, 484 U.S. 231, 246 (1988); see also FLA. STAT. ANN.
§ 921.141(5) (West 2001) (listing as an aggravating circumstance the fact that the crime was
committed while the defendant was engaged in, or an accomplice to, the commission or attempted
commission or flight after committing or attempting to commit any one of twelve enumerated
felonies). In some states, the prosecution is essentially limited at the penalty phase to the evidence
admitted at the guilt phase. See, e.g., N.Y. CRJM. PROC. LAW§ 400.27(3), (6) (McKinney 2002).
299. See supra text accompanying notes 23, 222-23. In some jurisdictions, only criminal
conduct for which the client has been convicted ill admissible at the penalty stage. See, e.g., FLA.
STAT. ANN. § 921.141(5) (listing as aggravating circumstance the fact that the defendant was
previously convicted of capital felony or a felony involving violence). In others, no conviction is
necessary, but the admissibility of a prior bad act may depend on other factors. See, e.g., CAL.
PENAL CODE § 190.3 (West 1999) (allowing admission of evidence of other criminal activity at
penalty phase even though the defendant was not convicted for· ii, unless the defendant was
prosecuted and acquitted or it did not involve the usc or threat of violence); Pace v. State, 524
S.E.2d 490, 505 (Ga. 1999) (prior crime without conviction may be used in aggravation unless there
is a previous acquittal). As a matter of constitutional law, the attack on the admission of
unadjudicated prior misconduct in capital sentencing, which has long been a powerful one in light
of the Court's established recognition of the need for special reliability in that context, see Monge v.
California, 524 U.S. 721, 731-33 (1998) (collecting authority), has received additional support both
from Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584 (2002) and from the Court's elaboration of due process
limitations in related contexts. See State Farm Mut. Auto. Ina. Co. v. Campbell, 123 S. Ct. I513,
1523 (2003) (in assessing punitive damages a recidivist may be punished more severely than a f~rst
offender, but only where the repeated misconduct is of the same sort as that involved in current
case).
300. See Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 242-44 (1969).
301. See Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335,339 (1963).
302. See Menna v. New York. 423 U.S. 61,62 (1975).
303. See Lackawanna County Disl Attorney v. Cosa, 532 U.S. 394, 402-04 (2001); see also
supra note 22.
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In jurisdictions where victim impact evidence is penni ned, counsel,
mindful that such evidence is often very persuasive to the sentencer,
should ascertain what, if any, victim impact evidence the prosecution
intends to introduce at penalty phase, and evaluate all available
304
and
strategies for contesting the admissibility of such evidence
305
minimizing its effect on the sentencer.
In particular, in light of the instability of the case law, 306 counsel
should consider the federal constitutionality of admitting such evidence
307
to be an open field for legal advocacy .
Counsel should also evaluate how to blwlt certain intangible factors
that can be damaging to a capital defendant at sentencing, including the
heinous nature of the crime or the sentencer's possible racial antagonism
for the client. 308 In jurisdictions where the altemative to a death sentence
is life without the possibility of parole, counsel should consider
infom1ing the jury of the defendant's parole ineligibility in order to blWlt
the concem that the defendant may one day be released from custody. 309
If they have not done so previously in building their affirmative case for

304. Limit:~ lions on the admission of such evidence exist in a number of jurisdictions as a
matter ofsl:lte law. See, e.g., People v. Edwards, 819 P.2d 436, 464-67 (C...I. 1991); Bivins v. State,
642 N.E.2d 928, 956-57 (Ind. 1994).
305. See generally Jeremy A. Blumentha~ The Admissibility of Victim Impact Statements at
Capital Sentencing: Traditional and Nontraditional Perspectives, SO DRAKE L. REV. 67 (2001);
Randall Coyne, Inflicting Payne on Oklahoma: The Use of Victim Impact Evidence During the
Sentencing Phase of Capital Cases, 45 OKLA. L. REV. 589, 612-15 (1992); Ellen Krcitzberg, How.
Much Payne Will the Courts Allow?, THE CHAMPION, Jan./Feb. 1998, at 31; Michael Ogul, Capital
Cases: Dealing with Victim Impact Evidence (pts. I & 2), THE CHAMPION, June 2000, at 43,
Aug./Sept. 2000, at 42.
306. Compare Booth v. Maryland, 482 U.S. 496, 501-03 (1987) (victim impact evidence
unconstitutional), and South Carolina v. Gathers, 490 U.S. 805, 810-12 (1989) (prosecutorial
argument for death based upon laudable characteristics of victim unconstitutional), with Payne v.
Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808,825, 828-30 (1991) (overruling Booth and Gathers while noting that Due
Process Clause is violated if such evidence is unduly prejudicial).
307. Of course, counsel should also pursue all available state law theories that might exclude
such evidence, as indicated supra in note 232; see, e.g., Olsen v. State, 20ll3 Wyo. LEXIS 57, 17693 (April 14, 2003) (reviewing Wyoming statutory scheme and concluding it docs not authorize
admission of victim impact evidence in capital case); People v. Logan, 224 Ill. App.3d 735 (1st
DisL 1991) (notwithstanding that no death penalty had been imposed, it was ineffective assistance
of appellate counsel to fail to challenge victim impact testimony as inadmissible under state law or
limit its impact). For example, on the assumption that victim impact evidence in support of the
death penalty would be admissible, there is conflicting case law in various states on whether the
defense can call members of Ute victim's family to testify in opposition to the client's execution. Cf
supra text accompanying note 277 (noting that Constitution requires defendants to be able to offer
any evidence that might cause sentencer to decline to impose a death sentence in the case at hand).
308. See White, supra note 3, at 359-60.
309. See supra text accompanying notes 289-90.
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a penalty less than death, 310 counsel should also consider putting on
evidence describing the conditions under which the client would serve a
life sentence to rebut aggravating evidence of future dangerousness. 311
Jury Considerations
Personal argument by cow1sel in support of a sentence less than
death is important. Cow1sel who seeks to persuade a decisionmaker to
empathize with the client must convey his or her own empathy. 312 While
counsel may choose to discuss the gravity of the sentencer's life and
death decision, the fact that the jury will have been death-qualified313
means that trumpeting absolutist. arguments against the death penalty is
less likely to move the audience than sounding pro-life, pro-mercy notes
that derive their resonance from the specific facts at hand ..
It is essential that counsel object to evidentiary rulings, instructions,
·or verdict fom1s that improperly circumscribe the scope of the mitigating
evidence that can be presented or the ability of the jury to consider and
give effect to such evidence. 314 Counsel should also object to and be

310. See supra text accompanying note 290.
311. See United States v. Johnson, 223 F.3d 665,671 (7th Cir: 2000) (describing how, to rebut
govemment'.s assertion of future dangerousness, federal capital defendant put on evidence at penalty
phase regarding conditions at "Supermax" prison where defendant would be housed if sentenced to
life imprisonment), cert. denied, 534 U.S. 829 (2001); supra note 290.
312 See supra text accompanying note 185; White, supra note 3, at 374-75. An attorney
whose contempt for his client is palpable cannot provide effective representation. See, e.g., Rickmari
v. Bel~ 131 F.3d 1150, 1157 (6th Cir. 1997) (describing counsel's "repeated expressions of
contempt for his client" as providing the defendani "not with a defense counsel, but with a second
prosecutor[;] creating a loathsome image . . . that would make a juror feel compelled to rid the
world of him''); Clark v. State, 690 So. 2d 1280, 1283 (Fla. 1997) (''Counsel completely abdicated
his responsibility to ·clark when he told the jury that Clark's case presented his most difficult
challenge ever in arguing against imposition of the death penalty.'').
313. See supra commentary to Guideline 10.10.2.
314. See, e.g., Penry v. Johnson, 532 U.S. 782, 799-800 (2001) (instzuctions and verdict form
prevented jury from giving effect to mitigating evidence of defendant's mental retardation); McKoy
v. North Carolina, 494 U.S. 433,439-41 (1990) (verdict form and instzuctions suggesting mitigating
circumstances must be found unanimously improperly restricted jurors' ability to give effect to
miligating evidence); Mills v. Maryland, 486 U.S. 367, 384 (1988) (same); Belmontes v. Woodford,
355 F.3d 1024, 1032 (9th Cir. 2003) (granting habeas relief on penalty because "the jury was not
instzucted that it must consider Belmontes' principal mitigation evidence, which tended to show that
he would adapt well to prison and likely become a. constzuctive member of society if incarcerated
for life: without possibility of parole''); Davis v. Mitchell, 318 F.3d 682, 691 (6th Cir. 2003); Banks
v. Hom, 316 F.3d 228, 233 (3d Cir. 2003) ('"Under the United States Supreme Court's cases, the
sentencer must be permitted to consider all mitigating evidence. The possibility that a single juror
could block such consideraiion, and consequently require the jury to impose the death penalty, is
one the Court dares not risk."') (quoting Mills, 486 U.S. at 384); Lenz v. Warden, 579 S.E.2d 194,
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prepared to rebut argwnents that improperly minimize the significance
of mitigating evidence 315 or equate the standards for mitigation with
316
those for a first-phase defense.
At the same time, cowtsel should
request instructions that will ensure that the jury wtderstands, considers,
and gives effect to all relevant mitigating evidence. 317 It is vital that the
instructions clearly convey the differing unanimity requirements
·applicable to aggravating and mitigating factors. 318
If the jury instructions are insufficient to achieve the purposes
described in the previous paragraph or are otherwise confusing or
misleading, cowtsel must object, even if the instructions are the standard
ones given in the jurisdiction. If the court does not instruct the jury on
individual mitigating circumstances, counsel should spell them out in
closing argwuent.

196 (Va. 2003) (holding trial counsel ineffective for failure to object to defective penalty phase
verdict form).
31S. Prosecutors will frequently try to argue, for example, that ''not everybody" who is abused
as a child grows up to commit capital murder or that mental illness did not "cause" the defendant to
commit the crime. See Haney, supra note 93, at S89-602. Both of these arguments arc objectionable
on Eighth Amendment grounds because they nullify the effect of virtually all mitigation. See id.;
supra text accompanying notes 277-80. In any event, counsel can sc:ek to counter such arguments by
emphasizing the unique combination of factors at play in the client's life and demonstrating that
there arc causal connections between, for example, childhood abuse, neurological damage, and
violent behavior. See, e.g., Phyllis L. Crocker, Childhood Abuse and Adult Murder: Implications for
the Death Penalty, 77 N.C. L. REV. 1143, 1157-66 (1999) (reviewing psychological and medical
"research on the correlation between childhood abuse and adult violence').
316. Arguments confusing the standards for a fli'St phase; ,defense and mitigation also violate
the Eighth Amendment See generally Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104, 113-IS (1982) (finding
unconstitutional trial judge's failure to consider defendant's violent upbringing as a mitigating
factor at sentencing); see generally Phyllis L. Crocker, Concepts of Culpability and
Deathworthiness: Differentiating Between Guilt and Punishment in Death Penalty Cases, 66
FORDHAM L. REV. 21 (1997).
317. See Blume et al., supra note 287, at 398-99. See also Theodore Eisenberg & Martin T.
Wells, Deadly Confusion: Juror Instructions in Capital Cases, 79 CORNELL L. REV. I, 11-12
(1993) (describing results of study showing jury confusion as to meaning of instructions,
particularly about the mitigating circumstance burden of proof); James Luginbuhl & Julie Howe,
Discretion in Capital Sentencing Instructions: Guided or Misguided?, 70 IND. L.J. 1161, 1167
( 1995) (describing results of study showing that a substantial percentage of jurors do not understand
instructions concerning aggravating and mitigating evidence, burdens of proof and unanimity).
318. See McKoy v. North Carolina, 494 U.S. 433, 444 (1990) (instructions allowing jury to
consider only mitigating circumstances found unanimously violated Eighth Amendment); Mills v.
Maryland, 486 U.S. 367, 37S-80 (1988) (same result where jury could misinterpret instructions to
require unanimity); supra note 31S.

_...
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Record Preservation
In some jurisdictions, counsel is required or allowed to either
proffer to the court or present to the sentencer mitigating evidence,
319
Even if such a presentation is not
regardless of the client's wishes.
mandatory, cowtsel should endeavor to put all available mitigating
evidence into the record because of its possible impact on subsequent
decisionmakers in the case.

319. See, e.g., Hardwick v.Crosby, 320 F.3d 1127, 1190 n.215 (11th Cir. 2003) (''Even if
Hardwick did ask (counsel] not to present witnesses at the sentencing proceeding, ... (counsel) had
a duty to furdwick at the sentencing phase to present available mitigating witnesses as Hardwick's
defense against the death penalty."); Koon v. Dugger, 619 So. 2d 246,250 (Fla. 1993) (fmding that:
when a defendant, against his counsel's advice, refuses to permit the presentation of
mitigating evidence in the penalty phase, counsel must inform the court on the record of
the defendant's decision. Counsel must indicate whether, based on his investigation, he
reasonably believes there to be mitigating evidence that could be presented and what that
evidence would be.);
State v. Koedatich, S48 A.2d 939, 993-95 (N.J. 1988) (mitigating factors must be introduced
regardless of the defendant's position).
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I, Gabriella Espinoza Rodriguez, pursuant to the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declare as
follows:
I.

My name is Gabriella Espinoza Rodriguez. I am Andy Canales' younger sister. My date
of birth is December 11, 1972.

2.

I am six years younger than Andy. Andy and I have different fathers. Andy's father is
Anibal Canales, I have seen him a few times but I don't know him. My father is Carlos
Espinoza. He and my mother split up when I was too young to remember. I have seen
him a few times, but I barely know him, he has been absent from my life ever since I can
remember. I have three memories of him. When I was 4 anw~a~:z from Jl-1~ Jiead
Start program, he brought be a trike in the back of his car. ~as1l~ ~tJ was~
supposed to pick me up to take me to dinner; and he didn't show up. As it turned out, he
was down the street i~ a bar, he was already drunk. I didn't get to go to dinner. When I
was in 2"d or 3rct grade, he came over to our house. My mom was living with her
boyfriend at the time, John (Juan) Ramirez. He followed by mom into the kitchen and
tried to feel her up. She shook him off, and when he took off, I noticed that there was a
woman in his car. I remember thinking even at that young age that it was sleezy. He also
shoved $100 into her- pocket for me. ?t;

3.

I was five or six when my family left the Chicago/Wisconsin area and moved to Texas.
Andy did not live with us much at all while I was growing up. He lived in Houston with
his dad for a while, then returned to San Antonio. I have a fleeting memory of him when
I was in about second grade living with us at the house in Indian Creek, San Antonio,
where he lived at the time. One of the older boys who lived next door was picking on me
and throwing rocks at me, and I called my brother. He was really big in size by then, and
he came out and scared the kid away. The kid climbed into a tree, and Andy was standing
at the bottom telling him, "don't think I can't you up there!" The kid never picked on me
again. Most of the time, Andy was living in half-way houses when he was a teenager and
I was a child, and I don't know what led to Andy being away, it was just the way it was.

4.

My life growing up was different than it was for my brother and sister. I am so young
that I can't remember what our life was like at all before we came to San Antonio, and no
one in my family has been willing to tell me much about it. There are times when I tfiink
that my family has conspired to keep me in the dark about our family's history.

5.

I have very fond memories of my mother. I remember always wanting to be near her,
always wanting to do things with her. I remember I would get very upset if my mom took
off on a week-end morning to do something, like go to the flea market, without me. I
always wanted to be right with her. I was the baby of the family, so I got special
treatment from the whole family.

6.

We moved a lot when I was growing up in San Antonio. On a couple of occasions we

•
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lived with my Aunt Linda. For a while we lived with my mom's good friend, Hope
Chacon. I remember on one occasion, while we were there, my sister and my mom got
into a big fight, and my sister pushed my mom, who was near their sunken living room.
My mom was drinking and Lisa pushed her down the stairs and she broke her hip. I
know that Andy lived with us for a short time when we were living with Hope.
7.

John is the only long-term boyfriend of my mother's that I knew. He and my mom started
living together when I was about seven. That's when we moved to Indian Creek, an area
on the South side of town. We lived there for about four years in a row, until I was
eleven or twelve. That's the only time I remember staying in one place for several years
in a row. My mom moveda lot. I don't know why, but as an adult, I realized that I was
doing the same thing. My lease would get close to being expired, and I would start
looking for another place, just automatically, without thinking about it. My husband
pointed it out to me, and we have been in the house we live in now for more than a year.

8.

Andy was mostly out of our life during that time. My mother's boyfriend, John, could not
stand Andy, and there was always tension where my mother would try to stick up for
Andy and defend him because he was her son, and John was turning my mom against
him. At one point, towards the end of our stay in Indian Creek, Andy stole some kind of
a check, like a tax refund check, from John and forged his signature and cashed it. John
was furious, he was seeing red and wanted Andy prosecuted to the fullest extent of the
law.

9.

My mother was a social drinker, but for my mother, everything was social. We had a lot
of freedom growing up. Drinking was an everyday thing in our house, and on the weekends, my mom would usually go out. I started drinking when I was very you~ngwhicl}
was okay with my mother, as long as I drank at home 1 'r l' Ill. kt.r
~-t
·
-pr4l,lA.c.e.
\,~

~

\O \-

10.

My mother and her boyfriend Jobn (Juan) Ramirez lived together for about four years,
then separated. They both left Illdian Creek at that point because of some sort of tiff with
the landlord. My mom and I moved to the other side of town, and stayed for part of a
year. In the 8th grade, we moved back to the South side, and moved into John's house. I
hated living in his house, because John was always punishing me. I would get grounded
for two weeks for the smallest of things, and it was causing all sorts of problems. My
older sister was gone on her own by then, and she was struggling, and I don't know where
Andy was, but I gave my mother an ultimatum. I told her that if we didn't move away
from John, I would take off and go live with my sister. It was a bluff, because my sister
couldn't take me in, but I felt like I had to do something. My mother gave in, and we
moved away from John at that point. They continued to see each other on and off, but
they didn't live together again. We lived in several different apartments, but we usually
didn't stay in a place for more than a year, and sometimes we would move after a few
months.

11.

John was a drinker. I haven't seen him for a long time, but if I were going to look for
him, I would go to the neighborhood bars on the South side of town, and I bet I would
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find him there. That's what he did. Since I've been an adult, I have heard that John
Ramirez molested my sister. I was not aware of it. at the time, I was too young. I do
remember that he insisted on having sex with my mother with the door open, and, even
when I wa~ quite young, he would come out of the bedroom stark naked.
' 13.

My clearest memories of Andy are from the time he came home to live with us as an adult
after getting out of jail. I was a senior in high school at the time. Andy showed up, and
our apartment was too small. So we started looking for a house, and my mom was able to
qualify for Section 8 housing, and we found a house over on Ingram Road. It was a 4bedroom house, and my mom, my brother, my sister, and Brittany were living there.

14.

My mom was excited when Andy was coming home from prison. She went to the Thrift
Store and bought him some clothes and stock-piled the fridge. Andy seemed to like he
wanted to take care of my mom-he would clean, do the ~s, J.._ake sye ~(fhings around~
• ~ ~ Wl'lg..started classes, ~
the house. Andy wanted to go to school to becorK't'-i-· 1
but when they found out about his record, they told him there was no way he would be
able to work in a hospital, so he quit. Andy started working for Blockbuster Video. He
would always do special nice things for my mom. He would call my mom from work,
and insist on talking to her, then he would ask her what kind of pizza she wanted, and
bring it back to her. He would also always let my mother go to Blockbusters and browse
around the store for movies she wanted, and then he would bring them home for her. He
was allowed to bring two movies home every time he worked.

15.

My brother and I got to be very close during that period of time. We went out together a
lot, we had many of the same friends, and we had a lot of fun. My brother was always
very protective of me. I remember one night, close to my graduation time, I was having a
party and I got drunk and got into a huge fight with a girl who showed up at my party. It
was a physical fight, and I came out of it bloody and bruised. Andy came to defend me.

16.

After a while, Andy got a job as a DJ with a friend.· It was their own little business, and
Andy had his equipment in his room, which was over a garage. Andy would play his
music there, and dance around. He was goofy and dorky, silly and funny like me, but so
much fun. That's one reason it's hard to imagine him in prison, he's just not your typcial
tough guy, he's always kidding around. Once his business picked up, he moved into an
apartment with his friend, Rudy, who he was in business with. I was dating Rudy at the
time, so we spent a lot of time together.
•

17.

The summer after I graduated from high school, my mother decided to quit the job that
she had had for years with the San Antonio Housing Authority, and go take care of her
parents, my maternal grandparents, in Arizona. I went to live with my sister, and Andy
was living with Rudy. Once business began to slow down for them, Andy and Rudy
moved in with Rudy's grandparents, where they shared a big room and kept their DJ
equipment. He was dating a good friend of mine at the time whose name was Liz Hewitt.
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18.

A few weeks after my mother left, Andy, Rudy, and I were sitting around talking about
how much we missed my mom, and we decided to pool our money and drive out there.
We had about $300, and we took off. There was a big issue when I got there because I
was dating Rudy, and they wanted me to sleep in a room with my mother and
grandmother and kept cautioning me about sneaking out. We had a really good time
there, it was like a vacation for my mom, because she got to go out. Before we got there,
my grandparents insisted that she stay home and not go out, because it was a long drive to
go anywhere, and they didn't want my mother going out, getting drunk, and driving
home. We went to the Grand Canyon, we went to Indian villages, we went shopping, we
went out to the bars. One night, we were driving back and my mom was drunk and was
all over the road, and we got pulled over. My mom stopped the car across the center
median, and insisted that she had already pulled over when the police told her to get her
car out of the road. She was really drunk, and they were warning her about getting
belligerent, and Andy got out of the car and intervened, he talked to the officers and
worked things out. He explained that we were visiting from out of town, and told them
that Rudy would drive, because he had a license and wasn't drunk, and the cops made
Rudy do some road-side tests, then they let us go.

19.

My grandparents were mad about the whole thing, mad that my mother had been out
drinking and driving, and blaming us for getting her into that situation. They were also
upset because of all of the chaos of having 3 teenagers in the house. We left because of
the problems with them, and my mother was very angry with them for kicking us out, and
left a few days later.

20.

My brother went from working as a DJ to working for Joey's Records, which is a local
record company that helps musicians get a start. He was driving for them, running
errands, and helping bands set up to play. He wanted to work his way up to doing more
interesting, music~ parts of the business.

21.

Andy was also dating a good friend of mine, whose name was Liz Hewitt. She was from
a really nice family, and they were living in an apartment behind their house. When my
mom came back to San Antonio, I immediately moved back in with her, and Andy was
there off and on. I was seeing Andy and Liz a lot, because I was young and going out a
lot,. and Andy was into the night life with his night jobs.

22.

A few months after my mom came home from Arizona, she started having bad heaaaches
intennittently. She would go to the hospital, but the doctors were telling her it was
related to menopause, which was crazy because my mom had had a hysterectomy. They
didn't figure out the problem, and the headaches got worse and worse. My sister was
pregnant with her second child, Colton, and my mom managed to get to the hospital, but
she was very sick, and collapsed. The doctors sent her home with medication that was so
strong that she could barely move, even getting to the bathroom was a problem. I was
beside myself, and called Andy, and we basically kept watch over her for several days.
Nine days later, she was rushed to the hospital with an aneurism that exploded in her
brain.

••
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23.

We went to visit her at the hospital, and the doctors expected her to die. We were all
crying, but Andy took it by far the hardest. He was crying and crying over her, I think he
felt like he had screwed up, and he wouldn't be able to make it up to my mom. Liz was
crying because she couldn't keep him together. In the end, the doctors gave us a choice:
to let her ·go, or to try surgery, which was likely to leave her living like a vegetable. Andy
was very much opposed to the surgery. My sister and I wanted to give it a chance. We
eventually talked Andy into it-I think Liz was the one who g9t him to agree. Surgery was
performed, and my mother lost 60% of her brain functioning. She never talked again, and
needed 24-hour care. The first few days after she had surgery, my mother went through
terrible withdrawals in the hospital, I think it was from not smoking. She was sweating
until she was drenched, and shaking, it was terrible.

24.

My mother's life was miserable after that, and I think that my brother.Andy was right.
We should have let her go then, because even though she lived for another 5 Y2 years, her
life was miserable. I rarely went to see her, because it was so hard for me to see my
mother that way.

25.

Andy had been drinking and smoking pot socially before my mom got sick, but he wen~f.....,.
off the deep end after. He was getting high and drunk and showing up at the hospital ¥/,completely loaded. t:a;g; ent:u • ;=s:g:t;m 3 i 5 £ fi!3t;: a·
!? tlfh 3lms
!· He
was getting high and drunk every day, and was beginning to get into harder drugs. He
went on a binge after that, and I remember Liz telling me that she didn't know what to do
because all Andy wanted to do was stay drunk and high all the time.

26.

That period of time was very difficult for me too. I was not working, and had to stay with
my sister and her husband until I could get on my feet. I used to get up in the morning
and go over to Andy and Liz's, and then stay there until evening time when Andy went to
work. I had started dating my husband Paul at that point, so I would often go over to the
Pizza Hut where he worked and wait for him to get off and talk to the people there. I was
still going out, but less, because I was in a relationship.

27.

It was not long after my morn got sick that Andy got arrested. I went to visit him when he
was in county jail a few times, but then he got transported. My sister, Lisa, had moved
out of town at that point, and Andy was in jail, so I was the only one who could visit my
mother and take care of her, and I just couldn't gather what it took to do that. Andy was
talking to me, telling me to be strong, to be there for my mother, and trying to help me
with it. It's funny, because even though Andy was the one who took it the hardest when
it happened, and fell apart the most,.-._ he was the strong one when it came to being
level headed and thinking through what needed to be done for my mother.

k/L

28.

Andy and I are a lot alike, and we were very close during the time he was out of jail. We
had a whole lot of fun together, and he watched out for me and protected me and
defended me in all kinds of ways. He's silly and funny, but he's also really sensitive. I
love my brother very much, and can't imagine what life is like for him in prison. I

-
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remember when he came back from prison the first time, and I would ask him about it, he
would tell me not to ask him about it, that he wouldn't talk about it, and he never did.
29.

I did not know that Andy had been convicted of a capital offense until I was contacted by
Andy's current attorneys. No lawyer or investigator contacted me before or during the
trial. As far as I know, no one in my family was contacted or informed. Had I been
contacted, I would have provided whatever information I could about the family. I would
have been available to testify if needed.

I DECLARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED
STATES THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

Date & Place

Gabriella Espinoza Rodriguez
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DECLARATJON OF FRED SAUTTER,

PH.D.

I, Frederic Sautter, Ph.D., pursuant to the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declare as
follows:
1. I am over 18 years of age. All statements made herein are based upon my personal
knowledge, and I am competent to testify hereto:
2. I am a licensed clinical psychologist in Louisiana (#61 0).
3. I have been provided with summary information about Anibal ..A.ndy" Canales, Jr.
4. I have been told that Andy was exposed from a very early age, i.e., as early as four or
five years old, to on-going trauma and neglect, including:
a. Andy spent his first years in Chicago, Illinois, and its environs. He and his
family, however, moved around a great deal. While he spent a lot of time in
Chicago, the family also moved to Los Angeles, CA, Racine, WI, Laredo, TX,
Kenosha, WI. The moves seem to be associated with the mother's multiple,
unstable relationships.
b. His mother and father lived together until Andy was about 5 years old. The father
· never paid child support, and, according to Andy's sister Elizabeth (younger by
less than 2 year5 ), the mother would "get back at him" by sending the children to
the father during the summer. The children would usually end up at the
grandmother's apartment in the Colonias projects in Laredo. (The Colonias
constitute some of the most impoverished housing in the United State~, of:ten
lacking potable water andSewage.)
c. People who knew the mother indicate that she was a very heavy drinker, and
spent most of her time in bars. She would start the day with a cold can of beer.
Elizabeth recalls that her mother was out a lot, including at night, when the
children were growing up. Elizabeth remembers having a Jot of freedom because
ofthat, even when the children were quite young.
d. The father is widely reported to be very violent. In addition to beating up his
multiple wives, he also beat Andy. Andy's stepmother recalls that the father
would beat Andy until he got too tired to continue. Multiple witnesses report that
the father was and continues to be explosive and very unpredictable in his
violence. In other words, it was impossible for Andy or his mother or
stepmolhers to know what would precipitate the father's anger.
e. The father also reportedly acts explosively belligerent with and around strangers
and people outside the family. For example, it is not uncommon according to

.
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(

family members, for the father to become very angry at waiters, throwing plates at
them. etc. His stepmother reports:
He beat me in the presence of people. I recall that sometimes he would
invite friends over to eat. Once I had cooked and everything was served,
he would get mad because of anythjng. For example, he got mad if the
salt was missing or if the rice was flavorless. When he got mad, he would
throw everything from the table and he would beat me in front of his
friends. He would also get annoyed if people who knew me came to the
house. There was a lady who did me the favor of taking me to work.
Sometimes the woman would come into tlle apartment and if Andy's
father arrived, he would start asking her if she didn't have responsibilities
because I did. Andy's father grabbed me by the hair in front of the
woman. Andy's father also did things that were not normal. For example,
he would grab clothes from the closet and put them in the bathtub with hot
water. He would teJl me that he was going to go out and that the clothes
better be washed, dried, and ironed in hour or I knew what was going to
happen to me.
f.

The sister recalls one beating Andy received from his father when he was about
10 years old.
We got home, and my dad took Andy into a room and closed the door and
I heard Andy get beat within an inch of his life. I was terrified. Dad was
screaming, and Andy was on the floor, begging my father to stop. I went
in and yelled for my dad to stop, and he hit me, and I fell to the floor. My
grandmother came in, and I threw a candle at my dad. It was one of those
glass candles, and it Jill_ him and broke. Finally, he just left, and my
grandmother took care of Andy's wounds.

g. The stepmother reports that Andy's father drank a lot and did all kinds of drugs.
She believed the drogs made him less violent. Andy recalls that his father was
sober when he was abusive, but that he was "crazy" when he was mad.
h. The mother seems to have attracted men who were violent and who sought to
sexually assault her daughter Elizabeth. At least two of the step-father figures
molested and otherwise assaulted Elizabeth. According to Elizabeth, Andy
became her protector against these assaults. She recalls one time when her first
stepfather had her pinned down on the bed and was molesting heT. Andy saw him
and started yelling, then grabbed Elizabeth and ran down the stairs to a neighbor's
house. She would stand outside in the Chicago winter, waiting for him to come
back home, so that she would not have to be alone with the stepfathers in the
house. We have not at this point been able to detennine whether Andy was
sexually abused by the stepfathe1'3 as well, although Elizabeth reports that he was
beaten and otherwise physically abused.
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1.

When Andy was about l 3 years old, his mother sent him to live with his
grandmother in Laredo, TexaS, but she lived in govenunent housing and could not
have Andy in her house, so she sent him to live with Andy's father in Houston.
Andy's father resumed the physical abuse, beating him with a belt until the father
got tired. His stepmother recalls that one time he was beating Andy for about an
hour~ She remembers Andy having bruises and wounds all over his body.

J.

At 14, Andy decided he had to leave his father's house. He left because he was so
upset by the abuse of his stepmother. His father threw a pot of boiling beans on
his stepmother, severely burning her back and requiring medical assistance.

k. He went to live with a couple that lived near the father's apartment. According to
the stepmother, these people would take in children and make them steal in stores.
After a while, the father and stepmother lost all contact with him. According to
the stepmother. Andy's father never did anything to look for his son.

J.

Andy reportedly has an early and heavy use of alcohol (started at about 8 or 9
years old) and drugs (started in his early teens), including cocaine and heroin. He
considers himself an alcoholic. He reports that he S1aited drinking at 8-9 years
old in Chicago because the. older kids would give them alcohol. Andy reports that
in High School he would get high with a group of guys before school started and
that he would bring a flask with vodka in it to school with him. He said that he
would drink before school and throughout the school day.

m. Andy is apparently a very tall man- about 6'5"- and he was always tall for his
age. At a relatively young age, approximately 8 or 9 years old, Andy became
involved with the Latin Kings, the predominant gang in his neighborhood of
Humboldt Park. He was uookout for the other gang members. Elizabeth
describes where they Jived as "gang central."
n. It seems that Andy unsuccessfully tried to maintain his Latin King affiliation after
he ]eft Chicago. The gangs in the places he moved to were not interested in him
and it seems the Latin Kings were not. much of a presence. When he was
incarcerated as an adult, it appears he sought out membership in the Texas
Syndicate. Ultimately, he was rebuffed because the TS will not accept members
who have been members of other gangs. He says he subsequently became a
member of the Texas Mafia.

5. Based on the summary information set forth above, I believe Andy has been exposed
to significant trauma and neglect, particularly early in his life.
6. I also believe that one of the ways Andy may have adapted to the trauma and neglect
was through drug and alcohol use. Drugs and alcohol are very corrunon ways for
traumatized people to try to cope with the aftereffects of trauma. Over 70% of people
diagnosed with Post· Trawnatic Stress Disorder have problems with alcohol and drug
addiction. The drugs and alcohol provide a way to avoid the painful and frightening
memories.

:
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7. I also believe that one of the ways Andy may havt! adapted to the trauma and neglect
was by seeking out and joining gangs. whether as a child or as an adult. Individuals who
survive trauma can decrease the impact of psychological trauma by creating active social
support networks. It appears that the primary social support netv.~orks available to Andy
were gangs. While these are obviously very dysfunctionaJ support networks, they may
well have been able to meet Andy's urgent need for social support and to avoid abuse and

abandonment.
8. Gang membership may also have given Andy a way to deal with the hyperarousal that
often develops in traumatized individuals. As a result of such early and chronic exposure
to unpredictable violence, Andy likely does not have the baseline assumption that most
people share about what situations are safe. As a result, he perceives the world as being
very dangerous - a perception likely intensified by the very real dangers of prison. nus
too would make gang membership attractive, as it could give him a sense of trying to get
a handle on the violence he always anticipates.
9. For both of these reasons, the threat of having his gang association taken away from
him would likely have been devastating and terrifying to Andy. In his mind, it is possible
that he would just as soon die than risk losing this connection.

,

l 0. Based on the information .I have been provided, I believe there are strong indications
of mental health concerns that should be - and apparently have never been - further
explored. It is imperative that I administer him a trauma and PTSD assessment, and that I
assess other symptoms of psychiatric disorder. Having the opportunity to review family
interviews and medical and social history documents and to meet Mr. Canales to perfonn
a comprehensive psychological evaluation would enable me to l'each an opinion to a
reasonable degree of psychological certainty on the effect of the trauma and neglect Mr.
Canales appears to have survived.
-··

I DECLARE UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE
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Frederic Sauner, Ph.D.
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IN THE COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
OF TEXAS

WR-54, 789-02

EX PARTE ANIBAL CANALES

ON APPLICATION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS
IN CAUSE NO. 99-F-506~5 IN THE 5TH DISTRICT COURT
BOWIE COUNTY

Per Curiam.

ORDER
This is a subsequent application for writ of habeas corpus filed pursuant to the
provisions of Texas Code of Criminal Procedure Article 11.071, § 5.
In November, 2000, a jury convicted applicant of the offense of capital murder. The
jury answered the special issues submitted under Article 37.071 of the Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure, and the trial court, accordingly, set punishment at death. This Court
affirmed Applicant's conviction and sentence on direct appeal. Canales v. State, 98 S.W.3d
690 (Tex. Crim. App. 2003).

This Court denied Applicant's

initi~l

post-conviction
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Canales- 2
application for writ of habeas corpus. Ex parte Canales, No. WR-54,789-01 (Tex. Crim.
App. March 12, 2003). On June 29, 2007, this Court received the instant post-conviction
application for writ of habeas corpus in which applicant raises thirteen allegations
challenging the validity of his conviction and

t~e

resulting sentence.

In. an effort to

determine if the instant application is barred by Article 11.071, § 5, we ordered both parties
to brief the following issues:
(1)

Is Wiggins v. Smith, 539 U.S. 510, 527 (2003), new law or such an
extension of old law that this Court should hold that it meets the
dictates of Article 11.071 § 5?

(2)

If Wiggins is new law or such an e;Xtension of old law that it should
meet the dictates of Article 11.071 § 5, under what standard should a
court judge the effectiveness of counsel's actions undertaken before the
decision in Wiggins was announced?

We have reviewed the application and the briefs ofboth parties and find that all of the
allegations fail to satisfy the requirements of Artie!~ 11.071, § 5(a). Accordingly, the
application is dismissed as an abuse of the writ. TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. Art. 11.071, § 5( c).
IT IS SO ORDERED THIS THE
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